:.----THE 1979 CANADIAN
VIDEO OPEN
CONSI DE RA TIO NS :

Following last year's Open in Calgary, we
have attempted to correct and improve
certain aspects of the competit ion and its
fo llow-through. The purpose o[J he Open
is still clear and simple - we want the
vehicle of socially creative video to be
recognized as an important and consequential produc t.
ELIG IBILITY :

The competition is open to all Canadian
residents.
EN T RIES :

OMNIUM CANADIEN DE LA VIDEO
1979
CONSIDERATIONS:

Suit e ti la tenue de l'Omnium ti Calgary,
/ 'an dernier, nous avons tente d 'en corriger
et d' en ameliorer certains aspects ainsi que
ses suites. Essentiellement , le but de
/ 'Omnium est encore simple et c/aire: nous voulons que le vehicule qu 'est la video telle qu 'utilisee par /es creatreurs independants soit reconnue comm e produit
important et valable.

SOUMI SSION S:

SELECTION:

SE LECTI ON:

De /'ensemble des videogrammes inscrirs
au concours, 30 seront choisis pour visionnement public. 25 d 'entre eux recevront
un cachet de $50 pour un visionnement.
Cinq autres choisis par u,1 jury se verro111
attribuer 1me bourse de $ 1000 et deviendront la propriete de l'Omnium.
JUR Y :

(To be announced.)

Les noms serom a1111on
ces plus tard.

SITE :

L 'Omnium canadien de la video 19 79 aura
lieu cett e annee a Kingston, Ontario, sous
/es auspices du St. Lawrence College. Les
dates de /'evenement coincident avec la
renue du Sy mposium- Video organise par
le Centre A gnes-Etherington.

The 19 79 Canadian Video Open will
be held in Kingston, Ontario with acting
host S c. Lawrence College. The Open has
been plan11ed to coincid e with the Video
Symp osium at the Agnes-Etherington
Centre.
DATE :

5th, 6th and 7th March 1979. Deadline
f or entries: February 10th 19 79.

END ROIT:

OATES :

Les 5, 6 er 7 mars 19 79. Date limit e pour
/es inscriptions: JOfev rier 1979.
EX POSITI ON:

A ll tapes selected will be shown through
Kingston Cable T V. Negotiations are
being made for the five award tapes to be
shown in Vancouv er and Europe imm ediately fo llowing their presentation in Kingston . (In total 3 selective sho wi11
gs.)

Tous /es videogrommes choisis par le jury
seront te/ediffuses par Kingsto11Cable TV.
Des negociacions om presentement lieu afi n de pouvoir permet tre le visionnemem
des cinq programmes gagnants a Vancouver et en Europe, immediate ment apres
/eur exposition ti Kingston (en tous trois
visionnem ents au max imum).
'

OCCASION:

OCCASION :

EXHIB ITI ON :

An award reception will take place 011
Monday, March 6th 1979 at St. Lawrence
College. The wire services will be ceremoniously telex ed.
CA TA LOG UE :

An illustrated catalogue of 30 video
artists works will be produced and pub•
lished by Arron's Publishing Inc.
INFORMATION:

Updated information can be directly
obtained by writing to Tobey And erson,
St. Lawrence College, Creative Arts DeP!-,
Portsmou th Av enue, K ingston, Ontario,
K 7L 5A6.

Mail correspond
ence to be published to:
LETTERS, Ce111er
f old, 2nd. Floor 21 7
Richmond St. W., Toronto, Canada
M5V /W2.
Please be bothbrief and concise 10 prevent
ck and
rhe needfor Jitlllre editing.Feed_ba
comments of a longer length should be
s11bmit1ed
as possible texts.

ADMISSIBI LITE :

On peut soumett re un maximum de deux
videogrammes. Les programm es admissibles doivent avoir ete produits em re fe vrier 19 78 et janvier 19 79.

JURY:

Letters -----

Le concours est ouvert ti tous /es producteurs residanr au Canada.

A maximum of two tapes may be ent ered.
Tapes eligible must have been produced
between February 19 78 and January
19 79.
Of the tapes that are entered 30 will
be selected to be shown. 25 of these
tapes will receive a single showing fee
of $50. Five tapes will be selected by
a jury to receive purchase awards of
$1000.

-

Une recept ion aura lieu /undi e 6 mars
1979 au St . Lawrence College. 0 11y remett ra /es prix aux vainqueurs et le te/escripteur tra11smetIra ceremonieusement
ses depeches.
CATAL OGUE:

A rton 's Publishing Inc. produ ira et pub liera
catalogue illustre a propos des 30
videogrammes choisis.

w,

RE NSEIGNEMENTS :

Or! peut se procurer de plus amp/es ren•
se1gnements en ecrivant directement ti:
Tobey Ande rson, St. Lawrence College,
Creative Arts Departme111 Portsmouth
A venue, Kingston, Ontario, K7L 5A6 .

We wanted to thank you for your
principled review of Main Trend.
While we obviously have disagreements with some of C.R.'s points,
he is to be commended for focusing
on major issues instead of on the
obvious problems of our first number.
Yours in struggle,
Loren Shum way
for the editorial committ ee
Main Trend, N. Y.C.
...As for censorship, it can on ly du ck

Artists in Canada have been hit by a
massive cutback in federal spending
on the arts. Aside from lhe barely
audible grumblings of various individual artists, the only organized response has taken the form of a 'day
of protest' under the banner of The
1812 Committ ee. This misnamed
group of arts organizations - from
The Canadian Book Publishers Association to C.A.R. - puts forward as
its main demand a public inquiry into the state of the arts, a demand
that has been easily met by Ottawa
mandarins since no qualifications
were attach ed. CAR/Toronto, for its
part, has sponsored a postcard contest and an evening of entertainm ent
and 'protest', which received a modCenterfold, December 1978

erate attendance and a few postcards.
The cutbacks are serious as they affect all areas of the arts and especially when viewed in the ge1ieral context of government cutbacks in public sector jobs, U.I.C. benefits, education, health and its moves to discredit or bust public sector unions. It
is in this climate that the recent
'Censorship' issues, a topic in recent
issues of Center{old, should be seen.
The two issues are inter-related and,
unfortunately, the response to both,
with a few exceptions, has been the
same. The general mood among
artists seems to be that things are
simply returning to 'normal' after a
period of 'enlightened liberation' .
The CAR response, for example, reflects more than a simple political
conservatism. This conservatism itself is based on a set of assumptions
about the very nature of artists' social practice. What most artists fail
to understand is that this social practice, and thu s the creation of C.A.R.
itself was made in response to the
development of the Canada Council.
That is; the organisations and practice of artists historically corresponded to the centralization and monopolization of cultural funding by the
State. The organization and socialization of artists is a progressive development, but progressive only to
the degree that artists are conscious
of its social and political implications.
The relation of institutions suc}l as
the Canada Council to the social
practice of art (including the actual
forms of production) has never been
adequa tely analyzed. Around the'
turn of the century the produ ction
of culture was split. 'Mass' culture,
like industry, was monop olized;
whereas 'high' culture was left operating under the principles of the
earlier and already superceded forms
of competitive capitalism, hence its
increasing inability to express any relation to the real world, a function
left to the manipulations of the mass
media. High artists, thus denied any
social access, turned their own subjectivity into 'reality' and aesthetics
into metaphysics. This contradiction
between the artists social practice
and the social reality in which they
worked had to be rationalized . To
achieve this a number of social institutions (galleries, museums, magazines, etc.) were developed. But this
in turn has given rise to another contradiction . As these institutions consolidated their mutual interests , even-

tually to be centred in the state, artists themselves were being socialized,
mainly seen in terms of their common economic interests.
But a
bureaucracy such as th e Council does
not simply control cultural economics, but by virtue of contr olling econ omics as well as rationalizing the
social practice of artists it in fact
determines what constitutes meaningful production. By making aesthetic criteria absolute, which in turn
reinforces the sanctity of individualized compet itive production and the
'freedom of expression', that is, the
freedom to do nothing but to do it
well, the bureaucracy can maintain effective contro l. By eliminating any
social political content it eliminates
any criticism of itself or the system
it represents righ t at th e productive
base. The 'apoliti cal' artist becomes
increasingly the 'aesthetic' victim of
arbitrary corporate /state decisions.
Censorship, as exercised against Pulp
Press, Talon Books and CEAC, etc.,
is not an isolated or accidental occurrence, but is the explicitly polit ical aspect of general economic control. T (The part icular politics of
bEAC, for example, is another issue.
This isn't political liberalism. The infantile politics of CEAC should be
dealt with in the community , not
through the agencies of the state,
wh ich only enhances the state, at the
expense of the community.)
At best an organization such as CAR,
in maintaining an apolitical stance (if
such a thing exists - apolitical means
not upsett ing the status quo), can
only ask (beg?) for fair treatment,
and this only in terms of token economic distribution. As far as federal
government cutbacks are con cerned
it can only make noise;2 as for censorship, it can only duck. Without
recognizing its own social-political
basis, without recognizing who in
fact supports the production of culture - - which is not the Council, but
the mass of Canadians who creat e the
necessary surplus value and who
more obviously pay the taxes, without recognizing that these same people are also struggling against the
state for decent living and working
conditions, CAR can only end up becoming a reactionary lobbying group
representing the most backward of
artists .
CAR, or any other artists' organization can only be effecti ve to the degree that they develop a political
face, and to the degree that their
politics are part of the broader political movements that can not only
1
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challenge but eventually change our
present exploitative social economic
system.
Karl Beveridge, Toronto
1. The f act that it emanated fr om the
Federal House of Commons makes little
difference, the Council had to act on it.
2. To think as CAR/FAG does that the
Council was ever autonomous , when the
majority of its f unds come from fed eral
tax revenues, is a joke.
A Space's Many Spaces
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Since the last issue of Centerfold
appeared, complete with summaries
of A Space's past and possible futures, a new board of directors and
a new staff have laid the preliminary
groundwork for a new futu re, not
only for A Space, but for Toronto:
the establishment of a 'Museum without a Collection'. The museum is, of
course, A Space itself.
Elsewhere in this issue we are advertising for a new A Space Executive,
Director who will research and implement this project. We hope to
have the new Director chosen and
working by the middle of January.
In the meantime we are using A
Space primarily as an organizing
office through which artists' projects can be executed, publicized
and disseminated into the city at
large, whether this be through radio
or television broadcast, use of public spaces, use of other institutions,
or use of the streets and urban environment. We are hoping, with this
new emphasis, to reach a bro ader
public, who we feel are now ready
to experience the work that A
Space has always supported in the
past. This also allows us to cut
overhead expenses and put a greater
proportion of our budget into artists' fees.
With this in mind the following projects are now underway:
1.
Ben Holzberg's Rolling
Landscape project will once again
bring an extensive photography exhibit into the subway system. This
year the project will be much more
visible, occupying billboard panels
in the stations . The TTC has promised us high traffic locations and
we are asking them to rotate the
show several times.
2. Susan Harrison's series of
writers' readings and workshops began with William Burroughs at Cinema Lumiere last month. The two
additional workshops were sold out .
Other writers will be coming to
Toronto in 1979.
Centerfold, December 1978
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3. Al Mattes is organizing a festival of electronic music and another
of solo piano. Both will be held in
cooperation with the Music Gallery
at the Music Gallery. A Toronto radio station is also interested in broadcasting the series.
4. Elizabeth Chitty is planning
her dance series Recent Pasts, which
will focus attention on recent Toronto choreographers who have received
all too little attention to date. The
location of the series is not finalized,
but we are looking for a high profile
location with a large audience potential.
5. Ian Murray is plann ing a
series of audioworks, to be commissioned by A Space and broadcast on
radio. If the series is sttccessful it
will be distributed to other radio
stations in other cities.
6. Tom Dean is commissioning
a series of art-works in poster format
for A Space. These will be distribut ed monthly , decent ralizing the work
around the city.
Artists will be
working with printer /artist Gary
Schilling on the A Space printing
press for this project . In addition
Tom will be curating several shows
fo the remaining four mont hs we
have the gallery space. Afte r March
31, 1979, exhibitions will be held in
satellite spaces.
7. Meanwhile, back in the office, our new administrative assistant
Jane Perdue is carrying on an admir•
able job without anyone to assist.
Jane is co-ordinating the various pro•
jects while managing our finances
and untangling our complicated legal
history in preparation for our upcoming 'Museum with a Collection'
project.
By the way, A Space fully intends to
continue
its
part icipation
in
ANNPAC. Despite our decision to
hire professional administrative staff,
our Board of Directors is a majority
of artists and all our curato rs are
artists. Our first priority is to offer
compe tent adm inistrative services
and a charitable number for artists'
projects. Our long-range goal is to
establish a 'Museum without a Collection ' for the exhibition, promotion and ratification of new art, new
music, new dance, new writing, performance and all the many hybrids
artists are cultivating today . In other
words, we continue to be an artistdirected organization.
AA Bronson
for the Board of Directors,
A Space
Centerfold , December 1978
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Whilst lnost of the anists that assisted
with this issue are included in the masthead we wish ro underline our thanks
to all the writers and re-writers and
artist-photographers who made essential last minut e C0lllri[)wions. The TelePerformance* Series not 011/y generated
the following performance texts {)ut also
video documents (which have been cablecast)for rhe artists who presented performance works. As publishers of Centerfold
who also organized the Tele-Performance
Series we would like to thank the artistadtllinistrators of The Fifth Network/
Cinquieme Reseau and the artists who
acted both as support technicians and
video documentary crew:
lawrence
Adams, Scou Didlake, Jim Plaxton,
Kevin O'Leary , Terry Crack, Bob Croll,
Nancy Nicol.
* ("Tele-Performa11ce" was coined by
Clive Rob ertson, a disposable phrase,
please don 't litter/)
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Guest Editoria l
Kenneth Coutts-S m ith
erformance art, like many of the
previous forms in recent visual
P
culture, is amenable to an extremely

wide range of focus, from the intimate, personal and introspective to the
public, collective and theatrical, from
the lyrical to the expressionist, from
the forma list to the social. But it
does differ in one significant way
from other modes in that it set.s about to replace the static and privileged art-object with an experiential
process .
Inevitably, performance art must
to some extent, both understand itself and be defined in terms of the
idea of spectacle. Despite clear deviation from the classic norms of theater {the distinction between stage
and auditorium, for instance, or the
uni-directional flow from an active
performer to a passive audience) the
element of an observed euent would
seem to be absolutely central . This
does not necessarily require that performance art takes place only within
a defined cultural space such as a gallery; many pieces have been presented before random "audiences" in the
purely social space of the street.
Indeed the very existence of an
audience itself is not mandatory,
since frequent events have taken
place in which only the performers
have been physically present, combining at the same time in themselves
the dual roles of actors and observers. It is clear that a special relationship between participant (which term
must be understood as comprising
either actor or observer) and event is
defined in which the objective world
normally beyond the participant's
immediate control is ritualised and
thus rendered to some degree malleab_le. Spectaqle has been, historically, the structure within which this
type of process has operated.
From the circus (using the word
in it.s widest sense) to sacred rite,
military parade and the formalised
combat of sports and athletics, spectacle has, through the centuries,
fulfilled two distinct functions: that
of providing an arena and focus for
collective social identity, and that of
setting up a consensus structure of
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CENTERfOLD-------social control. This has been true
from the point somewhere in the
bronze age or earlier when developing social structures began to rely on
sacred theater, ritualised combat and
athletic olympiads right up to the
present day when the factor of
spectacle has expanded, as a result of
the dominance of electronic media,
to become what is now possibly the
primary fact of our total social
experience.
The fundamental commodity
fetishism of liberal-capitalist society
has long since extended it.s domain
past the simple physical objects of
exchange, property and consumption, it has now appropriated the
whole dimension of social experience. Not only the ideological parameters of bourgeois value and conduct, but even the objective events of
historical occurrence ·have been all
but totally subsumed into the arena
of spectacle. The ritualised event has
surpassed the fields of admass and
the media commercial; it has gqne
even beyond consensus-control sublimation in setting out consciously to
revise social truth T.V. sit-corns and
cop-shows. It is a decade now, at
least, since the very act of reporting
"objective" news began to be totally
de-historicised into a media-event.
he older form of spectacle which
regarded it as a mechanism for
objectifying collective social identity
has now been completely supplanted
by it.s obverse function of sociopolitical control and indoctrination.
Little Alex, the ur-punk, observed
that the only real things are those
that you "viddy on a screen", and
the combination of media-fetishism
and nihilism would seem to be far
from fortuitous.
The recent independant Video
Conference-Festival "Fifth Network/
Cinquieme Reseau", held in Toronto
between September 7th and 10th
based it.s fundamental rationale on
proposing alternatives to the monolithic cultural-political control and
the hierarchical bureaucratic structure of "conventional" electronic
media. The very existence of the
conference itself was a demonstration of the ach ievement of a considerable degree of maturity and cohesion throughout the general alternatevideo movement that comprises vari-
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ous forms of community access and
social action.
Nevertheless, it still remains
problematical how genuinely effective, given the present realities of
liberal-capitalist society, this diffused
force can become in actual social and
political terms. As long as it remaifls
a "marginal" phenomenon, as long as
it remains dependant on various
forms of public funding, as long as
there is no major reassessment concerning the very nature of cultural
activity in terms of the changing social relations of an increasing corporatization of society in general, then it
will inevitably be relegated to a position where it discovers it.self at best
to be merely tolerated, and thus be
finally manipulated by the established commercial structure of communication networks.
ne remarkably dominant aspect
of the conference in general was
the evidence of a significant gap of
mutual incomprehension
between
the two broad factions present who
can be said to have represented the
poles of "social" video and "art"
video. In the view of this present
commentator, this fragmentation of
purpose and understanding may, of
course, have revealed a weakness in
the general concept of an alternate
network. But is also proposes the
most crucial area of debate and analysis that appears to demand resolution if any sort of future grass-roots
input is to have any effect what.soever on the developing monolithic
structure of cultural and social control through the electronic media.
The activists on the one side
and the artists on the other demonstrate a frequent tendency to downgrade the importance of the other's
activity. Some artists shout: "mete
politics!"
Some social-video producers accuse: "self-indulgent irrelevance!" Both, however, fail to understand that each represents the obverse of the other engaged in the pursuit of a common programme devoted to socio-cultural change. Unquestionably, we have all been exposed to
examples of social-video that are sectarian and dogmatic . Equal ly unquestionably, we have all suffered
through a considerable body of egotripping art-video that is narcissistic
and self-indulgent.
But, this dual

O
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phenomenon represents respectively
other, to a gi,-eateror a lesser degree
bad politics and bad art, and cannot
of socio-political focus, with the perbe seen as evidence of an essential
vasive and dominant presence of teleduality of purpose and intent.
vision as a mechanism of social control and indoctrination.
This erosion of mutual compreOn the first evening, Elizabeth
hension which was occasionally eviChitty's piece Demo Model explored
dent in a dramatic manner during the
the essential distancing and reifying
debates and formal sessions of the
effect of television; and it dealt with,
conference seems to have been one
amongst other aspects, the opacity
of the reasons that the Fifth Net"of codes and combinations" and the
work remained unable to constitute
alienation that the individual experiitself as a formal organisation. It
ences from the socio-political pr ocess
seems regrettable that an element of
as a result of the fact that newscastfactionalism appears to have preing (and particularly the reportage of
establishthe
least)
at
far,
(so
cluded
disasters and war events) becomes
ment of a democratic institution
transformed into a media-event no
geared for collective action and conmore or less significant than a comtrolled by the producers themselves.
mercial break.
It is, of course, quite underThis performance was followed
standable, in terms of the very natuie
by Artist's Support System in which
of today's corporate society, that
General Idea satirised the props and
many individuals would reject instimannerisms of the T.V . studio in,
tutions in general and the notion of
once more, elevating the audience to
developing "our own bureaucracies"
celebrity status. Using the provocain particular. Nevertheless, it would
tive concept of confronting the real
appear that the denial of any proaudience with another "m irror"
jected activity based on structured
audience of instant art-stars, they
and collective forms constitutes little
presented yet anothe r episode in the
more than an individualised and roeternal rehearsal for the future which
mantic anarchism. In terms of any
proposed action towards attaining a • is planned to finalise itself some day
in 1984 when a sort of millenial age
measure of democratic control over
of spurious glamour is expe cted to
the means of distribution, it is obachieve a media apotheosis.
viously self-defeating to reject the
On the evening of Septem ber
very idea of structured institutional
8th, three pieces were presented.
bodies. In the absence of there being
The first by Tom Sherman, See The
any probability of alternate-video
Text Comes to Read You, defined an
seizing a significant measure of conintellectually dense and poetically lytrol over existing insti tutions, then it
rical inquiry into the "relationsh ip
is evident the only possibility is to
between the artist and his tapeattempt to develop "our own" ones.
recorder". Sherman's dialogue was
Th6se individuals who assessed
one essentially between man and his
the conference from a dualistic and
technology, between the "machine"
factionalist perspective (and it seems
and an individual's self expression.
necessary to remark that these perThe electronic communicat ions desons appeared to be more numerous
vice was understood as being both
in the "art" camp) clearly misunderthe objectification and the mechanstand the essential natu re of the ser,
ism for existentially integral comies of performances which took place
munication. The paradox presented
at the Masonic Temple during the
one, in which limitation was also
four evenings of the conference itliberty, the prison of technologica l
self. The "Te le-Performance" procont rol also the channel of human
gi,-ammeprovided, without question,
dialogue.
a broad spectrum of artistic responses to the whole shifting social and
Clive Robertson, in Explaining
political relationship between the inPictures to Dead Air, explored asdividual and the state as it is presentpects of the broad phenomenon of
ly mediated by the ideological superthe artificial elevation to celebrity
structure of television in particular
status of specific individuals. His exand the communications media in
amination of the fugitive dimension
general.
of cultural "heroism" was presented
as being the result of a manipulation
Eleven separate performances
of subtle media cliches. The incorwere mounted during the programporation of a personal telephone diame, and each dealt in one way or an-
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logue with Joseph Beuys was particularly effective in commenting on the
ambiguities of celebrity status in the
enclosed marginal society of the cultu ral avant-garde. In essence this
piece comprised a socio-political
docu-drama concerning the manner
in which artists relate to the various
forms of television fict ion.
The second evening ended with
David Buchan's stylishly mounted
presentat ion Lamonte Del Monte's
Fruit Cocktai ls in which he commented wittily on the whole artificial
world of show-biz and entertainment
that has become such an ubiquitous
and tranquilizing dream that the
pseudo-reality of the variety-tee-veespectacular and the talk-show has
long since supplanted religion or
other ideological facets of the superstructure to qualify as the op ium of
the masses.
The th ird evening of TelePerformance comprised a further
three presentations. The first, by
Dennis Tourbin was based on the
very simple but remarkably effective
concept of the performer shuttling
back and forth between dual roles
as interv iewer and interviewee, between the talking head and the transfixed and sedated spectator. Conversations With a Diplomat revealed a
further aspect of the essential synthetic quality of our electronicallydominated political experience in
wh ich bland and interchangeable
statesmen mouthing vacuous platitudes are presented as being viable alternatives and figureheads in the
fraud of par ticipatory democracy.
Jean-Francois Cantin in his Propos Type proposed a very different
and much more formalised approach
in which the element of physical
hard ware was represented by a monito r which mirrored and echoed the
events that took place in real-space/
real-time. His more conceptual use
of the video elements, however,
brought the audience into a direct
manipulation of the hardware. Another State of Marsharlore followed
this with a powerful statement in
which Marsharlore, booted and spurred, delivered an ironic h istory of the
social development of television.
The final evening, that of September 10th, was focused on Randy
and Bemeche's piece, Centre of a
Tension, in which perhaps the most
direct political comments of the
series were made. Juxtaposing texts
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t is The Bo y olitic which
immediatelyfaces the pros
pect of being in fact outlaw
d under the terms of the
CriminalCode.

Their case is of particular impor
tance to us all: in it we can see t
he t ransmogrification of pseudoissues like "misuse of public fun
ds," "accou ntability," etc., into t
he essentia l political issue of ce
nsorship and t he supp ression of
distinct mino rity groups .
he media att ack on The Body P
liti c began in the pa~es of the T
ronto Sun, whose editors first "e
posed" the fact that the magazi
ne had received a grant from the
ntario Arts Cou ncil. That certai
n polit icos smelled an issue in t
he pre-elect ion wind we can pres
ume from the ensuing police raid
n The Body Politic offices and t
he subsequent laying of charges.

Their case is now pending;
its outcome in the next mo
nth or so will determine wh
ether in this country cens
rship has moved to its final
tertiary phase, or is to rem
ain dormant a while longer,
a contagiousrash spread
y contact with media hac
s and politicians.
Stephen Osborne, Pulp Press,
Vancouver, in Centerfold, Sep
tember 1978.

The trial is on January2
Your help is still needed.
Make cheques payable to " Lynn
King in Trust for The Body Politic
Free the Press Fund,"
nd mail to Cornish, King, Sachs
and Waldman, Barriste rs and
Solicito rs,
111 Richmond Street West,
Suite 320,
Toronto, ON M5H 3N6
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of Che Guevera and
r-;;0m t~ry
statements by Mata Hari, the audience was exposed to a broad mediascape of total fiction in which the
twin parameters defined, on the one
hand, the fact that Mata Hari was a
complete media invention and, on
the other, the media process in which
the revolutionary becomes transformed, and thus politically defused,
into the fashion model.
One further event, not scheduled
on the programme, was the spontaneous appearance of Daniel Dion and
Daniel Guimond in their manifestation Extra Rule Value. Defining itself as a punk-performance, a violent
assault on the sensibilities of the
spectators was less a nihilistic act
than one of instant feedback, providing a genuinely critical response to
both the events of the conference as
a whole and the particular cultural
alienation exper ienced by Quebec
artists in the face of a dominantly
"english" programme .
Further to these, there was, in a
sort of Off-Off-Yonge Street situation several significant performances
at the Factory Lab Theatre, in which
Marien Lewis and the Hummer Sisters as well as the Government presented further examples of the politically-oriented cabaret-type performances they have been developing
during the recent years. !he Hu~mer piece, Nympho Warriorsespecially developed a bite and sociopolit ical edge that seems to have significantly matured and achieved force since the days of The Bible as
Told to Karen Anne Quinlan. Both
gi,-oups have developed a particular
use of video as a stage dimension as
well as a method of action and reaction in developing the thrust of
the ir material.
The texts that follow in this
special edition of Centerfold devoted to the Tele-Performances are,
without question, the most remarkable collection of texts on performance art yet to be published in
Canada, and there would seem little
question that they will provide the
basis for wide discussion, even for
reassessment of the very nature of
performance art at the present time.
They question the function of performance as both a creat ive and reflexive force in re-defining the
shifting relationship between the domain of visual culture and the social and political realities of the
present stage of society .
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Elizabeth Chitty

Demo Model

An interview by Peggy Gale
You 'ue been using uideo as part

of your per{ ormances for some time.
I've used it ever since I graduated from school (at the York University Dance Department) in 1975.
My first show in May 1975 included
video and one piece called Polyfil.
I've used it fairly consistently since
then, in fact the show I did last
December was the first one I'd done
with no video. In earlier works such
as Lap I was never really satisfied
with my use of video; I felt that I
hadn't really explored it quite
enough. And obviously it remains
important for me.
One of the things I find significant about uideo generally is that it
manipulates time, and it permits
that
ouerlaps and juxtapositiom
wouldn't be possible without some
sort of recording mechanism. In fact
uideo offers a double manipulation
of lime, because allhough it is a recording, it has an aura of real-time. I
thinlz that is particularly interesting
a dance context, which is uery
uch about mouement through time.
Actually that was my beginning
oint in using video. That was the
8

content, in terms of the video performance, of Polyfil, and in Lap also. The very word 'lap' came from
the idea of overlap in time, or trying to change a sense of time progression.
When you 're choreographing, are
you conscious of this element of
time displacement or shifting?
In Demo Model the video had
a kind of narrative quality to it,
which the movement didn't, and
while I was making the piece I remember being conscious and careful
about how defined I wanted the narrative to be. The tapes had very
specific scenes, the briefing, the interrogation etc. {there weren't actually titles in it, but they were implied),
and I wanted to introduce a sense of
narrative, but I didn't want the piece
to be taken on only that level. That's
a very basic concept to everything
I've done; my priority is to create
something not following just one
direction or too closely tied to the
content or meaning. I come from a
dance background, which has always
been a more traditional or conservative art form than others, where the
basic structure of the theme is the
whole content of the piece and I see
that as being very limiting. It leads
the auwence's percept ions along one
path. And I try to make a structure
that will allow a more creative response.
It seems to me that the content
of your piece is much more by implication than by explanation; you giue
a lot of facts or objects, and the rest
is to be done by association by the
audience.
It's also because the pure structural level of the dtnce is very important to me.
Can you explain to me what you
mean by "structure"?
Let me give you a specific example, of Demo Model. The pure
movement parts of it came directly
from a perception of dance in semiotic terms. Even before I was familiar
with the academic terminology of
semiotics, I was aware that I was

looking at dance from the point of
view of what the movements expressed, and looking at traditional dance
vocabulary as a cliched method of
This is specifically iri
language.
modern dance; gestures represent emotions. In this piece, and in the
earlier work Extreme Skin, I reduced
the movement to blatant sign systems, such as the deaf mute, and
semaphore, and the poses also representing simplified but particular
feelings.
What influenced me when I first
began dancing /choreographing was
precisely what happened in dance in
the 60's, the Judson Dance Theatre
kind of thing, Yvonne Rainer's "task'
idea, but I didn't stay with that very
long. Extreme Skin was the first
piece with large numbers of people;
it had the task sense but I wasn't
totally satisfied with it.
In Demo Model there is a more
elaborate sense of theme. I started
out at the beginning knowing that
the piece would be about information, and how information is relayed.
Information is very different as image or movement or words, and information is relayed wfferent ly by
moving images as oppose d to still
images. I would· say that Demo
Model is the most content-oriented
work that I've done.
It's full of messages for me; it's
practically a catalogue of languages.
There's the uideo language, both liue
and pre -recorded. Then there were
the polaroids (on-the-spot recording)
and the pre-recorded photographs
that were also looked at by the uideo
There was semaphore,
camera.
xerox, sign language, the maps . . .
Actually that backdrop was a
xer?xed collection of various things,
again on a theme of language. The re
were a few sheets of playing cards,
because of the way pattern relates to
language, and diagrams from dance
technique manuals. There were also
some newspaper stories, including
one about NBC being sued by a girl
who felt she had been raped as a
direct consequence of a tv programme about such things. There was also the newspaper story there about
the MPs being sued for libel. The
political sense was very much there,
and comes from a perception of the
kind of right-wing politics that's
coming forward now.
In the sense of watching and beCenterfold, December 1978

ing watched, and being coded and
systematised and all of that?
Yes, and the person in the videotapes had that 'spy' feel, or police
detective.
Was this to warn the rest of the
world? Or was it just another format?
I guess I look at it from the
point of view of content, comment;
it's true that I do like to have a reality basis for my work and certainly
this is what's happen ing in politics
right now. The whole thing with
CEAC last spring was the reason for
including that news story about the
MPs and libel, and referred to the
I didn't
whole censorship issue.
want to make it too explicit, but I
did feel that it related to the political overtone of the piece. In general
language is obviously important to
the who le piece.
Well, it's uery inuentive, with the
semaphore and sign language. Were
you spelling out something specific?
I didn't actual ly. When I used
semaphore the first time, in Extreme
Skin, I did spell out 'extreme skin',
but this time language as a concept
was important rather than any specific information.
It's all about language, but it
also is language, you were speaking
many languages. And as an audience,
you not only listen to the language,
but you listen to the theory that
these are languages. That's already
three leuels: the specific content of
the language, the fact that these are
languages, and the fact that you are
obseruing language as a system.

guage, although they fit comfortably
into the rest of the piece. You were
sort of done up in the punk look.
I first thought of erotic dancing
as a good example of manipulative,
blatant language. But I wasn't really
comfortable with doing that so I
decided to do just a rock dance as it
also operates on a kind of sign level.
I don't think the piece was a 'punk'
piece, though Sol Littman kept referring to that, and to me as a punk.
I thought that was rather facile of
him, although my own performance
sense does have a certain amount of
aggression which can easily be related to a punk sensibility.

How do you go about beginning
apiece ?
It usually starts with a very vague feeling about something, and
then gets elaborated from that point.
In Demo Model, that feeling was information and image, and the first
thing I did was write a few pages in
a pseudo-scientific way: information, reception of information, mode
of reception of information, information topics, information assembly .
That was what I started with. And I
added a couple of hypotheses: reception of information from an image is more simple, direct and mimetic, than our reception of informa-

I

Right. I think when I mentioned the word 'structural' before in
reference to Demo Model, the
theory of language as such, those
things are very important.
I also spoke. Those gun-moll
phrases were intended to contrast
with the photographs, which were
fairly nondescript, empty spaces or
images with no elaborate story to
tell. The gun-moll texts were so
emotionally loaded. They were sort
or humorous as well, things like
"I've got your number and it starts
with zero", "I suppose it was business when I caught you with that
redhead in Frisco", something about
lefty and stoolies ... they were very
cliched ph rases.
Those are all a kind of lingo, and
functioned as another sort of lanCenterfold, December 1978
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tion from an actual person, object or
action, because there are fewer and
more distant active interfaces. So
that differentiates image from performance, right from the beginning.
And since mode of reception is a determining factor in the information,
we are referred to a sort of manipulation.
Since an image is fixed, surely
you can find out everything that's
there simply by looking, which
might talle you more time or less
depending on the complexity of the
image. Whereas a pert ormance is ongoing, and even if it's complex you
can't use any more time for looking
than the duration of the piece.
Well, that contrast is one of the
real reasons why I've always been interested in the juxtaposition of live
performance and videotape. But after I got this far with the planning,
some of the other ideas just lost interest for me. I had thought of the
'rebel' as an example of social information. I guess that relates to the
punk thing. I was going to have a
whole section on 'political rebel',
and information on terrorist activities.
That part at the end where you
were reading from a book, and the
monitor showed your hand . ..
Lobotomy.
I introduced lo1:
botomy as a means of removing
information. It's an extreme, rather
macabre example, and it certainly
t- wasn't there as a comment on the
,§ morality of lobotomies.
0
c::
There was an implied threat,
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though, because of all this sort of
interrogation, and 'we'll get you'
and all that, and so although the notion of lobotomy was just dropped
in as another fact, there was a residual effect that went beyond that.

On a theatrical level it certainly
added to the whole ominous overtone.
The kind of police-detective issue, and the kinds of theories that
were considered by this, seem to lead
directly into a consideration of television and the mass media.
For sure.
For instance, the
'briefing' tape, "assemble data, define the policy" - about two-thirds
of the phrases were lifted out of
newscasts, with the content removed.
There is a whole language in television news and newspaper news. The
story about the massacres in Africa
was taken right out of the paper with
no changes at all. It's all so manipu- ·
lative, words like "bludgeoned with ·
rifles", words with such a strong
emotional reaction. And yet there's
the irony of the removal into print at
the same time, we are brought close
to the information but kept away
from the true reality. But it was also
happening on a pure emotional level
as well. While this was being read, I
was doing endurance poses, which
was the most metaphorical the movements ever got. Listening to this horrible story, which if you bring yourself emotionally close to it ... And
the voice-over was saying "stop",
"no , don't go on", and of course the
voice continued on.

That's very much a comment on
what communication is, and how
dangerous it can be. Overload of information in fact leads away from
action. You become kind of blunted
by it and you don't perceive it, you
just sort of catalogue it. To me the
whole sense of catalogue in Demo
Model give that sense of here there's
more information than ever before,
we have more languages now, but the
result is that we pay much less attention to any of it.
That's part of the political concern of the piece too, the sense of
helplessness and frustration I have
felt that wasn't in the piece directly,
but it was there in an underlying
way. I'm very concerned with politics; as an artist I'm concerned about
the world we're living in and yet my
art, or art, is the most important
thing to me. I don't just go out and
work for the NDP and knock on
lioors, but I really feel that art is as
legitimate a political tool as doing
something which is more active,
more direct. I have no doubt that art
is always political; I mean if you're
getting up on pointe shoes and doing
a dance that comes from the time of
Imperial Russia, then of course it assumes a political context from that
time. It's impossible to separate
what you're d~ing from its context
and history, it's there all the time in
the work of artists who are involved
in changing art. The whole stance of
change or exploration can't be separated from its political implicavons.
And yet it's l'elatively unusual
to malie that connection explicit in
art today.
It was definitely a decision on
my part to specify that political
awareness. I really felt I had to do
this now.
There weren't any real assessments of the performance series by
the newspaper, but Littman did write
about your piece. Do you think that
these messages hit him on some subconscious level?
Well, it's peculiar, because he
spoke to me after the performance,
he came up to me and said do you
think you could throw a little light
on what you've just done? And 1
spoke to him for a few minutes in
very clear terms about the image,
information, etc., and he seemed to
be a very intelligent man who was
asking questions and taking in what
I said. And he said at the end, well
Centerfold, December 1978 ·
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I like you am somewhat concerned
with the political sensibility right
now, and don't you think you could
be more explicit? He meant "improve your work" by being more
clear. And I said no, because the expression of this political stance is not
my only priority, and I made reference here to what I've said today
that I didn't want to create a work
which led only to one specific message for the audience. I didn't just
want to write a sign that said "down
with the liberal party" .. .
It's much more evocative to be
dealing with issues of control and
manipulation and subversion and
eventual political lobotomy.
It
seems to me that the points you discuss are made quite clear, saying that
information is a.n issue, and communication is an issue, and recording devices and tools and languages are issues. That's pretty specific. Do you
feel that you 're one of several people
with similar thoughts?
I have no doubt at all that there
are people with similar thoughts; it's
all that people have been talking
about - censorship, and the cutbacks. Most people look at that not
just from the point of view of oh
dear we're not going to have enough
money, but from the fact that it implies a perception of art and culture
as frills for our society. And I have
no doubt that any artist with integrity about his work knows that that
is just not the case. That awareness
is all around.
I don't have any presumption
that what I do is totally accessible to
everybody in the street . And I'm
familiar with the whole accusation of
elitism and you-don't-care-aboutyour-audience, and I totally reject
those ideas. Of course I care about
my audience; if I didn't, I certainly
wouldn't go to the trouble of making
something different from that formula we're all familiar with. I'm concerned with art and with evolving art
forms, but I still consider my work
dance because it's evolved from
dance. And of course it's tied to its
roots .
It all comes down to the role art
is seen as having in our society; it's
still seen as a luxury for the upper
classes, a decoration to cover up
some of the hard parts of life.
But your
decoration or
some of the
And you 're not
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worll is not about
pleasure, but about
realities themselves.
alone in that.

I was even more stringent about
that in my earlier work; I think tha t
now I'm showing some awareness of
theatricality and visual sense again.
I am concerned with performance
quality, and I definitely don't want
to be so involved in my concerns that
the work becomes academic.
I had the sense in watching it
that it was pared right down; by way ,
of criticism I could only say that all
of those things could have been
elaborated on. There wasn't time
for an audience to muse over those
issues very much, because they were
being confronted with the next
one right away.
I think that comes because I
work very specifically. I like to have
the conceptual framework of what
I'm doing totally together before I
do anything, and perhaps that leads
me to stick to a conceptual framework more than people would like
to see me do. But the issues are all
inter-related, and that led to a
mingling of the ideas.
I just think the audience would
have been more satisified if they had
m9re extra stuff.
Yeah, I tend to fulfill what I intend to do, and that's it. I guess I
look at extra things as extraneous.
I certainly started choreographing
from the point of view that I wasn't
going to fulfill the audience's expectations, and I suppose I'm uncompromising in that sense.
You said earlier that you 've been
interested in semiotics and a study of
and definition of the terms of language ever since school. Is this piece
then part of a continuum of work,
and ongoing intention?
Actually I can say something
about my plans for the immediate
future.
Even before I performed
Demo Model I'd made the decision
to stop choreographing for awhile,
a year or so. The main thing I want
to do in that time is to do a conscientious study 0f language and to
apply that to what I do. After all,
communication is a very basic priority for me. I've been concerned most
in the past with communication from
the point of view of making something which allows perception in a
multi-dimensional way, but I feel
now that I want to get a handle on
other aspects of communication. I
want to do a lot of reading.
But in longer-range terms, the
next thing that I do will be BIG, and

I'd like to do it in a theatre space.
But my notions about it are all very
vague still.
And are you pleased with Demo
Model ?
I think it's the best work I've
done so far.
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"A good artist doesri't have
to be loved. There, are so many
lovable, ineffectual artists .....
This is not to suggest that art
should be grating or irritating or
hated to be effective. . . . We
are quite aware of the fact that
the main objective of one's
work is not to win friends, not
to win praise and awintion, but
to get the public to act on the
basi$ of your work. In the process you may not endear yourself to some people but ,you
have beco~ an effective generator of cultural information
that warrants consumer attention.''

A pre-cast 32 member group of
extras occupied 32 numbered seats
on stage directly facing the audience.
The seats were arranged in a ziggurat
shape that was an extraction from
the overall seating plan designed for
the 1984 Miss General Idea Pavillion
(32 seats x 62 sections
1,984 extras). The sequence of events the extras responded to followed the format of a Miss General Idea Pageant.
The raising of the curtain scene with
appropriate audience reaction started
the performance, which proceeded in
sequence to the finale. A narrator
fleshed-out or set the scenes, the
director indicated what reactions
were desired and conducted the enactment.
General Idea played the
parts of narrator, director and still
photographer. The decision to present this taping in performance
rather than in the studio arose out
of a hoped-for mirror-image effect
between the two very different audiences. The role of the audiences
were equally but differently isolated from the usual stimuli. The
"real" audience enacted a traditional audience vocabulary in response to the extras' performance
of the "real" vocabulary once removed. Mirrors mirroring mirrors.
It was hoped that the gap between
the audience and stage would blur
into endless reflections.
Centerfold, December 1978

Edited by Jo-Anne Birnie Oanzker and rewr itten by Genera l Idea
Jo-Anne Birnie Danzker interviews
AA Bronson, Felix Partz, and Jorge
Zontal of General Idea:

JBD: I'm sure you noticed that
the "real" audience was pretty restless during the performance.
AA: Well, we realized restlessness would be a possibility because
the piece wasn't directed to that
audience, it was directed to the stage.
There were two audiences necessary
for the piece to work, but all our attention was directed to one and not
the other. It was a perverse situation. On the other hand, if the physical setup of the space had been different, if it had been a normal theatre situation where the "real" audience was right up next to the stage,
then the whole relationship of the
two audiences would have been
much clearer. The space was a problem.
JBD: What relationship between
the two audiences were you trying to
explore?
1
FP: The relationship between
audiences and the stage or focal
point in performance situations .. .
JZ: .. . and ihe relationship between a forcibly de-activated audi-

ence and a forcibly activated one.
Between active and passive as well as
active and re-active.
FP: We did this by attempting
to set up a mirror-image situation.
Our performers, our stage audience,
were called up to the stage from the
"real" audience. In fact they sat
through the previous performance as
part of the "real" audience. They
were called up over the p.a. Their
names and seat numbers were announced. This was the initial "act"
of our performance. It was an intended blunt gesture. We wanted to
underline the separating of the audiences. We wanted to set up two
distinct yet similar behavioural situations in the same room.
JZ: Once they assembled on
stage the show began. The "extra"
audience reacted to a hypothetical
narrative intended to provide a context for the reactions we required.
These reactions are what we consider a basic audience vocabulary.
Again, the "real" audience's vocabulary was bluntly, and quite literally
up-staged. All they could do was
lip-sync. They were once removed
and their role was called into crisis.
JBD:

So in other words you
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were exploring the dialectics of a
"'real" audience that would have nothing to do and a stage audience that
would be entering into the traditional vocabulary of the audience.

AA: Yes, our focus wasn't on
the "real" audience. The "real" audience were left to their own devices.
Although we attempted to appear to
be excluding them we had indeed
considered their role. We were also
exploring what "real" audiences do
indeed do, . what expectations they
have, what mvolvement they require
and of course what they do when
their scenes are stolen.
FP: The dialectic was left to
find its own level. Any addressing
of the "real" audience, any introductions, any acknowledgement would
have weakened the situation we
were attempting to set' up . We contrived the alienation.
JBD: And you had your backs
turned to them?
JZ: Yes, of course we did. Another ·blunt decision. But also for
practical purposes. We were working, directing. The cameramen also
had their backs to the audience. So
do band leaders, or choir-masters
which is sort of the part G.l. w~

playing on stage. Someone mentioned that the "t urned-back -stance"
broke the first rule of theatre . Was
the "real" audience anticipating
theatre? But there were 32 people
on stage, directly facing the "real"
audience and performing for them.
JBD: You said you anticipated
a negative reaction.
J>:.A:No, I never said a negative
reaction.
We really didn't know
w~at to expect. It was exciting, titillatmg, ... a certain tension. We were
definitely interested in what would
happen. It was something new for
G.I. _toallow the unexpected to happen m a performance situation. But
yes, a negative reaction was a possi:
bility.
JZ: There were other reactions.
During the "movie" section the stage
audience was requested to act out
the viewing of an engrossing film.
The lighting crew provided effects to
simulate the appearance of audience
faces in a dar kened theatre with a
flickering light motif . The "real"
audience vocally provided a sound
track for that situat ion. Their hooting, applauding and stomping of
feet became quite articulated and
ended right on cue when the lights

to know more about how manipulation operates. We presume others are
interested as well. We operate in a
controlled situation. Like a laborat~ry . We assume we are working
with sophisticated patients with
patience. We attempt to articulate
the issues. They were the subject
matter of our performance.
FP: It is not our style to take
the podium and deliver manifestos
about the heartbreak of exploitation
manipulation and alienation. This i~
an entry into the topics but not ours.
We don't deal with these situations
with a ten foot pole. Turning off the
TV creates a short-lived relief from
TV manipulation. We're not into
abstinence. We're into the thick of
it. It's dangerous and we try to
maintain a borderline stance. It's
really a tension point in all our work
and a lot of people express their
concern.

went up. This was an attempt to
create a role for themselves si11ce
their usual role had been removed.

JBD: Would you wish for audiences in general to have more control, or a more direct relationship
to what is being performed? Is that
not an issue for you?
AA: Well, it is a definite issue
for us. As you kllow we have been
:,vorking with audiences, concentratmg on them and involving them in
our productions for some time now.
Their desires as audiences in performance situations and how they go
about fulfilling those desires are issues for us. We find it desirable to
involve audiences in a manner in
which their role, their involvement
their expectations, their vulnerability
becomes topical. We want audiences
to sit on the edge of their seats becoming both extras and viewers' ac'
tive and passive at once.
JBD: If you are concerned with
the way in which people are manipula_ted and are forced to be passive
viewers, why would you subject
them to it?
AA: For us it is a form of investigation of these issues. We want

JBD: And yet you yourself
pointed out that virtually the same
audience, an equivalent audience, a
fe'!1 days later was asked to engage in
cl1che reactions which they thor'i§ oughly enjoyed.
.,
-S;

AA:
Yes, at David Buchan's
Fruit Cocktails. In fact I thoroughly

enjoyed it as well. But we were all
very conscious of the situation. It
made you conscious of what the
cliche was, and how you were reacting to it. You did it, enjoyed it, but
you were never sucked into it. You
were maybe manipulated by it, but
by agreement between you and it.
JBD: Was it the consent element that was missing from your dialectic between the "real" audience
and the stage audience?
AA: Yes, that's what was missing. That's what we decided to eliminate. It was simply a different type
of performance than David's Fruit
Cocktails. We didn't ask or cater for
consent. It was left up in the air.
Again, if the audiences had been in
direct physical confrontation this
issue may have developed more extremely.
FP: Yes, if that had been the
case, the visual contact could have
in a sense provided the traditional entertainment quotient that perhaps
some people found lacking. On the
most banal level it would have been
interesting to see what so-and-so
was wearing or how so-and-so in particular was reacting. This was probably difficult from 60 feet away.

JBD: One member of the audience remarked that they saw the
performance as essentially a videotape production and the indifference to the "real" audience as something of an insult.
FP : Obviously"that is one way
to deal with it. Perhaps the most
basic. Perhaps the least interesting.
It would have been quite simple to
shoot the tape in a studio situation.
It would have been simpler for us,
the cre:w and probably the performers. But it was conceived as a performance before a live audience and
the interest we expected to generate
was not that of watching a TV show
being shot. I felt the taping and the
performance before the "real" au dience was totally integrated, but in
this performance the taping was only
device, a found format.
JBD: So then comes the question: for which audience were you
performing?
AA: We didn't perform. We
worked.
The stage audience perfomed.
JBD: For what audience was
the stage audience performing?
JZ: They were performing for
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three audiences essentially: for the
"real" in-house audience; for whoever is going to see the tape; and of
course for us. Also let's not forget
the other performance that was coinciding with this activity . I mean the
"real" audience's performance.
JBD: Another element particular to your "real" audience was the
large number of people from the social-political video community whose
response was pretty negative.
FP: Perhaps you also noted the
art community's reactions to some of
the social-political video community's tapes. Pretty negative. Obviously there is a certain split between
these two groups. The conference
was an interface situation for these
two groups in particular. In some
cases there are common objectives involved, but the methodology is usually extremely different. But the possibilities of overlap are increasingly
seductive.
JBD: One comment that was
made was that the stage audience was
made up of an in-group.
AA: It was for sure.
i!
c:
JBD: This is a criticism that has
., been leveled at G.I. for as long as I
can remember.
-!;
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JZ: Yes, it does sound familiar.
AA: We could have requested
32 volunteers from the "real" audience but we specifically wanted what
we have begun to call our Art Support System. People who have supported us in the past and continue to
support us and who we presume are
forming the audience for 1984.
FP: Also we definitely wanted
to get a tape out of it. We weren't
into just trying it out. We had objectives. We chose people who we
felt would do it, do it well, who we
would feel comfortable working
with, and of course people who can
deal with being on camera and come
across. As you said, this in-group
thing is often leveled at G.I. It's a
rather confusing issue for us.. It's
obviously a projection. We're not
sure exactly where the problem
comes in. We selected an extremely
diverse group. Does the in-group
paranoia imply they have been
chosen simply because they look
good, are easy to manipulate, we're
hustling them, they're gold-digger
exhibitionists? Are they simply ingroupies? Jo-Anne, you've participated in one of our videotapes.
You've written about our work on
You've innumerous occasions.

eluded us in your exhibitions. We've
been seen together socially. Would
you accept the label of being one of
the in-group? I would hope so. Remove the negative connotations and
it's simply working and being with
interesting people. If this really is a
problem for anyone then they should
examine the individual members of
the group and discover why we find
them interesting. Actually I find it a
total insult to the people we work
with, to the 32 people on stage, to
reduce them to in-groupies, objectified with no identities outside of the
group. A lot of this type of criticism
is rooted in personal insecurity and
jealousy and I think it's a dead issue.
JBD: One of the obvious elements of the performance was its
discontinuity as a functional element
of the filming-taping process. The resultant videotape is a discontinuous
experience which through editing becomes "reality" or "continuity".
AA: Unless we chose to present
it as a discontinuity. We swing both
ways, depending on the context.
JBD: I was wondering in this
particular case, if continuity was a
central issue.
JZ: I tbink the performance was
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what is normally thought of as a discontinuous experience presented in a
manner that in fact was quite sequen-S; tial and continuous. The performance did have five distinct scenes.
We started from scene one and went
right through. There were almost no
technical interruptions.
It had a
strong narrative that developed. We
never shot out of sequence. It had a
climax. Actually, in performance I
think it was quite traditionally structured.
JBD: Perhaps, but it was still
discontinuous and I did wonder if
the audience's reaction was as much
against this discontinuity of experience as it was against their personal
lack of involvement.
AA: In all our performances we
play with discontinuity. You're here
now, but you're also in 1984.
You're watching a performance, but
it's actually a videotaping. You really are the audience, but you're also
extras. This performance was an extension of these concerns. An extreme extension.
FP: I doubt that the resultant
videotape you refer to will misrepresent the ' 1reality" of the initial performance situation. The discontinuity angle will probably be heightenCenterfold, December 1978
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JZ: There were several things
we wanted from this project . The
performance, the still photos which incidentally were of a high
priority for another project - and
then of course the tape. The tape
was conceived as ''stock footage".
This could have been the title of the
performance. We realized the possibility of a beginning-to-end real
time documentary of the performance. The tape could also be cut up
and paced faster but still be a factual
document. We fantasized about editing right down to the various audience reactions and arranging them
chorally like a choir performing a
scored piece. Sort of like the Hartz
Moutain Canaries. We will also definitely be incorporating sections into our Hot Property tape which
we're now editing. As in most of
G.I.'s work, I'm sure this material
will continue to spin off and resurface for years.
JBD: An interesting point for
me in seeing the pert ormances during the conference was the apparent
impact of your particular relationship to the media, style and glamour - the influences of G.I. on some
of the other performances. I don't

know if you felt it.
FP: Of course, in some cases
quite strongly . In other cases they
were dealing with similar issues in
different manners. I just think that
artists' relationships to the media,
style and glamour are topical issues
at this moment.
JBD: The irony was seeing G.1.style performances, and there was
G.I. 's audience pouring out the
doors.
AA: Well, I guess it was fortunate for us that we secured a very attentive, receptive, attractive and entertaining 32 member audience that
we could count on to endure the
show.
FP: Really, Jo-Anne! We hardly emptied the hall. Most people did
manage to resist the lure of the bar
and chit chat.
JBD: What relationship do you
see between your gallery exhibitions,
media productions and performances? Are you exploring the same
issues, or are you exploring different
issues in different media?
AA: There is a whole vocabulary of issues that are interrelated. I
think in performance situations we
tend to focus on concerns that come
17

out of performance. Thus the audience was subject matter in this performance. We get very involved with
the media we are using. File for example is a prototype magazine. It's
a found format.
JZ: Obviously we have a very
formalized central theme:
1984.
Everything revolves around that as
subject matter. Whatever media situation we create or find 0UISelves in,
we attempt to co-opt its effective
qualities.

JBD: You mentioned File. Do
you feel that the Punk issue crossed
the very delicate line between commenting on glamour/star/style and
participating? I'm saying that less
from the point of view of how popular it was as an issue (which it obviously was - you couldn't even fill
the orders you had for it} than how
the material was presented. Many of
the other issues of File [nvolved
highly satirical articles on glamour
and some promotion, but it seemed

to me that this particular issue was
muoh more involved in participating
in the process of evolving a style
rather than commenting on it.
AA: I think we always try to
particpate in it.

JBD: To what extent is G.I.
image-bound and to what degree is
it glamour-struck?
AA: How do you measure that?

FP: If you mean did it just cross
over and become R 'n' R hype, the
answer is no. The content of that issue was the Punk /New Wave music
scene which at that time was surfacing. Most people's exposure to it
was through the popular media
which of course dealt with it expectedly as a new marketable product. A
lot of the music was dealing with issues that touched-a-soft-spot-in-ourhearts, issues such as glamour/star/
style/promo-hype/relationships
audiences/cults/selling-out
and
course the BIZ. We found it comp
tible with our work and extr ely
energizing to be in contact w
and still do.
JZ: There is also the group situation as well. I mean R 'n' R is
strongly group oriented. We're interested in groups. As work units.
G.I. is a group - not a band yet, but,
well ... hold your brnath.

Tom Sherman
See the Text Comes to Read You
An analysis

f

'

by Rene Blouin

10:45 P.M. Friday, September 8,
1978. The auditorium of the Masonic Temple is almost in total darkness
and the audience of a few hundred
people is about to see a performance
of/by Tom Sherman .
Slowly the front of the stage is
revealed. Two people, a male and a
female, stand on either side of stage
front, each holding a white card approximately 1 meter by 1.5 meters.
A text is written on the top half of
the left hand card. The right hand
card also shows a text, but written
on the bottom half. At the extreme
right, a tape recorder on a small
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table faces the audience. A technician enters and puts on a pair of
headphones; he proceeds to install a
tape on the machine but in a gauche
manner drops one of the reels. He
manages to catch the total attention
of the people in the audience who
are wondering what is going to happen . Meanwhile, a blond girl walks
towards a microphone, at the other
end of the stage, and with a very soft
voice introduces the piece. ''It is
going to be a quiet piece. It is going
to last about ten minutes . See the
Text Comes to Read You is a performance about relationships between people and machines and their
performance as they relate to each

other. The story of the artist and his
tape recorder ... "i The main per' former , Tom Sherman has been
standing in the darkness, behind and
as the machine is put in forward position he walks towards the front of
the stage. He stands just neat the
white card on the left of the stage.
He is holding two small speakers
turned towards his chest. He turns
these speakers, directing them towards the audience. One is blue, the
other green. As the voice on the tape
recorder starts to deliver a text , the
performer engages in a series of
movements , stopping in precise positions. The speakers move very slowly, from one position to another.
There are fifteen positions, delivered
in three sets. When the voice on the
tape pauses for a few seconds, he
moves a few meters to the middle of
the stage.
There, he proceeds
through the same series of signs again. A second pause 'of the voice
and the performer moves to his lef t.
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SERIESOF FIFTEENPOSITIONS
OF THESPEAKERS

does not work as theatre. Perform.
ances never work like theatre in the
sense that the relationships established between the performer and the
spectator are from individuality to
individuality. In theatre, these re•
lationships are much more of social
(community) relationships . In per•
formance, the performer does not at•
tempt to conquer the audience, he
only tries to demonstrate his proposition. The element of "theatralite" in
performance only exists in a rapport
with the purpose of the action. It
does not exist as a separate entity. It
is a tool and not a finality in itself.
A performance then is a demonstration of a very specific proposal
and in this case the proposition per•
tains to (as the title suggests) our relationship with machines: our own

space between the two cards . They
are a means to make the text alive.
The text itself contains a very
high density of information on communication between people, on interaction of machines in the communi•
cation process. It is written very
poetically, enlightening us about the
workings and emotions of human
beings in their attempt to communicate with each other. It is critical of
our potential for digesting information. By extrapo lation we can say
that it is critical of the impact of
television on us. Indeed, through the
monitor, we receive every day doses
of light information. The dose is so
strong that it does not affect our behavior anymore. That phenomenon

creation and extension. Through this
particular performance, the artist
demonstrates a very intimate rela•
tionship between himself and his
tape recorder. However, the work
cannot limit itself to such a simplistic demonstration. It has many
levels of reading and we will try here
to explicate some of them.
At first, let's look at the actual
gesture: is there a correspondence
between the series of signs/movements performed with the speakers
and the text delivered by the tape
recorder? l would say that thete are
abstract , non-narrative, correspond•
ences. In fact, the series of fifteen
signs are repeated three times, and in
time-space, they correspond to a part

He now stands near the white card
on the right side. The third series
of signs ends at the same time that
the machine finishes reading its text.
A few seconds of silence and the
technician comes back to stop the
tape recorder. The performance is
over.
During the action, the performer
obviously attempted to not use dramatic expressions. He performed his
movements in a totally technical
manner, with no apparent emotion.
In fact, the human warmth of the
piece is transmitted through the
voice delivered by the tape recorder/
the machine. This conforms with the
theme of the piece and although the
piece uses some theatrical elements it

•

of the text. They constitute rather a
visualisation of a coding operation.
They also conform with the title of
the piece: usually we read the text.
This time, it is the text that literally
comes to read the audience. What
confirms this "visualisation concept"
is the position of the elements before
us. The card on the left hand side of
the stage presents us with the beginning of the text read on the tape recorder. After the audience /spectator
has read the few sentences written on
the card, Tom takes over with the
performance of his abstract signs. ·
After a pause he moves towards his
· own left. We always read from left
to right (at least in our culture where
the coding and decoding operation
that is writing and reading has been
built as such). The signs fill in the
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drawing: Rene Blouin

brings Tom Sherman to tell us in this
text: "the injection of in(ormation
has not the power to destroy the universe of uniform or marshalled
thought. . . ".2 These doses have
rather the effect of keeping the
masses of viewers at a passive level,
in a state of inaction. This text is
very difficult to follow. The effect
of the text is that we become aware
of the very light density of informa•
tion processed by television/machine.
It also demonstrates that television
(as we are used to it) plays almost exclusively on the emotion of the form
and therefore can afford a very light
Here, we
density of information.
confront a text that is so dense that
it takes us by surprise . It is a kind of
disorienting experiment in the sense
~hat the workings are reversed. The

series

(2:'.35 minutes)
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Sherman quotes fellow artist Jay
Yager, "The slide-device for miniaturizing information and storing it to
be recalled by means of the projector
to something near its normal scale in
this case is 'crypt' for a miniature life
form which when projected becomes
mythic." 3 Somehow, his pieces also
work that way. He gives the reader/
viewer selected elements of informa•
tion. It is the reduction operation.
When being in contact with the
work, when experiencing it, the reader reenlarges the situation, to the
scale of his imagination. Following
the experience of this kind of work,
an analysis of the workings of the
piece is almost inevitable. This is re•
gardless of the content.
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( 2:40 minutes)

form is almost totally neutral, nonemotional, non-narrative; the text
contains some very stressing informa•
tion on our communication patterns
and processes. It also comments on
the power of images created, on our
power in helping others to develop.
But does the machine really have
this control over us? The message
of· the text is then the second level of
reading of the performance.
See the Te;d Comes to Read
You is the demonstration of Tom
Sherman's understanding of informa•
tion processing. It presents us with
some elements of his own analysis, it
confronts us with an actual experimentation of a coding and decoding
operation. The theme is one of the
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main concerns of the artist. All of
the pieces that I read of his recent
years of production deal formally
with that issue. They deal with it in
terms of form, in terms of content;
they are experimentations iu the
working of the process. The very
high density of information and emotion is ever present. He masters the
coding operation in a very sophisti•
cated way. The performance presented at the Fifth Network follows
exactly the very specific and efficient
pattern that enables him to summarize a very complex situation in a few
lines. How does he arrive to that
result? First, by giving us some vety
precise parameters. Precise, however,
does not mean lack of flexibitility.
Then by forcing the reader/spectator
to focus on the most important elements of the situation he depicts.
Unimportant details are supplied by
the reader/viewer. He tells us: " ...
your vision is the limit." The selection of information fragments given
through his work is so well done that
it becomes almost impossible to digress from the images and emotions
he is trying to transmit . The elements are entities in themselves; enti•
ties which once put together in a
specific manner bring us to recon•
struct easily the very specific situation the artist has confronted. These
works reincarnate the struggle, the
vety intimate tensions of the artist.
In a piece produced last spring, Tom
Centerfold, December 1978
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the "freak out" when facing the
problems of communication of the
intimate state of the being. The abstract signs with the speakers provoked deep in myself the same stress as
the fears of not being understood.
The exact same fears are underlined
by the text. I strongly believe that
it is a very legitimate fear.
"The relationship between peo•
ple and machines and their perform•
ance as they relate to each other"
poses, in a very rigourous manner,
the global problem of communica•
tion, of shaping messages to be un•
derstood, of reading signs within the
conventional systems of codes we
had to adopt in order to atta in a cer•
tain (although arbitrary) level of pre-
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See the Text Comes to Read
You works also along this process.
The elements given to the audience
are minimal. They're concrete facts
and do not need romantic interpre•
tation. The series of signs with the
speakers are in themselves a complete
system of coding, abstract in the sen•
se that they form a concrete entity in
themselves. The text delivered on
the tape is non-linear. Like the short
pieces Tom wrote on "car acciden ts"4, it transmits a bulk of apparently loose information. However,
when looking at ,them closely, one
realizes the carefulness of their selec•
tion. Like his other pieces, this per•
fomance provokes a very emotional
impact on the "receiver" of the
work. "There you are without anyone else to break response ... " "To
look inside deeper to find you . the
you of questionable presence and the
foolish sense of self importance kidding no one because you do not have
to demand understanding. " " ... I
was building the machines you were
living with ...
" "I construct with
you your position of being able to
pull the plug on my development. »5
These are some arbitrary sentences
chosen from the text of the performance. I find that they illustrate
well the lucidity of the artist, his a•
wareness of the confinement of man,
the never complete communication,
the paranoia that lies deep inside
every human being. It also expresses
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cision. It addresses itself to the issues of the knowledge of the uni•
verse. Art constitutes an organized
system of knowledge which, combined with precise sciences, enables
man to have a better knowledge and
understanding of the universe, of
some parts of the universe. The ap•
proach is intuitive and must be: pre•
cise sciences cannot afford it. This
performance by Tom Sherman is a
typical example of t11eutility of art
for us. It demonstrates not only
craftsmanship but is also concerned
with real issues confronted every
day . It questions many levels of be•
haviour including our relationship
with the machine. The occasion of
the Fifth Networ)c, a video confer•
ence, was more than appropriate
for such a demonstration.
See the Text Comes to Read
You circumscribes many of the
problems of working with video.
It is to be hoped that its impact
will help video-creators to think of
how the use of the too l can become
even more efficient. Far from want•
ing to make an idealized version of
Tom Sherman, I just happened to
really enjoy his piece, as much as I
have enjoyed reading his written
works and video. It is very tempt•
ing to repeat the analysis presented
in each of his published pieces. But
they talk for themselves. Some of
his pieces have been published in
Criteria,6 in Parachute 7; you can al•
21

so find a catalogue, 1 Traditional
Methodology for Processing I nformation, published by the Art Gallery of
Ontario last spring at the occasion of
the show in Toronto. In order to
understand better the concerns expressed by this particular performance, l strongly recommend the reading of this catalogue. I must also
mention that Art Metropole has published some of his written wor ks.8
Let these texts come to read you
too...
l/11trod11ctio11of the Performance, A.S.A.
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Harrison, 1978.

2see the Text Comes to Read You, Tom
Sherman, 1978.

3 { Tradiriona~ Methodology for Processmg l11format1011,under the influence of
Brian Molyneaux and Jay Yager Art
Gallery of Ontario, Tom Sherman, 1978.
450 Car Crashes with Fires, unpublished,
Tom Sherman, 1978.
5see the Text Comes 10 Read You, Tom
Sherman, 1978.

6T_he Trouble with Psychosurgery, Advernsmg Photographs with Words Criteria

To,,;
Spring 1978, Vol. 4, No. 1;
Sherman, 1978.
7011the Page (1975) and Writing from a
Photograph by Rodney Werden (1977)
Parachut~, No. 9 Hiver 1977-78, To,,;
Sherman, 1978.

83 Death Stories, Art Metropole, Tom
Sherman, 1978.
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The conversation that follows
took place early in November, 1978,
on either side of a tape recorder at
Clive Robertson's desk at Arton's in
Toronto.
The conversation was longer
than it appears here, covering in
more detail questions concerning the
design of performance works for particular contexts; the inherently political nature of interdisciplinary
art·'
I
common diseases of the communications media; cultural anachronisms;
-§ the grip of decade-consciousness (i.e.,
"the sixties", "the seventies"), and

----------1

frantic expressions. It is a particularly crucial question today, when
options for the choice and location
of frames (formats, contexts, scales,
durations) are so numerous, and determine so critically the impact of a
work. Explaining Pictures to Dead
Air seemed to me to raise precisely
these issues, (issues Robertson has
so on, matters relating generally to
stated
more polemically in his writRobertson's piece. However, given
ing). Yet, unlike rhetoric, the work
limited space, included here are the
hovers alive and kicking in its selfexchanges which deal more directly
generated mesh of paradoxes, as art
with the piece itself, its sources and
intentions, with some focus on the . must.
There are, in fact, two versions
process of choosing a "frame" in
of Explaining Pictures to Dead Air,
making and presenting art, and' on
since it exists also as a videotape of
the moral implications of such
the tele-performance, directed by
choices. This central question, esTom Sherman. The tape turns out
pecially in relation to the use and
to be a different version of the work
control of the communications merather than simply an event docudia, is a, theme in Robertson's work.
mented, and deserves separate disIn its various formulations this has
cussion. Sherman's direction is unalways been a central question for
, usually sensitive to shifts of emphaartists, although confused sometimes,
sis during the performance, and finds
espec{ally in this century, with the
throughout the right visual equivasearch for the new, one of its more
lents for these changes. It is the per formance, however, that we are discussing in this conversation; the particul~r tensions of live presentation,
the time/space/media relationships of
all its component parts, and the
things memory does afterwards.

Clive Robertson
A Beuys-Shaped Frame
A discussion with Clive
Robertson by Vera Frenkel

--

Rodney Werden

VF: To set this in context, perhaps you could describe the component parts of the performance; what was live, what was on tape, so
that the things we're saying will connect.
CR:
It consisted of a prereco rded videotape which paced the
performance, and was used to reveal
certain imme diate conclusions I was
drawing while making the tape and
preparing the performance . The tape
cons isted of me making telephone
calls (which meant you could hear
only half the conversat ion), wh ich in
tum were interrupted by two voiceovers, one of which was requested by
me, -so you had the sense of watching something in production. As the
•tape proceeds it suggests that there is
going to be a telephone conversation
placed with Joseph Beuys. You are
never too sure, as I wasn't sure,
whether it was going to take place.
Eve~ in the performance itself, the
audience doesn't really know whether it's Beuys' voice or an actor's
voice.
The character of Beuys played
the role of the evening news reader.
Beuys was given air time on television's own terms - he is accepted
as a legendary figure like Walter
Cronkite. Beuys has his back to the
audience, but by using closed circuit
TV with two cameras, the audience
sees Beuys' image being switched on
two monitors on either side of where
he is ~itting. Beuys sits behind a
structure made of saplings over
24

which is stretched a blanket which
was made just strong enough to hold
a few sheets of paper from which he
reads, lip-synching the soundt rack of
the evening news. He enters carrying
this , unrecognizable 'news desk' over
his head. He stands still. The whole
implication of this is that if Beuys
had entered with such an object he
might have held it over his heaa' for
hours rather than for a few minutes
which is what I did. The stillness is
direct Beuys reference.
VF: So the audience sees you as
Beuys, indirectly, on two black and
white monitors once he's seated.
And his face is gilded. Were both
voice-overs your voice?
CR: Yes. Explaining Pictures
to Dead Air is a pun on a Beuys
piece, Explaining Pictures to a Dead
Hare, which I had also performed in
1975, that consists of Beuys holding
dead hare cradled in his arms, lookmg at art works on a wall. In that
piece, depend ing on what source you
believe, his face was coated either
with honey or fat, then covered with
metallic dust . It's not gilded as a
James Bond image, but related to his
choice of materials, the insulating
and energy-storing substances. The
gold fa<:e and the title are from the
same piece.
VF: I think the work succeeded
so well because it derived so much of
its energy from variOU$kinds of
trans{ormation, and because it was
set up as an interdisciplinary work in

which one could not help being introduced into the several playings of
reality, manipulations of reality that
were its subject. Revelation of that
kind, in that it reveals underlying
mechanisms which shape consciousness, is always more political than
anything didactic, or martyred, or
self-indulgent, or preachy which is
typical of much that professes to be
political art. I don't know if your
work was always a successful vehicle
for this experience, but this piece
certainly worked for me. I'd like
you to talk a bit, if you feel like it,
about your choice of the figure of
Joseph Beuys - what he represents
to you, what he evokes in the people
you addressed this piece to that was
important. and also your use of
other elements, such as the advertisements that involved meat and eating.
The "mainly because of the meat"
commercial, and the cat-food one.
Then there were the modes of address. Was it coincidental that the
stretch of news in one part referred
to the provincial government in
several different ways, 'Queen's
Park', for example, which is what
you described to us in the videotape
as typical newscasting technique?
CR: I th ink the importance of
Beuys being used in that context, apart from some immediate recognition for anyone who has even just
heard about him, is the way, the
form, that he has structured as a
personality, to talk about issues.
The most important or appeal ing
effect is the transformation not only
of a character and that character's
totemic relationships, but that it is
also a transformation of a strong specific European mentality transposed
into a North American location. It
includes an historical archaeological
mentality that Beuys delivers: The
way his actions function within an
art context as opposed to the way in
which Performance functions in
North America, (with some exceptions, notably Terry Fox). The difference between 'Action' and 'Performance' is so great that it immediately sets up this mysterious situatio~ which has all this indexing
which we know someth ing about .
VF: Indexing?
CR:
Indexing of behaviour .
Why is this man wearing this costume? That costume is not the product of a recent culture - not just
the hat, the vest, but the fat, the
bronze or gold powder is a pro duct
of an ancient culture.
The commercials were coinciCenterfold, December 1978

dental. They just happened to precede the news I was taping. It does
show, however, that I am not speaking generally but that any TV news
taped would provide similar juxtapositions, content structure, etc.
Whilst I had used the institution
naming as an example in the text, its
placement in the tape of the news
was again coincidental.
The soundtrack of the news in
fact drops out about half-way
through the tape so Beuys is left in
the position of not even lip-synching
the news, but talking without any
bearable speech component.
The
performance was my contribution to
the conference, not only because I
didn't really attend (because of the
performance series which I worked
on), but because in my mind the relevance of such a statement had potentially a greater dynamic than getting
up at the conference and making
purely mono-statements. (Which, in
fact, in the end I did as well.)
The performance structures a
statement. It can contain rage instead of being contained by rage,
which is what usually happens to me.
It's one characteristic of Beuys that I
don't have: I can't stand listening to
a large group of people in conversation who continually are not listening to what the others are individually saying.
Some of the lines in the tape are
now embarrassing in their flippancy
such as wishing that Alvin Lucier
would re-design the inside of my
mouth so that I could articulate my
speech pattern with a more interesting tonal range. That sort of processual response - I was listening to my
own voice played back - was perhaps my way of sincerely depicting
what l was thinking about, including
banal details, whilst I made the presentation.
So those elements are
timely whilst some are timeless like
the usage of Beuys whose 'role' is to
make political statements, and the
ways in which he is prevented from
having a greater platform. He says in
the telephone conversation it is very
rare that he can appear on television
even for a few moments. The horror
which you mentioned earlier was for
me projecting him into that Barbara
Walters scenario, saying to him this
would be the way that they would
want you to do it. That came up in
the text when I say, "I'm a Joseph
Beuys fan, I've never missed a newscast yet."
VF: Thq,t's a chilling line.
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CR:
One would think that
Beuys would change the news, but
the mechanism of access overrides
literally anybody, including Begin,
Sadat, Carter, or anyone who th inks
they know how to play the media.
VF: Your effecting this transformation of an already stylized
character reveals something about
both sets of assumptions; about the
Beuys figure and about North America, and its media. The abrasion, or
stretch effect set up by a shift in context is critical lo your piece. I certainly felt that while watching it.
But it seems to me that there were
other levels of transformation as
well. In fact, you transform him;
you use the transformed persona of
Joseph Beuys as a vehicle for your
own transformed persona. So both
you and Beuys meet in this hollow
man that is mouthing received words.
CR: There are other pertinent
facts that come together within that
action because I, in a performance,
do not like to project my own personality, and never have, so my involvement with performance has
been a method of working, not of
personality projection.
So by inhabiting Joseph Beuys I don't have
to focus on myself in that construct.
VF: What would be wrong with
projecting yourself? What seems to
you unnecessary about doing that?
CR: In a sense, while I consider
Explaining Pictures to Dead Air as a
performance work, it wasn't work in
the sense that I wasn't working; - it
was a presentation of pre-recorded
information, the videotape, the text,
the figure of Beuys lip-synching the
news, were all pre-planned.
VF: Where were you during this
presentation?
Where was Clive
Robertson?
CR: I was just animating this
character. My projection was prerecorded through the tape of me having these fictional phone conversations. They were there to reveal
the way in which the piece was being
made, and how it related to my own
analysis of television, artists and television, the performance mode, the
video conference, my previous relationships with the work of Beuys,
and the art politics of these compound phenomena . The Beuys character is not central to the piece,
though it was the most highly visible
component. Beuys was not used, as
has been suggested, with intentional
cynicism. I have a great admiration

for the man and his work. I don't
think it's a literal comparison between Europe and North America,
but I am interested that Beuys'
emergence, (popular), in the sixties
happened at a time when a folk culture of that intensity, that degree of
actuality, rather than idealism, was
not popular . The popular culture at
that time was urban base.
His
archetypes were so different from,
for instance, the pose of the Californian mystic. I see his act ion based
upon direct experience with survival
mechanisms rather than intellectually
prescribed hysteria on, for example,
at that time, such issues as, Ecology.
At the time of this performance
I was also considering the phenome- non of political deception, and I
think more upsetting for artists; cultural deception. Artists often feel
that they are above being culturally
deceived, at least on a popular level,
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screen with a photo of Beuys on
the way he reportedly entered the
one side and a video image of me
carcass of the animal that kept him
standing still apparently listening to
alive. And like any agency of validahim through headsets on the other.
tion, Beuys here is simply a reference
In the photo of him his hand is cut
point. It is clear, despite your longoff by the division of the screen
standing interest in these reenactdown the middle. My hand is also
ments, that you are free to choose
cut off in the same place so that it
others.
appears we are holding hands. We
CR: I agree with you and can
are symbolically touching each other
only further say that I am aware how
as we talk over the. phone. For me
delicate Beuys as a vehicle is. As a
it's a pivotal gesture. We are not
framing device it is as dangerous as is
telephone answering machines dumpthe
gallery. The difference is that
ing information on each other. It's
you or I have a possibility of using
not the Americanization of Joseph
that framing device constructively
Beuys as Davy Crockett. It is for me
whereas with the gallery I don't
the antidote against the digestion of
think we do. We are being affected
art history. Beuys is not a Duchamp
by such subliminal minute differthat is dead. He is not a plastic fig.
ences
of illusion commercially that
urine produced by mould injection,
identity transfer has become a very
anfi yet that is what we are led to becommon part of our language. For
lieve. That is what we are supposed
artists that cultural language deto believe. Legends are ,;lead people
coding is often central which I have
who are castrated by admiration,
already said in this case is decoding
people who are intensified so that
their own use of cultural deception.
they can be defused politically. We
VF: This issue is an extremely
are encouraged to be culturally deinteresting one. These aspects of
ceptive and culturally deceived. That
framing and letting go are central to
is the use of Beuys in this piece; if
what art does. Choosing Beuys is
we consider him to be an anti-hero,
your way of doing this, or one of
dead news, then we can act. If we
your ways; as you say, the most visiconsider him a hero and imitate what
ble. I think your use of Beuys in this
we consider was his game plan for
piece was completely valid, certainly
success, we will gain nothing.
not cynical or exploitative, because it
VF:
You've written recently
CR: There was a very deliberate
made possible what good framing
mechanism in the tape when it reachabout art galleries and their validatdoes,
and that is it allows you to emes our phone conversation - me
ing function; that as forms of validabrace a phenomenon and then distalking to Beuys about artists and
tion art galleries have now given up
card it. The problem with art gal•
television, any individual and teletheir last remaining role as cleansing
leries is that that whole process of
agents. It seems to me that the valivision: the mechanism was a split
taking in and giving out doesn't hapdating function of an art gallery is a
pen, or not very well. Your use of
two-edged sword, or rather, like any
that figure, whoever it might be,
framing device, a combination of
"X", allowed people a vehicle to encamouflage and vehicle. The validatter a work and then released them .
ing function, whatever form it takes,
All the while a lot of other things
is also a permission, a support fo,. the
were happening as well. The only
strange and difficult as well as for the
distinction I can make between
accepted. At some level it is still posBeuys as framing device, versus the
sible for people to go to galleries, or
news as a framing device, versus the
read magazines, and be refreshed, enmonitor, the performance, the arena
abled, with new insights made availin which this all took place - all the
able to them. And this brings me the
nests of frames that interrelate - is
long way round, again to your use of
that he is an iconic figure and by
Beuys.
pointing that out you are again grapI think you use of Beuys is a
pling with that two-edged sword, in
very interesting sort of validation. I
fact raising the issue of framing as a
think it's only a somewhat wiser valimoral question. There's no doubt
dation than art galleries can be. That
that you will be criticized in just the
is to say, you have chosen a figure, a
way you have been. I think that's a
very affecting figure, - whether it's
risk you take, and I think it's useful.
someone who doesn't know his
What I'm saying is that implicit in
work, just the persona as it is visually
your use of the.Beuys figure or permanifest, or when one knows what
sona is a level of moral responsibility
he has come to represent in the art
that most art galleries can't address
world - he is the frame. One of
themselves to. In one's choice of
several, but a certain kind of frame
what to validate and by what means
for your work. He is therefore a
lies the distin<;tion between whether
form of validation. You enter him
..:;_;___;.__;___:_-==================L....'...:.:.:.:_:__:_:__::,;:=::::;:::.:;:.,.......;...:::.-=--::::=:...:.::::::....J
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that they often use it but do not feel
used by it. I believe that that is a total fallacy. We do not switch off
mechanisms of that emotional specificity, even when we know their impetus is totally constructed and synthetic. If rock and roll makes you
move, you cannot intellectually
stand still because it happens to be
disco music.
I have been looking recently at
what I considered in the early seventies were projects of mine that really
were not conceptualizations,
but
were supposed to evoke and transmit
more than that, but now, looking
back, I see they were in fact heroic
conceptualizations, and while that
'heroicism' felt good, - what Beuys
calls an 'evolutionary warmth' - it
actually doesn't change the situation
that much. What happens is that you
unintentionally set up a closed circuit, even if you dan't have anything
to do with the art world. The content of working becomes repetitive
or cul-de-sac'd, not that you are
always dealing with the same things
but that you socially reach the same
point of solution: the artist 'solves'
a social issue through an art work.
I think our immediate task is
continuity. It's the same for people
of Beuy's or Filliou's age group, or
our own age group. We have to continue. Our lives didn't end in 1969
and so we have not only to find fresh
optimism but to find a way of dealing with things which is not developed from a paranoia but which actual,-
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ly still contains rage, emotional intensity, because the loss of emotional
intensity is to me the most frightening thing.
VF: The figure of Beuys you
enacted embodies that intensity. It
becomes particularly forceful when
we finally hear the real voice of
Beuys in the tape, after all that preparation - not because it has been
disembodied, not because it is distant, not because it's European with
a different speech cadence, - it's ·
precisely because the figure of Beuys
you presented, with his face covered
in gold paint, sweating hard and
mouthing the news is a hollow sack.
He's a Beuys-shaped sack. He's a
manifestation of helplessness. The
initiatives are elsewhere; either with
the voice over, or with the telephone
company or with the folks that are
writing the commercials. At the
same time, in the presence of that
cipher rea.ding the news, the voice
has a startling vigour, because it issues from a context quite other than
the bankrupt situation we are confronted with. We know that the figure we love or the folk hero or whatever that Beuys uniform in front of
us may mean by now, we !mow that
he's dead.

\tO!CE 1
What you hav.e just watched: was a.docudrama of how artists relate ~o tli'e forms of television. A docudrama is \he deliberate
manip\llation of fiction to crs.eatethe illusion of reality, it is notas
you might assume the m.anif>ulatfonof reality into a fic.tion.
1f you like~ the relationsfiip,between artist v'ideo and tete-.;,ision
shows how the intent of our work becomes caqlf1,llly
and violently

misrepresented.

To c,b;amatize thi$' it was n~cessaey to show how we ~ecome forces
opposed to ourselves., The process of this performance was paro,.
died to provide you with entertainmep.t. The theatrioa\,chpracteri•
sati<>hof a'oseph Beu~ in this instance was used to simulate the
artist lip-syncin9 television"s cultural propaganda. T~ give it
mentary credibility Beuys was also co-opted to g!ve his views.
This is exactly how the m-ed.iain general arid televisionin particular manipulates what it doesn't qwn.
You can only sacrifice your own specific gifts of weri<lngas an
artist when you ch-06seto adapt your work to the up-tempo demands of what television calls "digestion with<>utchewin~(.

Unless the video artist wishes to cross the boundaries and become

a media-expert puppet, there i$ no .present role. for the artist in
television. As trus piece attempted to illustrate - we are exploited
at the same time we are forced into exploitative relations with
others.

Television unlike vid-eois never a fun tool, it gets you when you 're
yoyng 1 it gets you when you're ill, when you've tired and when
you're down. The art market may want your body and your individualism but the TV market only wants y~ur fingerprintS'.
VOICE2

.

THTSH'ASBEEN A FREE POLITICALBROADCAST P.ROVID•
ED BY THIS STATION, NEXT WEEK WE WILL HEAR GAS
STATlO:N A::fTENDAN'fS TALKING ABOUT TELEVISION
FOLLOWED BY COMPUTER OPERATORS,J.\GRICUL'IURAk
LABOURERSr BANK Cr.:E!:RKS,
LAUDEROMAT OWNE~S"
SECURITY (,oice fattes out).. c 1978 CflVe R()b6rtsnn, f:xplaining PicttJrqs to Dead Air.

one's work is life-enhancing or not.
No matter how painful the revelation. The frames I see artists choosing on the whole are, (to give them
the benefit of the doubt ), naive, or
self-serving, or, as you know, represent pockets of the culture that don't
have valence. The choices you made
raise these issues, and make it important to discuss framing and the location of the frame in the culture. We
talk about Beuys because he's easy
to talk about, but then you chose
him for that reason. It's dangerous,
but then paradox is dangerous. To

re-enact the work of that kind of
figure in the art world is to place
yourself in a very difficult position.
To me it has some kind of primordial
meaning, not only because of what
you 're re-el1llcting, or the shifts in
context you engineer, but because
the act of re-enactment itself implies
that whole totemic thing you were
referring to.
CR: Beuys as a framing device
is for me using an anachronism as a
framing device. Not that he is "slipping from the market" but that he
exemplifies more than Cage, more
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than Warhol, our recognition of
"active time" versus "infinite time".
Attempting to draw some metaphysical quality from the mythology of
Beuys is made difficult because
there's no factual information about
him. . . it's not only iconographic,
it's also a mythology which at an
earlier period of time he was responsible for manipulating himself, as
Warhol was responsible for manipulating his mythology. It wasn't that
Beuys was manipulating in a selfserving way. I think he has always
been suspicious about the growth of
the science of sociology. He is against those protective mechanisms.
Basically the impetus for his work is
not so much a mystery, but getting
the individual to click into some response that they just about know,
which is archetypal, which is somewhere back in your memory that
this person is eliciting a very early
response in you, and yet you're not
too sure what it is, but it's very, very
important.
So, he is for me an anachronism
in the sense that he exemplifies
"active time" versus "infinite time".
We as humans are not hockey players
or baseball players that have a definite shelf-life.
VF: In general, consciousness
of the decades and their passage, location in the century and what are
the mandates and the urgencies of
the sixties versus the seventies . .. the

so-called shelf-Ii{e of a work of art; I
hear artists talk in those terms relatively often. It always startles me.
It's not that it doesn't have its truth;
it has, and I suppose you could call
Joseph Beuys an anachronism in that
temporal sense too, but to calculate
well, I don't think anybody
that's any good really calculates,
"what do the seventies need, or the
eighties". I think that's quite unimportant. That people are attentive to
that sort of thing and design their
worlling lives accordingly is at some
level very self-destructive and ultimately destructive of the art that is
shared. Where the uses of time become important are at the archetypal level that you 're talking about,
when someone can, looking back and
using his or her work, bring together
forces that reveal, that enable people
to connect with that thing that's at
the back of the head that they don't
quite know is there. Certainly that
happens differently in every decade,
but the guys who claim to know
where it's gonna happen next are the
ones to move away from. At this
point I would like to ask you again,
with reference to this piece, what
you feel was expressly political about its interdisciplinary nature as distinct from what was political
in its content.
CR: I think the artist makes
available to him; or herself, the formats of communication.
We all

know that there isn't a mono format
any longer. We're dealing with publications, television, performance whether of local politicians or T.V.
personalities or radio talk shows there's a whole range of live and
packaged communication
forms
which the artist has often chosen to
neglect. I would suggest that this is
a very unusual state of affairs. In
previous times the artist was cognizant of, and reasonably articulate in,
the major forms of communication
of their time, as formats they used for
their own work . The semi-mythology
that was created in the 50's, that
artists could not talk and could not
write, and could only throw something at a material surface, has really
stuck and the glue was pretty effective. Since that period of time we're
dealing with a technological, sociallyinfluencing development which is
now out of the artist's hands. (Fourteen-year old children operate computers when artists struggle with outdated video equipment.) I'm not
suggesting that all artists should be
involved, but for any artist to take it
so lightly when they're so totaUy illiterate in present forms of social
communication - I mean totally i1literate - to me is well... a strange
phenomenon. Artists may still be
'going on a date' with the rest of
society, but there is an increasing
possibility that the artist will be
'stood-up'. Now, is not the time for
the artist to act as a dumb terminal.
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Lamonte Del Monte and The Fruit Cocktails

A report by Colin Campbell
The Dress Rehearsal
Lamonte Del Monte's "No More
Bread and Butter" could well become the Canadian artists' (and
landed immigrants') anthem in these
days of cut-back, cut-off and cut-out.
Never mind the toast and jam. We're
getting down to basics. Take Lamonte's sets, for instance.
The recycled-one-more-time Dr.
Brute Screen; the sets decorated in
musical notes, stars and circles; the
last three all painted in Day Glo. An
involuntary shudder.
Carefully
0

pain~~Je!~,
we
have to wait?"
A young Lauren Bacall look-

i~::~~
qri~~o:g
up

"Soon. Please try to be patient."
"But I've been patient for three
hours", she threatens, shifting her
machine gun (plastic) to the other
shoulder and walking off. UnruCfled,
continues explaining the
The emcee looks up and tells
Lamonte not to worry, that he's
writing his intro speech for him
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of the chorus girls has forgotten her
machine gun in the washroom. Well,
no, she can't get it because The
Clichettes are rehearsing there. Admittedly, it could be a formidable
errand to interrupt Elizabeth (You
Don't Own Me) Chitty rehearsing in
the washroom. The machine gun is
retrieved by a braver soul.
"Just what kind of a show is
this. . . like I mean, what could we
use as a visual tie-in theme (a "bumper" in T.V. lingo)?" the T.V. producer asks Lamonte.
"How about this?" offers Lamonte, holding up a little ceramic
crock shaped like a man, and, craThe
zily, looking like Lamonte.
head pops out. It is a cork.
Joanna Householder, the camera
lights flashing off her 50's sun glasses,

now.
"What am I saying'?" queries
Lamonte.
"Don't worry. I'll make you
sound great," soothes Red Sublime.
"What are you wearing for your
number?" (Downtown by Petula
Clark. . . we remember her being
moved to tears in the middle of
singing Fool on the Hill on the Ed
Sullivan Show).
"A pink polka-dot dress (chromakeyed to the Day Glo sets). It has a
big full skirt," replies Florida Sands.
"Only, I haven't made it yet."
It is six hours before the performance.
There are twenty-six people in
the production (not counting the
technicians), and Lamonte has not
had a chance to run through the entire performance with everyone there.
Some of the performers are missing.
Others soon have to go to jobs. One
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comes out, does the splits, and tells
Lamonte that the Clichettes have to
do their rehearsal now because they
have to leave in a moment, and
would like to get the feel of the
stage at least once. They do their
number and leave.
Finally, the rehearsal begins.
Emcee Red Sublime, an unnervingly
accurate combination of The Price
Is Right and Las Vegas' Circus Circus,
warms up the as yet imaginary audience.
Three and one-half hours before
the performance, Lamonte finishes

day," replies Peggy Gale drily, in
response to why she wasn't on the
other side of the door watch ing the
video tapes playing before the performances. A.S.A. Harrison sends
someone into the men's washroom to
retrieve John. "He must have fainted
or something." "Gee, I wonder how
much longer those tapes are going to
be playing?" inquires someone anxiously, peering through a crack in the
door. "Don't worry, they'll just cut
them off if they run overtime."

achieved by Clive Robertson and
Tom Sherman's two performances.
The audience is buzzing while the
lights are up and the Day Gio sets are
being positioned .
"I thought Clive's was just
fabulous " says Ron Gabe.
"To~ has such a Lovely voice,"
says A.A. Bronson.
"Who is Lamonte, and what are
the Fruit Cocktails?" asks Monique
Belanger.
The Performance

Lights down.
Red Sublime, cheeks rouged,
hair slicked back, and tongue greased,
starts the show. He introduces Lamonte, who enters with an ease and
charisma that speak of STARDOM.
Th·e gold lame vest and boots glisten,
the peroxide hair shines.
He's
naughty .
"And these are my fruit cocktails." He drinks out of the lookalike crock. He's a tease.
"J ust kidding folks, it's really
fruit juice."
He's sexy.
"I'd like to change into something more uncomfortable," he says,
indicating the black nylon pants that
have cords gathering the material suggestively tight at the crotch, ass and
ankle.
Red introduces Florida Sands.
She appears in her very freshly made

t;.,

the second run-through, filling in for
detained performers Murray (Priviledge) Ball and Anya (My Heart J3elongs to Daddy) Varda. Lamonte
and Red decline an invitation to
dinner:
"We have to do the cue cards."

1/

After The Per{ ormance

Lamonte, now dressed down in a
white sport coat and pink carnation,
mingles with the thinning audience

Before the Performance

The lobby is filling up. Suzette
Couture missed Geek Chic, and is
excited at the chance to see David's
new work. "I hope it's the first performance," she says hopefully. Lori
Ental (one of the chorus girls) asks
where the stage door is. "Can't see a
THING without my glasses," she assures everyone. Suzy Lake, sporting
new curls, offers a cheek (kiss), the
other cheek (kiss), tells how she is
showing Chantal Pontbriand and a
friend around her new city. "And I
don't even know where I am most
of the time myself!" exudes Suzy,
newly moved here from Montreal.
"I've had my fill of video for to30

pink polka-dot dress, lime green belt,
matching green sun visor, for her rendition of Downtown. The version is
more downtown than Petula ever intended. Murray Ball, who never did
make it to a rehearsal, delivers a flawless Priuiledge. We empathise with
the girls (The Fruitcups) swooning at
his feet. The Clichettes do a dangerous, threatening and aggressively
funny You Don't Own Me. Anya
Varda, dressed in black on black,
makes Marilyn Monroe's innocent
version of My Heart Belongs to Daddy a rather disturbing idea. Just
what is Daddy into?
Lamonte challenges all previous
efforts at overcoming obstacles in
communicating to the audience by
singing Going Out of My Head in a
strait-jacket. You try singing a song
in a strait-jacket. To a corpse. He is
positively touching as he bends over
his recently, dearly departed. Then
Lamonte Del Monte pulls out the
stops, and stops the show with
Bread and Butter, backed expertly
by Michael LaCroix, Glenn Schellenberg and John Corbett. He is pure
gold. Not only do we admire him.
We want to BE him.
The performance ends with the
chorus, eight girls in Scott Paper industrial paper suits doing precision
formations to the strains of Joker's
Wild. They finish crouched on the
floor, plastic machine guns clicking
noisily at the audience.
Red Sublime reads the credits
and sends us all home .
Lights up.

The tapes do run overtime.
They cut them off.
Between Performances

The High Art context has been
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accepting compliments, but there is
not the adoring response that occurred when he was on the other side of
the footlights.
Young woman:
"I Ioved the performance."
Companion nods in agreement.
("But you know, I'm a little
put out by it.")
"Why?"
"Well, because I wish he'd asked
me to perform. You see, deep down
inside me, I know I'm really Connie
Francis."

Afterthoughts
"You dress like a queer ball,"
someone from out-of-town once said
to David. And he wasn't wearing his
gold lame boots. (It was the red
sneakers that so inflamed her.)
David's wardrobe is distinctive. So is
his style. Surprised, then threatened
by David's image, the young lady
tossed off the intended insult to
voice what she felt set him apart.
Some may be as taken aback
by David's style as a performance
artist.
Oddball Art as opposed to Serious Art.
Low Art as opposed to High
Art.
I lifie it, I like it, I like it, but
is it Art?
David dares to entertain his
audiences. He announces his intentions. "We hope to be both entertaining and educationa l."
And then follows through.
As a rule, almost a law, performance art doesn't have to entertain.
For fear of appearing Lowbrow, perhaps. Perfol'mance al't requires an audience, one that is well
behaved and silent.
The performance artists, framed by the High
Art context, like pictures on a wall,
allow the audience to participate at
the end . Simple applause would be
most appropriate; no foot stomping, whistles or, heaven forbid,
Standing Ovations. The new Chamber Art.
David, on the other hand, invites us to "Come on DOWN".
His attention to detail, the layer
upon layer of collage, the total
transformation of the familiar to
the new, attest to David's skill as
an artist. Lamonte Del Monte and
his Fruit Cocktails was produced
on a two hundred dollar budget.
Talk about bread and butter. A few
more bucks, and ALL the chorus
girls could have had gold lame boots
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DT: I catch them ... I make my
own flies. . . and I make my own
lures and I watch it. .. fishing is like
watching T.V .. .. in physical form
... you see a poo l of vast water and
you see logs... and everything like
that ... you're fishing for trout and
you cast this spinner out and you
reel it in and you watch it come
through the water and you watch the
fish come thtough the water and you
watch tl;le fish come out and take it
and so you can see it all - so it's very
much like watching T .V ....

DennisTourbin

In Conversation
with a Diplomat

A conversation between
Dennis Tourbin & Glenn Lewis
Edited by Tom Sherman
GL: I want to explore your interest in the diplomat - what was it
called again?
DT:
In Conversation with a
Diplomat. ..
GL: Where did that come from?

In February 1978 Ben Holzberg and friends, with help from
the Nightingale Arts Council, Ontario Arts Council, Wintario,
the Canada Council, National Museums and the Toronto Transit
Company presented a unique photo exhibition entitled The
Rolling Landscape.All overhead advertising was removed from
a single subway car. l l x IS-inch Ciba transparencies were made
from fifty-two slides.representing thirty-four photographers.
The images represented a broad spectrum of sensibility from the
absurd to the spectacular. The importance of this exhibition, however, is its token triumph of art over consumerism. The audience
was a random selection of 50,000 surprised commuters, while
countless art enthusiasts simply missed the train. Image Nation
announces that it will publish as a double issue a complete
catalogue of this exhibition in dazzling colour. The price of this
issue after January 1, 1979 will be S8.00.Order now and receive
this collector's edition at a special pre-publication price of 56.00.
Send orders to:
IMAGE NATION
c/o Fringe Research
1179King St.West/ Toronto Canada M6K 3C5

D'.I': I met a diplomat and I asked him questions and he always answered my questions with a question
and then when I would approach certain subjects that were ... oh, what is
the word? . . . sensitive - touchy or
sensitive, he would say ...
"I am
sorry I am not allowed to discuss
that" So each part - there are eight
parts in it, each part ends with "I am
sorry I am not allowed to discuss
that" or "sorry, I am not allowed to
discuss the matter" . . . and then it
ends with a "Sorry, I am not allowed
to discuss the T.V." ... I think it's
very literal ... patterned after a typical T.V. show .. .
GL: You got that idea of putting it together with the performance
... like a news broadcast . .. like an
interviewer . .. except that you are in
the place of the audience in a sense
... as the questioner . .. It's l{ke a
mythical audience . .. to be questioning this person on the T. V . ... Row
literal is that relationship? I'm curi-

ous.

DT: Well, the audience is important as a viewer ... in the T. V. experience of sitting back and watching . .. but quite frankly, I've looked
at the whole experience as an interview with myself ...
GL: I want to know more about
this diplomat. Where did you meet
him? In a bar. .. some hidden away
bar in Ottawa?
DT: As I say, you know, if you
really want to see spies and diplomats go to the Lord Alex Hotel. ..
GL: What kind of a diplomat
was he?
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GL: . . . you 're also interested
in television?
DT: Ilike watchingT.V.

GL: Do you haue favorite programmes - the news?
Rodnev Werden

DT: A nice diplomat ...
GL: What country? Did you
euer find out?
DT: Canadian.
GL: Oh, he was Canadian.
DT: He, in fact, was a friend of
mine and I think he's posted in the
Far East right now. . . and the sequence ... "talk about golf" . .. a lot
of it was very much real and a lot of
it kind of fabricated ... to inject humour - to inject drama ... like the
humour that came in ... the drama
in respect to Pierre Laporte.
GL: When you wrote it did you
visualize the performance at the same
time or was that something that
came about. .. afterwards?
DT: It came afterwards ...
GL: It seems so perfect for the
actual way you performed it.. .
DT: Well, actually it came from
the prop itself. The T. V. prop initi•
ated everything. I am a compulsive
writer.
GL: Do you write every day?
DT: Yes. Right now I am working on a book called The Complete
Sea Anglers ... I'm documenting the
fishing experience ...
GL: Your fishing experience?
DT: Yes, every time I go fishing
I get back and I write all about it and
I draw the pictures and I take pictures of the fish that I catch so ...
GL: I never catch them.

DT: I like The Edge of Night
and in fact in my first play, The
Writing of the Painting of Martha,
there is a whole section about The
Edge of Night and I find that very
interesting - although there is a new
programme - a Canadian programme called High Hopes which is becoming a very ... one of my favorites.

GL: ... I loue your imagery and how you relate to it.
DT: I am interested in the area
between painting and literature. I
think because of T.V. , language, and
poetry in that respect, has had to become more visual to survive, so what
I have attempted to do is to make
poetry visual, so I paint poems and I
painted a book called The T. V. is
the Poet which is a series of canvases.
After painting that - the colour that
was involved in the words with the
images of a written newspaper indicated to me that there was something
really theatrical about words; so then
I decided to paint a play and the
props that I used in Conversation
with a Diplomat were the props I
used in a painted play and it was that
large cut out T .V. screen - it's made
of wood and painted with acrylics .. .

GL: I must tell you -actually,
that when I saw you up there - p erforming - with that prop, a cut out
T. V. screen. . . I saw it as a T. V.
screen - but also I thought of a kid's
Punch and Judy show - that kind of
thing...
DT: Yeh, yeh .. .
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GL: ...
you
know how children
will sometimes cre•
ate a little theatre
. . . it reminded me
of that a little bit.
There was a childlike
quality . .. I found it
quite touching in
some ways. . . its
simplicity and the
directness that was
presented. . . in that
sense . .. childlike . ..
Are you conscious
of that element?
DT: Yes ...
I
know ...
there is a
certain element with
children that when
given a prop or. . .
toy . . . there is a
certain amount of absolute fun.
GL: I think joyfulness. . . I
think your performance was wonderful that way - nice bright colour and
the lights ... up.
DT: The other thing is the actual ... the pages drifting in air ... very
important ...
GL: Radio announcers do that
sort of thing too . .. drop the page. ..
I liked that alot. Hummm . .. Reminds me of a sort of news thing. ..
the news according to Dennis Tourbin . .. something like that . ..
DT:
I approach poetry as
news ...
GL: I am sure you do ... (Discussion here aboul news.) I want to
talk a little about the video tape. ..
I haven 't actually ·
seen the results on
tape. Have you seen
it?
DT: No, . I haven't. I was in the
truck. I saw a couple of feet of what
went on ...
Very
good job of directing...
GL: Do you see
the use of video as a
document of your
pert ormance. . . or
do you see the subsequent use of that
format in some other way ...
DT:
I think
·that there are so
many ways of docu34
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menting things altogether. . . it
would be easy to see video as a form
of documentation . I want to involve
it more in my work. Right now I'm
working on one called Under Interrogation, which is exactly what it implies, but it deals with the stark image of Pierre Laporte in the trunk of
a car. That is, the video image will
be presented and then there's a performance between three people,
where one person is under interrogation, blindfolded.
GL: Now, are you speaking of
the video image as a video tape . .. as
. . . I mean ... as coming on the
screen.
DT: On the screen ... still and a
movable with it as well. ..
GL: So it will be a prop in

performance.
DT: Absolute•
ly, there will be another person ...
GL: Do y ou see
- I see another little
interest ing point about this perhaps that format you
were using with the
cutout video screen
and so on, I see you
maybe using or creating a video tape
which has segments
of that idea plus
other things - like
the way you were inyou
terviewed could build up, in a
sense, like a T. V.
programme.
DT: I want to do a ballet. I
want to use about 25 or 30 of those
T.V. screens with the cutout at various different levels so that if ever a
person moves within a gallery one
part of that person is always on T. V.
and that no matter where you look like, you always see someone on T.V.
But you know what I think is interesting ... is the colour - it's painted
and the paint in the experience is a
very important experience to me as
well ... most of the performance . ..
most of the development in performance emanates from an electric
experience and I am trying to devel•
op mine - or move mine from not
only that electric experience but
from a painterly experience as well ...
GL: I am interested in how you
wrote the performance. We talked a
little about your wri•
ting-that you write
every day and so on
and you actually got
the sort of cue from
having the cutouts
originally. . . you
probably wrote without thinking of that
immediately but it
probably came together afterwards.
DT:
right.

That's

GL: How did
you go about writing
it. I guess I am interested in knowing
about your actual
writing process. Did
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you write it all in one sitting?
DT: It is completely unedited.
GL: Really.
DT: It came straight out. Most
of my writing does.
GL: Really?
DT: Yeh, that's why I publish a
lot of my journal papers straight ...
you know, with all the scratches and
everything. . .. editing is a tedious
thing ...
GL: Of course it is, yeh.
DT: ... and although I haven't
experienced .. .
GL: You've managed to selfedit somewhere?
DT: I haven't experienced editing on video or film the way some
have ...
GL: Do you have notes on the
conversations you had with this diplomat? Or was it all just totally remembered . .. I mean, it's in 8 parts,

for instance. Did you know beforehand it was going to be 8 parts? Or
did this happen?
DT: The parts descended. . .
like I said, every time I asked that
diplomat a question he would answer
me with a question. When I came to
a sensitive subject, like: "Could we
talk about Quebec" - "I'm sorry,
I'm not allowed to talk about Quebec," and so that - that was the end
of one part. "Now I want to talk
about sex" ... the length of it to me
depicted the epitome of a half hour
T. V. programme. Perhaps I should
have had a commercial.
GL: Not in the performance . . .
maybe . . . in the video. Perhaps. . .
that's something you can always insert. I am sort of curious about how
you started using the videotape - or
how to use videotape other than as a
document. . . possibly in a format
like a public programme . .. or interview programme . .. or whatever. I
mean you are the only person. . .
you are both the interviewer and
the person being interviewed.

DT: I developed a whole series
of interviews with myself.

too?

GL: You have some other ones,

DT:
Yeh, one called Under
Interrogation and one called In Conversation with a Young Canadian
Couple Vacationing in Florida.
GL: Where did that one come
from?
DT: I was in Florida. I interviewed my brother-in-law and sisterin-law on the beach on the Gulf of
Me.xico and I want to do that as a
performance and set it ...

GL: Does that have anything
to do with fishing?
DT: No fishing at all. Although
while we were doing it we looked up
in the air and an airplane spelled out
the word " Pepsi" ... over the Gulf
of Mexico ...

GL:
word .. .

Well, that's a very visual

DT:
I would like to work
with airplanes ... as well . . .

N: What comes after that part?
M: The race ends and Thomas
and I stand up as the winners, in
sync with the announcer saying
"and' the winner da da da da; " th e
song from 1931 comes on, As Time
Goes By, a sort of mood music that
is played after that to get the people
back from that era and bring them
back to the night reality.
I'm doing another behavioural
thing now, where I have quite a few
of those songs on tape, and dissecting them. I'm suffered by the whole
enticement of the lyrics and the music. But when you think about the
lyrics, the conditioning is just so absurd .. . "He beats me too, what shall
I do, my man is mine, I'm his1 ' .•. _So
I'm taking bits of that and dissectmg
them and reacting to them as role
playing. I might take the lyrics from
My Man and react to them as an old
woman, as a child, as an adult, as an
artist. I guess behaviour comes into
a lot of things.
N : Is that like ''acting out"?
M: Well, it goes a bit further.
It's very hard to do, because it can
get too self indulgent. But maybe
that's what acting is, or is supposed
to be.
N: When it's that intense, when
there is that self transformation . ..
M: But I'm not doing someone
else's script, so I'm saying to myself,
"I'm a child, I'm a child."
N: This relates to what you said
earlier about schizophrenia.
M: Oh, this is another piece entirely. The schizophrenia relates to
the split /screen in the performance,
(split /screen, split image, split personality). As in the fact that we in
this time and in that time as well are
schizophrenic; at least there is a
duality, and maybe that duality becomes schizophrenia; and it can
break into more than one duality, so
that neurosis, and psychosis, maladjustment manifests itself. I see us as
schizophrenic in our role as intelligent, aware people.

definitely there and what I think it
was all along saying ... we sit here ,
we know so much, we can relate to
stuff 40 years ago because we know
so much now, but we don't push our
political awareness, and not just political in the sense of social events, but
the politics of art itself. We talk about how the establishment is a cettain place, and therefore we don't
like this stuff from 300 years ago,
we do not like the theatre with its
proscenium arch . But what are we
actually doing about it? Are we
pushing ourselves? In the performance I ended up rolling around the
floor which to me was a behavioral
expr~ssion of the state of politics,
the "roll" of the artist in politics.
N: I wrote down some notes
after the performance and about that
part I think I said something like I
was being buffeted about by forces
beyond my control. Is that the intention?

Marshalore

Marshalore and Tom Lux

Another State of Marsha/ore
An inte rview by Nancy Nicol
N: Could you begin by talking
about the relationship between the
video and the performance itself.
M: Why video in that context?
N:
Well, because to me the
video in that show was quite lovely
and in some places euen more compelling than the actual performance.
That must be quite a rare occurrence.
M: There were at least two
things happening at onee and the textual graphic of the video image was
there. I love using images, so whether I did anything or not there was
that happening as well. I think there
was more than one thing happening.
It could have been one of those silent
artistic little video images. I do stuff
like that if I have the equipment.
The same with the performance. It
could have happened without video.
It's like people in social animation
will say ...
"Well we couldn't use
36

film, we couldn't use tape recorders, video was there, it was expedient, we used it ."
N: Who was John Logie Baird?
M: OK, the piece starts out
when I went to camera one and then
to camera two. What in fact I was
doing was reciting a narrative which
opened the whole thing and it was
describing the problems which John
Logie Baird, who was the man who
put television into the state that we
see it today. He was the one who
actually devised the true nature of
television from which it developed.
N: Were you trying to correlate these events with events now?
M: Sure, yeah.
N: Well ok, I follow what you
say as far as the competition in television and the media and the oblivion
of upper classes, and I suppose a contrast between our technological culture and a 3rd world situation but ...
M: Oh, the correlation was very

M: Well, not necessarily, no.
You could read it like that. I mean it
was not universally explicit. But I
mean I myself was rolling. Thomas
was simply steering me because I
couldn't see where I was going but
it was me who was actually doing all
the rolling. It was a very strenuous
physical thing. I was the horse. I
went from rider to horse; I changed
classes so to speak, but I went further I changed species. There's the
whoie thing about what is the Feminist thing about, but it's further than
that. I didn't go from male to female or from the domination of
the ;iding crop to, being ridden ... I
did all of that, but I went past that:
I just changed into another thing. I
changed · my whole context, the
whole contextual arrangement, from
what you normally see as a human
being, standing up and doing these
theatrical things, to being wrapped
in this saddle, this form, and changing my whole species. But I was in
control of my movements although
I was being directed not to crash. I
was trying to roll myself further and
further and to this absurd popularised Cagean music. . . (you know
Spike Jones can almost be called the
tin pan alley of Cage, because of the
way he assembles sounds to form a
particularly tin pan alley sound) ...
so the whole statement is: do we
push ·ourselves farther, can we roll
ourselves farther, can we r.oll ourselves into something different?
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N: Vis-a-vis technology?
M: Vis-a-vistechnology, vis-a-vis
social awareness, vis-a-vis developing
art . So I mean it's great to make
these poetic visual images (and I like
to do that as well... I get some aesthetic rush which is akin to sensualism); but, there's more. We ha~e-to
push ourselves to do it. Sometimes ,
Centerfold, December 1978
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it just doesn't seem right to say "the
artist" or "the arts" because the
meaning has been real igned, or its
just been kept in this cabinet, this
very beautiful old Louis XVI ca binet.
N: How do you feel about collaborative work?
M: Well I have trouble dealing
with the rest of the human race, but
I like to work with people that turn
me on.
N: Why I asked is because. . .
well it relates to what you were saying about the hermetic capsuling of
"the art", "the artist". Collaboration is something which allows one
to get an extension of oneself, which
is very important, and which perhaps
opens out of that "dualism" or that
schizophrenic situation, because the
extensions are more "real".
M: Yeah, in that you are not
just working with abstractions but
recognizing the real needs of other
people. I'm going to try that next
winter; I'm going to be working with
a woman in Amste rdam .
N: Where are you from?
M: I live in Montreal.

N: Are you French?
M: No, but I'm an expatrjate
of an English culture. I love it there
[Montreal]; I love the passion there.
N: It's interesting that you call
yourself an expatriate from the English culture because when I saw your
performance I thought that you were
from Montreal, without knowing
anything about your background.
M: Just maybe because it had
that political social leaning to it.
N: ,Well, more than a social
political leaning, something about no
surface analysis, in other words the
piece wasn't feeding back on itself, it
was very open ended, it had almost a
cabaret feeling to it.
M: Do you know the difference between actions and perfo rmances? Not that I'm going to make
any definition of them, per se, but,
in Europe something will be called an
action, and it has the same definite
feeling of an action painting or a gesture drawing, except that it takes the
form of the human body or the human mind making this gesture. I
don't know if working with other
people alleviates schizophrenia . Not
confronting oneself does. Any statement that an artist is going to make
has to be some sort of self-conf ronta38

tion, right down to funding. I'm
really involved in all these aspects.
N: Funding?
M: Yes, how the artist can live,
which is basically off a funding
system .

N: I would like to see it as a
business system.
M: Well, I'm not sure what I
want to see it as, but I don't like
the idea of it going into the top ten
sort of strata and it does.
N: No, it disturbs me a great
deal. Where did the idea 5th Network come from?
M: Well some newspaper said
it was called the 5th Network, so we
would get confused with the 5th
estate on T. V. But what- we're saying, the ·"official story" is the national netw ork, . the C.B.C., is the
first network; the commercial national network, the CTV, is the
second network; the OECA, Radio
Quebec: is the 3rd network; the
cable systems is the 4th networ k ;
and independent video is the 5th
network.
So here we are creating
a myth from our nostalgia by calling ourselves the 5th network, and
we've subliminally, if not ove.rtly,
introduced a history of 4 networks
into the whole sensibility. It's sorta
like propaganda .
N : Well, yes, I found a lot of
the layout for the conference propaganda. I mean to me the most interesting thing of the whole conference was the propaganda behind
. it. ..
M: Oh great! Well what did you
get from it? You mean from the
brochures and the press releases?

way it was established; the way the
concept was infiltrated into the
public mind . ..
M : Oh good, we tried very hard
to do that.
N: There was also some remark
in your article that when you went
to the Ontario Arts council for
funding . :.
M: That was my article . That
was the opening statilment called
Ballroom Dancing in Ottawa.
N: Right . . .
M:
Oh I know, when they
found out we were real.
N: Right.
M : And all our friends had
given us money .
N: Exactly . .. I was thinking
in terms of an article in general on
the conference itself' and I wrote
these notes . . . "an article on the
5th Network conference shol!,ld include . .. fabrication of the event . . . "
and in that statement I was including what we were talking about, in
terms of advertising or how you
placed the idea in the public mind,
and which also includes the phrase
from the guy from Nova Scotia . .
the "hidden agenda".
M: Oh, what does that mean?
N: I think what he was saying is
that you were giving the conference
as an exchange forum in which to
present works . The "hidden agenda"
was the idea of a 5th network or, in
other words, a national association
of independent video producers.
M: Well maybe there was a hidden agenda - sublimina l agenda.
N: I believe he saw it in that
way, in that sensibility .

M: But I don't think anyone
knew what it was. I think that everyone came with the ir own ideas .

N: How do you see what you
do in relationship to events like this,
as related to your work?
M: To my work? Well which
part of my work? To community
access work? I see it as being very
relevant; as someone who spends her
time in the social action milieu, giving equipment out, working on productions, raising money so that they
can have a centre accessible .
N:
What do you do about
criticism such as: you can't do
both:
one or the other suffers,
either the work • or the organizational aspect; you can't organize a
conference such as this . . . ?
M : And go to it.
N: And go to it. . . that you
fall short of both goals.
M: Well you can say that, but
here we are. I'm the woman in
Montreal who needed equipment, so
I formed an access group. You have
to be able to do all that. I wanted to
make a tape and I didn't want it to
stop there; I wanted to show it. So
I had to start an exhibition program.
N: I wanted to ask you a few
more questions on your performance
during the Fifth Network Conference.
You called the work Another State
of Marshalore . Ok, if you were living
in a 3rd World Country and a State
of Marshal Law is declared. . . I'm
presuming that you intended this
pun.
M: The reason I've called myself
Marshalore .. . about twelve years ago
it came onto me, learning about
marshal law declared in Cyprus, marshal law in Turkey, and my name
being Marsha, I thought of this penal
system of imposed military rule and
then I thought of folklore - the
whole tradition of intelligence and
knowledge and ritual being handed
down. I thought of that in contrast
to "law", so I called myself Marsha•
lore. It's a pun on that reality .

N: I see, yes, now the thing I
was thinking about, in terms of the
performance, is when you have a situation in a country where marshal
law is declared, it involves a great
amount of pain and suffering for
those people involved.

M: And it's not as removed as
the third world . When Thomas was
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reading , marshal law declared in
Idaho, marshal law declared in Austria, marshal law declared in Germany . ..
N:
Yes, well marshal la~ declared in Canada, in Quebec . . .
M: Yes in Quebec, so it's not a
remote reality .. .
N: Well yes, even our reality
here. The point that I'm trying to
make is it involves political suffer ing or tension, or aggression, or upheaval. . . and yet I found the performance light.
M: There are different ways of
presenting information . There is a
light aspect to it . But then when I
was going up to the people in the
audience saying "you're jaded, decadent, and blase," and then Thomas
read the headlines; I intended there
to be a follow of logic from decadence to fascism because fascism is
a product of decadence .

You•re blase (Oh Hamilton)
You're deep just like a chasm,
You've no enthusiasm
You're tired and uninspired ,
You're blase
While reaching for the moon
and the stars up in the sky,
The simple things of normal
life are slowly passing by.
You sleep, the sun is shining,
You wake, it's time for dining,
There's nothing new for you
to do,
You 're blase.
N: . Is there any vulnerability
in the performance; and I am thinking of that in relationship to the
statement: Another State of Marshalore. In a situation where you have a
political upheaval, there is also a
tremendous degree of vulnerability,
because those people are on the
blocks . .. I want to get to the question of vulnerability in the work.
M: You mean does it hurt?
N: I guess that I was disturbed
by the fact that you are dealing with
some very loaded questions and images and, well, this is not entirely
critical because I enjoyed the costuming, the play, as images in themselves, but where's the connection
between the entertainment and the

content? I mean, I guess I'm saying
you expose your vulnerability in
the respect that you assume certain
aspects such as entertainment, costuming, and the musical comedy
routine but. . .
M: And I stripped them down,
I took my outer shell off and so
did Thomas. Mind you, Thomas had
another shell on underneath . Ok,
well, right. On the one hand I'm
depicting all that injustice and all
that violence, and misunderstanding,
and yet, why am I being so light and
cheeky?
Right!
Because that's
what I was then. I was being light
and cheeky. If it got past the light
and cheeky, well good, because it
was meant to. But that's another
state of me, I'm also light and
cheeky . But one c~'t help but say
something and you get hurt through
all of that. It was meant for people
to take it all in. If they understood
the different levels of it, fine. If they
didn't, they got entertained.
But
that certainly wasn't the only thing
I was doing up there.
Footnote

to Marshal ore Interview

A number of questions and
thoughts emerge as a result of my encounter with the Fifth Network Conference and general anguish with the
state of the art in Toronto today,
from a political point of view. Tllese
questions, being involved principally
around the connection between the
"production resources", i.e. money,
and the "creative resources" of work.
The feeling being that the general
dependency upon funding leads to a
lack of integrity vis-a-vis the "production and presentation" of work.
Why? The system ' presumes a stable
of actions of "supporting material"
which in many instances is simply
fabricated to meet the requirements.
We are learning the tools of co-opting
the system, but in fact we are in the
process co-opting ourselves.
The
irony of the situation is akin to the
irony of the gallery, the whitewalled system which becomes in effect, more interesting, more complex, than the art that it shows . We
are now faced with the situation that
the production resources, i.e. fund ing, have surpassed on the surface at
least, the creative endeavour, be it
"short term project", category A or
B, or "explorations" ; the tem1inologies to which we apply our endeavour. Survival is the essence of the
game.
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dant la projection d'un film nous
montrant un autre ecran-tele. Done,
ecran filme face a ecran diffusant
sous des jeux de miroirs et des paralleles optiques ambiants. Apres un
certain moment, Cantin posa la
bande elastique par terre et commen-.a
entourer l'ecran-video de
ruban adhesif. Un spectateur prit Ja
bande elastique et se mit son tour
a repondre aux gestes-uideo de Cantin sur J'ecran. Puis un autre spectateur se pla<;a autour de l'appareil
et Cantin, continuant d'entourer c:ie
ruban adhesif l'ecran-video, integra
ce spectateur a l'appareil. Peu apeu
d'autres spectateurs se "collerent"
a l'ecran si bien qu'a la fin, quatre
OU cinq personnes etaient litteralement 'prises' a la diffusion du video.
Ce qui est interessant dans ce
Propos Type c'est la part de recherche accordee a la 'bande'. Bande adhesive, bande video, bande elastique
servant de trait d'union entre le contenu de l'appareil video et Ia realite
de la salle du Masonic Temple, et
bande plastique de la pellicule du
film projete. Un materiau-ligne porteur a divers degres de connotations
et ayant son propre role a l'interieur
de la bande video et en ressortait
::,.. materiellement hors de · J'appareil•
tele. Jeu de materialite /tridimension-§
o nalite mentionne plus baut. Des rap-

a
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Jean-Francois
Cantin
•
Propos Type
Une analyse par Rober Racine
Au centre de la salle du Masonic Temple, le montrealais JeanFran-.ois Cantin avait dispose une installation audio-visuelle simple et seduisante a la fois. Constituee d'un
ecran-video muni d'une bande elastique blanche; d'une toile de projection ainsi qu'un projecteur de film,
cette formation technique jouait le
rple d'une sculpture. La projection
video montrait Cantin nu mouant
avec une bande elastique qui se prolongeait 'concretement' a l'exterieur
de l'ecran. De l'autre cote de la salle,
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la projection d'un film nous montrant un ecran-tele s'effectuait sur une
toile-ecran.
En face de l'ecran-video, J.F.
Cantin tendait la bande elastique accrochees a l'appareil et repondait, en
se deplacant de gauche a droite, ases
propres gestes presentes sur le video.
Il s'y passait des tranferts de dimensions: Cantin dans la salle repondant a Cantin sur l'ecran-video a
l'aide de cette bande blanche qui
faisait le pont entre la bidimensionnalite et la tridimensionnalite.
Toute cette action prenait vie penCenterfold, December 1978
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ports complexes pourraient done
s'etablir ici et qui seraient d'ordre
semantique.
Mais !'action-performance de Cantin ne vise nullement
ces rapports; ils sont beaucoup plus
simples et surtout fortement marques
d'intentions dramatiques au sens de
'jeu theatrale'.
L'intervention du
spectateur a l'interieur de cette
sculpture es't un second point qu'il
faut aborder. Et encore la, !'intervention de la 'bande' est tres remarquee. La premiere fois que le spectateur s'est 'inter-pose' a Propos
Type fut en prenant la bande elastique pendant que Cantin entourait
Le
de ruban adhesif l'appareil.
deuxieme spectateur a entrer en jeu
alla directement se coller sur l'appareil pour se faire attacher par la
bande adhesive que Cantin mettait
en action. Done deja deux niveaux
differents OU le spectateur est tres
bien identifie a chacun d'eux. Deux
autres degres pouvent etre nommes.
Un troisieme est celui ou Jes spectateurs de la salle sont attentifs au contenu de la bande video proposes par
Cantin. Cette bande video (nous
l'avons vu plus haut) nous presentait Cantin jouant avec une bande
elastique.
L'attention des spectateurs devient alors une nouvelle
intervention face au role de la
'bande'. Un quatrieme niveau s'in-

stalle avec la choregraphie realisee
par la bande elastique mue sous
Cantin soin du video proprement
dit.
Tous ces degres d'utilisation
d'un materiau somme toute tres
simple, n'en evoque pas moins
une demarche ou l'idee de la 'ligne'
transformable ne cesse de proliferer
en sens multiple.
Autre aspect specifique ii Propos Type est le parallelisme pictural
qui gere une organisation interne du
'prolongement'.
Par prolognement
j'entends sujet presente et sujet qui
presente quelque chose a partir de
ce sujet presente.
Pai:.exemple: voir Cantin sur place jouer avec Cantin sur le video propose cette fa-.on de dedoubler le SUjet par voie/voix de prolongement.
Ce prolongement peut s'effectuer sur
le plan physique, psychologique et
symbolique. Au plan physique, !'action de Cantin d"englober' son sujet
a l'aide d'un materiau tangible (ruban adhesif) autour d'un second
materiau (appareil tele) fait s'ac,,centuer le rapport etroit qui existe
entre le sujet presente et ce second
sujet qui presente quelque chose.
Dans l'ethique de !'action-performance, une des priorites, il me semble, est d'etablir un rapport nouveau
entre celui qui propose et celui qui
dispose. Or dans Propos Type, celui
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qui dispose se trouve a proposer une ,
maniere de vivre qui est celle d'entrer
en con tact avec la matiere pour ne
pas di:re materiau(x). Le spectateur
ou !es spectateurs de la fh1 qui sont
colles a l'a1>pareildeviennant la sculpture viuante qui au depart n'etait que
technologique. A ce moment, peut
se prolonger le plan ps_ychologique
qui modifie le contenu du discours
emis. Lorsq,ue le spectateur prend
la bande elastique et evolue avec elle
au moment ou Cantin tourne autour
de l'appareil puis attache un second,
un troisieme et un quatrieme spectateur, ii est evident qu'est teintee
!'image premiere qui fut diffusee par
le video. Cette fois le rapport entre
Jes deux sujets est beaucoup subtile
puisqu'il se realise par l'emploi de
deux dimensions differentes (bi et
tridimensionnalite).
Sans trop developpe'I' le plan symbolique qui ne
fait que renforcer certaines donnees
du plan psychologique, ii faut parler
de cet aspect que sont le parallelisme
et jeu de miroir.
Plus haut j'ai parle d'ecran diffusant une image d'ecran; ii est sur
que cette fa~on de presenter le message et de Jui faire vehiculer sa propre image hors de tous sens etranger
n'est plus tres riche de nos jours.
Cependant la maniere dont Cantin
use de ce miroir technique est tres
seduisante car elle n'intervient absolument pas dans !'action proprement dite de Propos Type. Cette
image continuelle (realisee par une
projection de film) n'est la en fait
que pour alimenter le regard et a la
limite pour 'jouer' avec Jes idees du
spectateur. C'est-a-dire que ces idees
a fonctions connotatives ne renvoient
a rien puisque cette image de J'ecran
est vide picturalement. On n'y voit
qu'un cadre d'appareilltele. Le but
premier de Cantin est de faire participer le spectateur a une sculpture
technologique qui est faite pour evoluer toute seule sans que !'artiste
n'y soit reellement. Cantin etait sur
place un peu comme un animateur
qui indique une fa~on d'agir en face
d'un environnement precis. II y a
un peu de cela dans le parallelisme
qui unit les diffuseurs et les diffuses
(rejoignant ici !es sujets expliques
plus haut). Cantin/Spectateur peuvent se transmuter en Propos/Type et
vice versa. Car ii s'agit bien ici d'un
propos OU la matiere divulguees et
celle qui ne !'est pas s'affrontent. En
nous montrant ce que !'on doit voir
on nous indique du meme fait ce qui
ne doit pas etre vu. Cantin et sa
bande elastique jouant avec lui-meme
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indiquent un moyen de pouvoir le
substituer par quiconque voudra bien
en assumer la prise de position. Or
pour le spectateur normal, ii est souvent difficile d'assumer justement
cette prise de poisition. Cantin nous
dicte que !'on peut aussi dieter;
exactement de la meme maniere que
l'ecran-video dicte a Cantin qu'il peut
ceder sa place a quelqu'un d'autre
qui a son tour sera dicte. Et a voir
evoluer Cantin avec cette bande elastique a la fa~on d'un 'joueur de
point de fuite', !'impression d'etre
comme un chien en laisse ne peut
s'effacer de notre tete. Cette derniere observation qui peut sembler
completement hors sujet est au contraire tres importante.
Cantin n'a
pas que des preoccupations formelles
et structurales; et surtout, ce serait
une erreur de porter une reflexion
uniquement fondee sur des criteres
structuralistes.
Cantin joue avec
le theme de l'absurde et de maniere
personnelle. En usant de materiaux
qui ne se voulent vraiment absurdes.
Au contraire; employer la video (deja pour bien des gens c'est toute une
demarche!), le film et la participation eventuelle du spectateur effront
pour !'ensemble des concepteurs des
moyens serieux. Cette notion de
l'absurdite se manifeste par la fa<;on
dont le spectateur peut s'integrer a
l'action et surtout au role qu'il joue
des ce moment precis. Le caractere 'theatral' (mentionne encore une
fois plus haut) est tres stimulant. lei

-EXECUTIVE

avec Propos/Type jJ n'y a pas de text;
ce qui est deja quelque chose quand
on songe que de nos jours, presque
chaque perfoxmance est munie d'un
texte.
Done ce caractere de 'jeu'
s'etablit sous le signe de !'improvisation. Un canevas est propose (Propos/
Type) et ceux qui voulent y vivre une
experience qui ne se fera qu'a ce moment-la peuvent intervenir comme
bon leur semble. Au Masonic Temple, ce samedi 9 septembre 1978, Jes
spectateurs colles a l'appareil-video
criaient, hurlaient et manifestaient
leur delire face une technologie plus
A un certain moqu'abrutissante.
ment, Jes spectateurs attaches se
mirent a se deplacer avec l'appareil
un peu partout sur le plancher de la
salle. L'impression de voir une sorte
de sculpture vivante et quasi cybernetique etait frappante. Cette sculpture se deplacait en fonction des
reactions des 'deplaceurs'; ceux-ci
etant conditionnes par le propos de
la bande video et biensilr par le
rapport/contact qu'ils vivaient sous
!'accumulation de ruban adhesif
qu'articulait sur eux Cantin.
Propos/Type se termina premierement par la fin temporelle
du deroulement de la bande video
puis par la fin du deroulement du
film projete , mais se poursuivit
tout aussi longtemps que les quatre
ou cinq spactateurs se furent liberes
de tout ce ruban adhesif. Mais au
fond c'est peut-etre a ce moment-la
que tout commen<;a. . .

DIRECTOR----

A SPACE, a division of the Nightingale Arts Council, is Canada's oldest and largest artist-.run gallery.
We are currently re-organizing our administrative structure
with the purpose of establishing a professional contemporary
'museum without a collection' in Toronto.
This museum will continue to be artist-oriented and artistcurated, but with a full-time professional administrative staff. A
Space will continue with its curatorial emphasis on new art,
but with an increased capacity to handle the variety and
quality of work tor which it is known.
We require an executive director. Duties include the research
and design of a programme for the establishment of a
'museum without a collection' , in addition to fund-raising and
supervision of general administration. A successful applicant
would most likely be requested to implement the museum
project and to continue as director after implementation.
Administrative experience is required, preferably in a museum
or gallery context with a contemporary art bias. We offer a
competitive salary with an initial one year contract.
Send written resumes stating experience , qualifications and
availability date to:
The Directors
A Space
85 St. NicholasStreet
Toronto.Canada.

Daniel Dion and Daniel G_uimond

Valeur Extra Regle I Extra Rule
An analysis by Paul Wong
Valeur Extra Regle/Extra Rule
Value was the last of the numerous

Tele-Performances presented during
the 5th Network /Cinquieme Reseau
Conference & Festival. It's been well
over a month and for some reason or
another the performance by Daniel
Dion and Daniel Guimond was one
of the more memorable ·performCenterfold, December 1978

ances of the festival. The piece Extra
Rule Value assisted by Jhon Zinx

and Razor X of Studio Z perhaps
stands out because of it's very nature
- that of being cliche in its stylizations of "punk", being extremist,
violent and short. Perhaps after an
exhausting week, it seemed refreshing, perhaps in my almost nitely intoxicated state it was an easy performance to absorb, it was direct.

The performance corresponded
to the content and runnin~ time of
the 7 minute B/W tape of the same
title of which was played back over
the video projection system and relayed to 4 monitors situated throughout the performance area. The tape
was strong in imagery, the style reminded me of the looseness of the
kind of video verite camera exploration/exploitation of late sixties/early
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Rodney Werden

seventies video. It showed confidence in the handling of the medium,
the content up to date, refined and
polished in editing. The performance appeared raw, with 4 performers. . . a row of chairs set up facing
towards the stage, several cases of
beer, ... 3 performers simultaneous•
ly read an incomprehensible text
through a microphone, the 4th performer played with a follow spot ...
on the audience, on the technicians,
on the performers. . . from there the
performance degenerates. . . Dion
with lipstick scrawls words across the
video monitors, Razor X starts a fire
on the floor, various . artzines are
burnt including Only Paper Today
and File, the burning ritual corresponds with the flushing of flames
down a toilet on the tape. . . Guimond is smashing beer bottles,
clothing is being tom and torn off, a
sort of animated contact improvisational wrestling occurs with all performers, Jhon's pants are at his
ankles with him walking about yanking on his dick. . . the smashing of
glass continues and performers are
rolling and bleeding in the glass,
shaving cream is sprayed, rubbed into
the wounds and over the bodies ...
the lights go down ... the performers
armed with knives and sharred glass
rush towards the audience. . . the
performance is over. Although the
fouled lighting cue caused some confusion amongst the performers, members of the audience did express their
fear at that moment.
This type of performance is not
isolated and is certainly nothing new.
We've observed it in "body art" say
that of Chris Burden's and in the
"behavioural activities" say some of
Willoughby Sharp's performances
and in the tapes and performances
of Coum Video. The works are brutish if not primitive, self indulgent
and often enough self/ destructive.
The works quite often reflect certain
behavioural codes often acceptable
or unacceptable to aspects of society.
Specifically Studio Z's performance
is of the "punk vein".
The punk phenomenon is usually associated with the music scene
"punk rock", "new wave", it is an
acceptable and accessible vehicle to
amplify the message, the posturing
of the blank generation, perhaps a
reaction towards some kind of
social/political awareness or cultural
change. Defiance that parodies violence bordering on destruction. By
reflecting certain human condition-
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ings, it questions the basic rights of
survival and to survive differently
from how we know it. It's concerns
and statements are broad, broader
than the visual paraphrenalia, much
broader than many of the pseudo
punk-ettes and fashion rag hags associated with it. It is anti-establishment, it's forceful and should be
recognized for what it is.
The performance of Guimond
and Dion cannot be easily labelled
as being good or bad or as high or
low art or even simply liking it.
Being observers to self-inflicted pains,
it is not easy to digest, it is even a
harder exercise to inflict physical

pain on oneself. I don't accept this
piece easily but l can't accept the
responses to it as just merely being
a piece of reactionary sensationalism, nor can I accept that it is a
naive cheap shot as expressed by
many of my colleagu_es.
Upon further correspondence
with Daniel Guimond and Daniel
Dion these thoughts concerning
Extra Rule Value were expressed
to me. . . Guimond, Valeur Extra
Regle is an abtruse form of control
over signification (sense), the signs
are compiled out of everyday life
gestures / transformed / toyed
with / to obtain greater possibili•
Centerfold, December 1978
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ties of "interpretation" (sense) on
a "radical use level" . . . he further
"I don't believe in comstates:
~unications • .. informations exist
(m ?ur idea of a reality), J try to
mamfest them as they appeal to me
pleasurably, hysterically. Dion goe~
on to say Extra Rule Value/ operated version to sickness / senile immu~ization ag~inst intelligence stuff /
agamst art hang-ups / against white
secretory performer's secretions. . .
necessary semiotic aggressions measured normative / tolerable acts
r.ro_bably unacceptable by the very
middle-aged minds" of the cultural
briefly, my friends
~ommunity ...
hke to bleed and I need to be there
to watch them. They further state
the research grounds; sex, violence,
~xt, b_ody codes, modernity, chic,
id~ological tenorism, signs. . .
without the realistic effects. The
~roduction of a new plural explosive unholdable languages that correspond (or not) to existing systems (codes).
.. 1 look forward to seeing further
wr1tmgs, videotapes and performances of Dion/Guimond and the
works of Studio Z. Studio Z is
•
located in Montreal.
Center{old, December 1978
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Randy and Berneche
Centre of a Tension
A document by
Randy and Berneche and
Clive Robertson

The colour wheels:
I watched Centre of a Tension
from the balcony, I wanted to see

- -------l

the colour appear from those black
and white monitors produced from a
tape of spinning black and white subjective colour experiments. Centre
of a Tension was in many ways hidden as a performance, partially because Randy and Berneche were
placed (placed themselves) in the
middle of what for their purposes
was too large a space. The analogy
was subtle. These spinning disks
that appeared on the monitors behind their performance simulate a
frequency that presents colour . It
works, like television, on retinal fa.
tigue. As performance is 'povera'
those 21" monitors should have been
at least 10' square screens (the
wheels could have been shot on film
- but for the money) and then the
audience would have experienced the
fatigue that was intended .

The disco music:
The disco music occurred for 40
sec. bursts during which time either
Randy or Berneche passed to one
anothe-1a closed-circuit video camera
whilst they both danced in sleep-like
frenzy, her with her Mickey Mouse
T-shirt - holding a bottle of beer in
one hand , often a cigarette in the
other - looking somewhat like the
younger sister of the woman from
As the World Burns (the R&B performance that the 'performance
audience' knows best). Disco is the
assimilation of revolution into fashion says Randy, commenting about
a recent film festival and in some
-ways inspiration for Centre of a
Tension - whose two main characters are Che Guevera and Mata Harl,
or at least their voices reading from
their (Guevera's and Hari's) diaries.
He goes on to say that the film
world sees the revolutionary as a
marketable character who can have
the celluloid shit kicked out of him/
her for profit. The Mexican wetback, the Reggae singer, the Aborigine from Australia, the North American Indian are real characters turned
into fantasy land. Turned by the
corporations from a martyr into a
fad.

Rodney Werden
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Che Guevera and Mata Hari:
Randy and Berneche take turns
sitting on a stack of beer cases lipsyncning excerpts from Mata Hari's
Centerfold, December 1978
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R: Disco Blindness deals with the diaries, the purported diaries,
of Mata Hari and Che Guevara. The characters are based upon
the original martyrs but are a modern translation of how society today perceives these characters.
B: The diaries have been percolated down through so many levels
of fashion that the words become mere mouthed rhetoric.
R: By stealing and cleaning the revolutionary's image, society has
consumed and Atherefore rendered artificial the original message.
B: The characters lip-sync to taped readings, their mouths fill
the video screen.
'
R: Che Guevara becomes a department store mannequin, dressed
in the latest guerilla look.
B: Mata Hari becomes a child prostitute in torn and skimpy, skintight clothing; a victim rather than a manipulator.
R: During the monologues, one becomes the voyeur, one mou,thes
the rhetoric.
..,
B: The camera points its finger at the glaring error.
R: The target poses suggestively. The voices scream sex and violence, love and war, to a stunned society that doesn't want to
hear - just wants to mouthe, doesn't want to feei - just wants
to emulate.
In between the monologues, they play out all of the cat and
mouse games. The arms of the frenzied tdancers mimic the
facist salute and the power to the people fist.
B: They pass off on one anothe,; the responsibility of the knowledge that something is terribly wrong.
R: The desire for glamour replaces the desire for emotions.
B: Evened out into a grey middle zone, they dance to a disco
beat.
R: Superficiality take~ over where paranoia left off.
B: Discs spin behind the dancers to destroy this sense of equilibrium.
R: Retinal fatigue produces slight nausea.
B: Minds programmed.to tune into the subliminal believe only in
illusion.
R: The illusions are pre-manipulated to control the unsuspecting.
B: An illusion of colour masks the tr.uth. Reality is blocked
from memory.
R: Only sensationalit triggers remain. We perceive much more
than we want to.
B: The voices never stop.
R: Freedom of choice is allowed but the choices that are presented are all identical.
B: The Joker transmits the orders.
R: The Commentator is the bored tool of the myth creators.
B: They die laughing but never know the joke.
c 1978 Randy and Berneche.
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and Che Guevera's diaries. Whilst
one sits synching, the other points a
portable video camera at the reader's
lips which is enlarged on the video
screen. The diaries are played back
from an audio tape, Che's read by a
Columbian voice, Mata's by a Canadian voice with a fake East Indian
accent. "Nobody knew where Mata
Harl came from, she was a complete
fraud appearing in Paris pretending
she was an Indian temple dancer ...
she made a lot of connectionS
through sex and was responsible for
the death of 50,000 soliders, Allied
troops; she was executed as a German spy by the French, but she was
a double agent," Berneche explains
in an interview sometime after the
performance. Mata Hari's purported
diary is grade bee porno - that has a
continuous level of metaphorical
exaggeration. Che's diary is about
the present with his troops in the
jungle - an emotional account relating all the horrors of his suicide
mission and jungle survival.
As
Randy connects the diary with the
performance:
"the jungle revolutionary image is turned into a clothing style that hit the disco's. It's
the only visible thing that came out
of his life and even that is now on
sale for half price because its out of
fashion." He makes a further connection that wasn't immediately
visible in the performance:
"Che
becomes a manikin, perma-press
creases on your khakis , mouthing
the rhetoric of someone who is in
great discomfort whilst you are
hustling in the disco. It's similar to
what is believed to be the political
content in art, it's very middle class,
just mouthing the revolutionary
rhetoric without having any of the
inherent danger."

Between the buttons:

The juxtaposition of the two
texts is indeed strange and the disco
dancing interludes somehow probably confused the audience completely but not intentionally. Randy
and Berneche both talked about this,
about/ not pushing theatrical 'buttons' - which makes the performance for the audience difficult to
comprehend, the disco seems like an
up-tempo device to "push a button"
in the performance , it's a confusing
though admirable theory. It certainly is understandable as their last
performance (As the World Burns)
was very 'appealing' in its use of
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theatrics - both characters were used
by other artists in a number of tapes
and performances with Randy and
Berneche playing their Burn roles.
They both say that As the World
Burns was not a satire of Soap, but
that the characters were "parts of
ourselves that we pulled out of the
closet". They say the buttons can
be replaced with a presence, with
an honesty, with an assault and it is
in this light that Centre of a Tension
should be seen.

Subliminutes:

Between the disco/diary section
and the manifesto, the spinning
colour wheels changed to reveal
new?pa~er texts spinning, an early
filmic tmage except the variable
speed of this newsprint was more in
contact with the speed of an electronic age. As the wheels slowed the
newsprint was visible as the soundtrack changed to voices overdubbed
over overdubbed voices.

Manifesto:

(s~e box)
This part of the performance
was without doubt the most effective
in terms of active enactment. Bemeche shouted the orders beginning
with the line "Be a mercenary"
while Randy, further from the audience, quietly delivered the random
(though alphabetical) commentary.
Throughout this 'dialogue' there is
humour, anguish, hatred, frustration
which says a lot for random emotions. At the end of this section
both broke out into hysterical
laughter - "dying laughter".
The political /social/aesthetic levvel of this performance can be
brought into question, that is it can
be questioned as the resolution was
far from clear. Like many performances it contained a code under
?evelopment, presenting a new work
1s not always for the ultimate benefit of the audience, though that can
occur at some later date. This is
not to outwardly criticize Centre of
a Tension. It did become or attain
a rationale for me once it could be
discussed, which hopefully is what
this collected document may do for
this and other performances. Often,
superficially, performances seem to
have a lot in common - hence the
tele-performance 'key'. Centre of
a Tension I saw as being separately
purposeful and an interesting and
relevant departure.
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BE A MERCENARY
BLIND AN ARTIST
BORE AN AUDIENCE
BURN BOOKS
BUST A PROSTITUTE
CAGE AN ANIMAL
CASTRATE A HOMOSEXUAL
CLOSE A HOSPITAL
.
COLLECT A BOUNTY
COVER UP THE TRUTH
CRANK CALL A WIDOW
CRIPPLE AN ATHLETE
DECEIVE A LOVER
DEF ACE A BEAUTY
DEFOLIATE NATURE
DEPORT A REFUGEE
DESECRATE A GRAVE
DESTROY A FAMILY
EXECUTE A REVOLUTIONARY
FLOOD A CITY
FORGE A SIGNATURE
FREE A CRIMINAL
GENOCIDE A RACE
HAVE NO CONSCIENCE
HIT AND RUN
HIJACK A SCHOOL BUS
HORD MONEY
INQUISITION A SAINT
JAIL AN INNOCENT
KILL A COP
KILL A KID
KNEECAP AN EXECUTIVE
MAIMEAPET
PERVERT AN INNOCENT
PLANT A BOMB
POISON FOOD
PULL APART A TEDDY BEAR
RAPE A CHILD
REINSTATE CAPITOL PUNISHMENT
ROB A BLIND MAN
SELL OUT TO FORTUNE
SCANDALIZE A POLITICIAN
SLANDER AN IMMIGRANT
SLASH A PAINTING
SMASH A CROSS
START A COUNTER REVOLUTION
STARVE AN ORPHAN
STEAL AN HEIRLOOM
TELL A LIE
TURN IN A FRIEND

myth adventure
myth advise
myth anthropy
myth apply
myth apprehend
myth appropriate
myth behave
myth become
myth beget
myth believe
myth calculate
myth call
myth carriage
myth chance
myth chief
myth conceive
nwth conduct
myth construe
myth count
rrwth creant
myth deal
myth deed
myth demean
myth doubt
myth employ
myth fire
myth fit
myth fortune
myth give
myth govern
myth handle
myth illusion
myth inform
myth interpret
myth judge
myth lead
myth like
myth manage
myth ogeny
myth perceive
myth prison
myth quote
myth rule
myth shapen
myth state
myth take
myth trial
myth trust
myth understand
myth use

From Centre of e Tension, Randy & Berneche.
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EXCLUSIVETHE

HUMMER SISTERS

How do stars like Kote Jock son, C,ndy Williams and Suz•
onne Somers stoy so trim? Through simple slimming
tricks thot include everyth,ng from fasting to lasagna

meals 10 balle t - and their stoy -sl,m ,deos should work for
yoLJ,100' To find out how eight of Hollywood's top oc •
tresses keep their fonrostic figures. turn 10 poge 37

"Yes, it's TRUE. The Hummer
Sisters All-Guy Revue Band are hitchhiking to a gig in New York with 400
TV sets and their HOPES, held firmly
around the middle ... "
How did it come together? How
did they meet? How do they collaborate?
DO THEY STILL SPEAK?
("Proceeds will be used to buy platform shoes and garter belts . . . ").
I collected the individuals that
make up the continuing collaboration called the HUMMER SISTERS
& Video Cabaret & the Government
& whateverINDIVIDUALLY . 1 by 1.
Centerfold, December 1978

(Vancouver 1973, Western Front
Society, M.L. & D.T. there for the
organization of a woman's film festival sponsored by MEMO FROM
TURNER with a half million Canadian Dollars $ from the Gov't via
L.I.P.).
But what are the issues? What
makes the HUMMERS important to
contemporary culture?
THIS:
Music: WHAT IS THE MA'ITER
what is the matter
what is the matter
what is the matter
what is the ma ma ma ma maw ...
Did you ever put your (artistic)
life ON THE LINE (as they do)?
Day after day. Hour by hour. Did
you ever try to TRUST another to
be YOURSELF? Throw your lot
into the pot? Submerge you r EGO
into the now. Just GO w/ it? It's
not easy. "WHAT IS THE MATTER(?)"
Here are my notes from that
historic evening after the 5th NETWORK .
"ML & DT stage rt.
sound check: "DO YOU WANT TO

DANCE?". Chris on camera: "Art
is where the heart is" etc . 7th Heaven.
Double DRAG on swings.
Prerecorded Raymond Chandler-type
narrative . . . "Trouble is my business... " (Male/Female role reversal)
Rev up. The Government: ("Where's
that two bucks you owe Me?") .
"HELLO!
We're the HUMMER
SISTERS." (High energy).
"Who do you think you are
What do you think this is
Where were we ... who's next ...
how come
Where did you find that ...
But back to the issues: what
makes all of this creative chaos
significant? The concept, the creation, the process, the pain, the play,
the fun, the collaboration , the per•
formance, the life-style, the image,
the ecstasy ...
The reviews: " .. . HUMMER
cohorts and VIDEOCAB chums are
heralding the future. . . ", David
McCaughna, Scene Changes.
"
the peerless HUMMER
SISTERS media manifest - as
devastatingly funny as it is deva-
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,--------stati ng... ", Toronto Star .
". . . a shameless video-rock
", New
broadcast on morality ...
York Times.
BOOGA BOOGA BOOGA BOOGA.
Consider what you're writing
Willoughby. Try to get to U1ecore.
What gives them the energy?
How do you convey the power .
VIDEO? The closed-circuitness
of 400 simultaneous TV monitors with something different on
each CRT. The scan in REAL
time. The pure pleasure of just
being in the midst of all THAT
energy. The Cree flowing grace.
The satisfaction of self derived
from the work of ot hers. The
COMsense of togetherness.
MUNITY. (What does it all have
to do w/ TORONTO . And
Canada?).

MUSIC: EDEN
Good morning,
Snakeoil:
Eva.
Eva: Are you speaking to
me, Snakeoil ?
Snake: Yes, you Pearl of Paradise. The others neither mark
nor remark. Do you want to
eat me?
Eua: I do not eat snake. I am
Fierce
chaste and immortal.
as fire, patient as ice.
The simile is a dead
Snake:
donut.
Eva: How about a backrub ?
Come on , Sharp. This is BULLSHIT. You're just pulling from
the script. Don't you have anything ORIGINA L to say. Confront the issues. Get it ON.
"Well, within the contemporary stream of avant-guard
work, the HUMMER SISTERS
and their collaborators represent the first and historic rupture with traditional theatre in
the sphere of ... "
TRY AGAIN.
"I like (and respect) them
PERSONALLY." ...
Eva : I am advised that to
eat the snake is to know the
Worm. I am advised that to
know the Worm is to lmow
Nothing. I am advised that to
eat Snake is to visit the hell from
which all return and none advance. I am waiting for further instructions.
Nice girls finish last.
Snalle:
That's just more PADDING. That's
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their vision. You 're "dry and frivolous". Say SOMETHING.
"Well, maybe I should say something about the agony of writing it.
after all, I lived in the HUMMER
house (Sussex & Robert) during
Aug., saw it all go down on the

David Hlynsky

typing-machine , saw the TEARS, th e
shredded sheets, the discussion, the
re-visions, the dismembered lives... "
Come on, come on . Nobody
It's just
could understand that.
words. The old eight and a half by
eleven, if you know what I mean?
"No. Wait. That's where it's
AT. It has to be on paper before it
could go up in front of the eyes

(cameras).
You mean it isn't improvised?
"Just the timing, the audience
interaction, the subtle exchange between the performers, the movement of the image flow on the
TVs ... "

Then why does it seem so RAW?
" Because it's real, every evening .
They bring their TOTAL selves to it
each time . All their loves & hates.
Their fears. And fanaticisms.
That's hard for me to underPerhaps you could quote
stand.
some more from the text.
" Sure."
Spy: All wit chcraft com es from
carnal lust which in woman is insatiable.
Inq: Stay tuned.
Spy : Another ideological S&M
affair, another 70 's romance.
lnq : Close-up.
Spy: From the Hairy neck of
the Phalangium spider are extracted two worms. According
to Pliny , these are wrapped in
deer sk in and attached to a woman 's body before sunrise to
prevent conception. If her loins
are rubbed with blood from the
ticks on a black bull, she will be
averse to copulation. Aristotle
recommends cedar oil applied to
the cervix. Hemlock applied to
the testes at puberty. Mouse dung
checks abominabl e thoughts in men.
Women have been known to use their
fingers to direct urine to flush out
the vagina. .. "
But what'bout the individual
performances, the center stageness
of it all?
it slips and slides, comes
" ...
into focus and then dissolves, sort of
like the sea, waves there and
there, but mostly just flow.
~nd depth. "
Ok, I'l l buy that. But then
what do you come away with?
"That's hard to describe.
It's not like a Broadway musical.
You don't leave with a tune in
your head. It's more TOT AL.
More WHOLE. When it works,
the parts come together in ways
unique to performance now .
The music is powerful, the musicians keyed, in & out, back &
forth , supportive not overwhelmRobe rt and Andy up
ing.
FRONT, backed by sensit ive
drums. Randy & Berneche addAnd the
ing range & style.
FOUR sisters out there, lined up,
belting it out, Janet, Bobbie, Marien
& D. Anne."
" .. . ONCE A LUNAR MONTH
BOOGA
THE EGG TRAVELS
BOOGA BOOGA BOOGA .. . As
all of you who are engaged in this
work are aware... ONCE A LUNAR

MONTH ... BOOGA BOOGA
WOOGA. .. The Big
BOOGA
Picture keeps bleeding off the
frame. . . A shard of plastic, a
mood ring. . . An encount er with
fossiliz ed mating rituals. . . A
skirmish with OHIP. . . A hangover here. . . A torture case
ther e. . . And of course the daily
dinosaur I dinosaur du jour. . .
The magnificent stomping and
snuffing ceremonies. . . Devised
by a p ea brain in the body of a
monolithic beast . . . "
ture.

Alright, enou gh. I get the pic-

"But you couldn't possibly.
You HA VE to see it. I could not
describe thei r performance to you.
Words are not sufficient. It's the
experience that counts. And each
one is different . I must have seen
them up before an audience, maybe, ten, fifteen times, Toronto, the
Horseshoe, New York, and elsewhere. What's most memorable is
the ENERGY. The POWER. The
FORCE of them all working to-

l

---

---

---
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That's
gether to bring it OFF.
extraordinary!"
So it's hard to be critic al?
"I identify too much. I feel
I know them too well to take that
Anyway, I never
distant stance.
saw myself as a critic ."
Well, then why are you writing
about them in Centerfold?
I want to
"Pure ambition.
estab lish myself as a writer."
But, I thought you already
had?
"That was a long while ago.
Even I
remembers.
Nobody
1
can't ."
Well, frankly, Willoughby, I
don't think that you've said very
much . I don't think that you've
caught that special something that
the HUMMERS have. That fire,
that warmth, that infectiousness .
I haven't seen them often, but
when I have, they were HOT.
"You're right. But my talent is
limited. It's hard for me to put into
WORDS what I really feel. I'm no
Tom Wolfe."
Too bad.
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Excuses, excuses.
"Perhaps with more time, more
But Clive
effort, more intimacy.
called; he had to have the copy;
Tanya was ready to set it. I couldn't
put it off any longer .. . "
But what if people want to
know more, aren't satisfied with
what you've given them?
"Well, they could go see the
show. Tomorrow they are off to
Ottawa,
then
and
Vancouver,
Montreal, and New York again. .. "
The beat goes on.
it."

"Yes.

And don't you forget

AM
PARALLELOGRME

edued by Andrew Trma,

HI

"I guess I could have brought
out the dedication, the devotion, the
sense of destiny that is the HUMThat unqualified "throw
MERS.
caution to the winds' quality.
That walking the edge, the thin
Perhaps some
The Risk.
edge.
personal quotes, some anecdotes
would have helped. But they are
so elusive, so mercurial. In and out
of focus ... "

•

-

---

The Government
Randy and Berneche's As The World
• £
E lectrtc ye
Burns. The Gover~ment is a~so a
band in its own write, extending a
An interview by Tom Sherman
and Clive Robertson
THE GOVERNMENT
Ed Boyd, drums

Robert Stewart, bass, vocals, writing
Andy Paterson, guitar, vocals, writing

Originally, some 18 months ago

Andy Paterson put a band together

for Michael Hollingsworth 's play
("which he had the audacity to call: ")
PUNC!ROK (with a German spelling). The Government became adept
at playing "Television incidental t~usic" except that Paterson was usmg
both prerecorded and live Vi~eo i~stead of Television as his main wr~ting source. The Government provided more than half of MichaelHollingsworth 's Electric Eye, as well as adaptations for his Strawberry Fields,
they have also provided major_con~
tributions to The Hummer Sisters
Karen Ann Quinlan, Patty Rehearst
Story, and Nympho Warrior, and

parallel performance aesthetic which

- -----=----------

----1

relates directly to post-surveillance
artist tapes. With the Government
black and white video never looked_so
mean. Their music is bureaucr~t_1c,
their voices sound like so many f1lmg
cabinets closing, they are investigators, they know when not to act just like the Government.

AP: At that time (Nov. 1977), I
took the libe,rty of getting sick and
t urning into David Berkowitz writing down everything that came into
my head for awhile and at the same
time feeding in to Electric Eye.
There are three videotapes for Electric Eye, two have been put together.
The first one shot has the five Visits,
the reading of the newspaper and the
blowing up of the guitarist in the
night club. At first that was the only
tape. When it was shown the music
related to it casually.
There were no specific
cues. For New York
two more tapes were
madt ·. The Emmanuel
Jacques Reversal, you
could call it, the one
with : "I am going to
bite his cock off" tape,
and she actually does
it.
Rodney Werden
shot the first one, Susan Britton shot the
second one and then we
put in the incidental
tape of myself playing
chess with myself. The
chess game was bizarre
- I can't play chess so
Hollingsworth
and
Chris Clifford are calling out these moves.
The reason 1! look in
such angst as to what I
am going to do next is
that I can't understand
what they're talking
about.
Hollingsworth and
I would change Electric
Eye so we would extend the song four bars
and then stopped the
music, what is going to
come out on tape. So
we would change the
songs until we could
stop and the pre-recorded tape would immediately ,ake over.
RS: That took a
long time, it was very c;omplicated.
There are some great performe,rs on
the videotape:
Maury Chaykin,
Jackie Burroughs, I'm good myselfthe lines you don't want to lose. The
video is there but without the lines!
I still think we are losing too many
but ...
AP: No. We've gone through it
and decided which ones we want
brought out.
CR: When you did Electric Eye
at the Beverley, I didn't understand
Center{ old, December 1978
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at first why you showed the tape
first and then performed with the
tape, overriding some of the soundtrack, then I realised why and apart
from the songs, Andy's extra narrative, his commentary on the content
of the tape's narrative, it's also a unique use of the video installation.
AP: When the tape was shown
in the bar, which allowed the band to
have a break, we were surprised how
many people related to the tape as if
it were a French movie. The beer

sales went down . The waiters were
saying to us, What kind of a movie's
this? Hermann Neutics once asked
me how scripted Electric Eye and
the Government was, he said that it
seemed as if the music would stop
before two very specific pieces of
mundane conversation. The whole
point of the conversation in the visits
is that the conversation is mundane.
There are two segments when the
lead singer in the band is the voices
on the tape. If anything the scripting

is too contrived and loses spontaneity.
CR: As a use of the video cabaret format that for instance, Th e
Hummers, use - I liked Electric Eye
because there is no delay between
the narrative on the tape and the
band, either singing ot ad libbing.
The theatre, for the most part , is on
the tape and so the audience doesn 't
have to wait for the actors to become the band, which at limes is unnecessarily aggravating.
AP: It's changing
with the Hummers as
we produce more murk
music as we get closer
to the question of what
can be the definition of
a sang.
RS: I like watching the audience, it's
like watching tennis as
their eyes move constantly between the video monitors and the
band.
TS: What 's that ?
Incidental murll mus ic?
AP: I could be
very crutle and say I
tune my guitar to a
chord and do a lot of
Bobbe Besold volume
twitching in
and out. Fluid sound.
Narcolep tic.
For a
strictly rock and roll
audience is Electr ic Ey e
immediate
enough ?
There's obvious bits mood, posture , tableau
that are there when
something is on the
tape tha t demands fo.
cus but not audio focus.
Or is the appeal that
maybe there are at least
two focuses and the audience can be its own
editor?
CR:
The mus ic
holds it together. You
don't have lo watch the
band to hear the music
and then you can choose to look at
any of many banks of mon itors carrying the pre-recorded tapes and liue
synthesised video of the band and
tapes.
AP: Theoretically if you don 't
give a flying shit about the tape, with
those kind of people in the pauses
they wonder what the fuck is going
on. It's very tightly scripted as far as
allowing accidents, there's a difference between mistakes and an accident. A mistake is when the tape is
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I AM ON THE PROWL
Hey every body in the street driving cars
I've got just one thing to say to you
And that is
I can get where I want to go on my feet
faster than you can get where you want to go
in your cars
Do you know wh¥?
It's because your cars are all stuck at some intersection
It's irrelevant which one because
All the intersections of the world are IDENTICAL
But me, well, I get around
I've got mail to deliver
Fires to extinguish
Missions to perform
that the voices of dogs have been telling me to perform
for thousands of years
I AM ON THE PROWL
I AM ON THE PROWL
I'm the King of the Sidewalk, I never step on cracks
I break through the arms
of old lovers who've forgotten that they're still holding hands
I step on dogs who get in the way
I'm fast and efficient
I AM ON THE PROWL
I AM ON THE PROWL.
c 1978 Mirrochismo Music Ltd. Words and music by Andrew James Paterson.

not held at a certain point, it means
I have to cut the song and those are
just sloppies ...
RS: To us. I don't think the audience picks up on that too much ...
EB: Even if we do a song at a
slightly faster or slower tempo we
can miss a cue ...
AP: That's when positive accidents can happen ...
CR: (to Ed) I heard you made
a comment that the music would be
cleaner if you didn't use video?
EB: I like playing with video in
the context of a band. What we've
been doing recently to avoid that is
to turn the video sound down, so
the band is cleaner. We have to
bring the video sound up when the
band is not playing to get the dialogue across.
AP: But again, some of the
pieces in that show, the way they
work, is for the band to be a back-
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drop. In the second visit: trivial
information: explosion from band.
We therefore then put the focus onto the live performance, the camera's role is taken away from the
tape.
RS: I can see what Ed means
because sometimes as people who
make video know, the sound track
can be shitty, when you bring it up
through that large a sound system
you really notice the distortion,
the crackle, the tape noise.
EB: It's not that that noise
is often unbearable. You see Andy
is doing a number of things: he's
acting, singing and Robert's doing
the same. All I am doing is playing the drums, right? So to me its
just my ears, I watch my cues of
course but their acting with the
video.
RS: (In a takeoff voice). He's
just the drummer!

AP: My guitar playing deals
with an irrational alter ego thing.
All these rationalisations and avoiding the issues in these 'visits'. I'll
give a blitz or a nod , a twirl of the
knob, a nod of the head. I write
songs on that basis largely anyways. If you actually want to do
something you don't talk. Without
range, which I didn't have the other
night, the dichotomy between the
density and inaudibility, is lost.
CR: So how can the Government transform itself onto disc as
its major known presentation is so
rich visually?
EB: Very easily. When I first
joined this band we weren't doing
much video, like we were just playing
'the Horseshoe, The Bev, and The
Turning Point , so it was just a trio on
stage with no video. Occasionally we
would do the Eye. We cut it in a bar
very easily.
AP: It depends what you call a
bar. There's a difference between
The Beverley and The Yonge Station.
I wouldn't want to be caught in the
latter circuit.
CR: What I meant is that your
visual presentation is very sophisticated and quite close to what other
artists are doing just with video, particularly Susan Britton, Randy and
Bemeche. It's not a re-make of the
Velvet Underground with Andy
Warhol's 8mm films and slide shows.
EB: We're sophisticated visually
but we are also more sophisticated
musically than most New Wave or
Punk Bands in this city.
CR:
I'm not denying your
music ...
AP: You're wondering what the
excuse is to make a record and Gee
it's about time this band made one.
EB: The songs stand by themselves.
AP: I think what you're saying is ...
TS: Here's the thing. If your
music has essentlal/y for the last
year been generated fro m visual
phenomena ...
RS:
But it hasn't though.
Electric Eye is just one of the
pieces.
TS: So is the video adapted to
the pieces, pr the pieces (songs ?)
come from the video. Or do they
come from the live performances
with the video ?
RS: Electric Eye is the only
think I consider is the band's piece.
For the Hummers, that's our job.
So we don't have to work some
Centerfold , December 1978

shitty job to play. It takes care of
it.
AP: No. It's not that simple ...
RS: Besides, we like doing it.
AP: I've already made a tape
called Skillful Evasions. I like using
a pre-tape as a strategy or a stimulator, how long a scene should run
before a prop, a change of mood. I
like the idea of video cassettes accompanying a record. Where the
video gives a fresh dimension to the
song. It's stimulus.
TS: Let me rephrase it. I've
seen the Govemmenl behind the
Hummers, but I've never seen Electric Eye. What I'm interested in is
the problems of the Government, as
a group, working in the collaboration with The Hummer Sisters, is
that you both have to fill time, you
also have to build their excitement,
right ? You have to be the rock
band. You have to be the key in
that way. Then you have to deal
with the video/live performance and
their interchanging parts. What I'm
saying is that when you generate
your own material in term$ of your
writing, another performance - Electric Eye or something else, you have
all this experience, you Imoµ; how to
build, know how to use the video,
etc. How do you approach the writing, is it visual from video, from performance?
AP: 1 do four minutes of murk,
one minute of fluid or dramatic situation which I suppose is the thing
with Electric Eye. With characters
we work it out , what kind of rhythms do they move in, when do they
run out of things to say and become
irrational, what kind of break.
RS: I work in an opposite way,
tend to have ideas and look for
where to use them.
AP: I tend to write music frequently first and say what does this
mean? What do I see here? before
I write words. Sometimes it's a
cut-up, you have a background
and construct a minor event.
CR: Who wrote the songs for
Electric Eye?
AP: Gunshot Wound is a collaboration between Robert and the original drummer, Pat Desbiens. It's
myself and Michael Hollingsworth.
The Toronto songs: J Used To Hang
Around
The Downtown,
that's
Michael Hollingsworth.
EB: Andy has written 80% of
the music and lyrics.
CR: I've heard different music
and songs for Electric Eye during its
various performances.
Centerfold, December 1978

EB: We have changed some of
the incidental music. Like one song,
I'm Somebody, we have changed the
music completely. Most of the songs
that we do in a band set come from
the various video shows that have
happened. So when we played at
CBGB's in New York we played the
video songs without video and they
went well, we were asked back so ...
AP: I haven't played with many
other bands.
RS: What about the Poles?
AP: I did play with the Poleites
for two weeks. They could have
used some video as a guide. They
could have used taking their dynamics visual rather than verbal. I could
say that about the Hummers too.
Music is visual rather than verbal.
TS: Performance contains rhythm, do you ever look into .a television and drum?
EB: At certain points in Electric
Eye I do.
TS: As I see you talking I see
that lfideo is one component, it's not
the thing that ·The Governement
comes out of. Everything is not generated from a videotape.
AP: Although I do want to do a
lot more of that, more tapes. I think
the most disciplined guitar I've every
played was for Episode 6 of As the
World Burns. It was supposed to be
an air conditioner, the discipline is
suspending all artistic splendour.
RS: The Hummers are always
saying, I want you to sound like a
blender. What did they want you to
sound like, a serilizer in a hospital?
EB: They wanted me to sound
like 500 birds flying in the air.
AP: That's great. Those are the
kind of dictums I like. I write like
this guitar should sound like you're
robbing a parking meter, this is what
happens here. The issue that arises is
that is this a prime focus or is this
incidental?
TS: When you get someone who
asks for birds taking off that demands a certain literal musical interpretation by the band. Do you feel
that during the course of these performances that you've manipulated
the people who've been directing you
by changing.
EB: Yes. That happened in the
play we've been doing Strawberry
Fields (Michael Hollingsworth). We
had so much freedom to add special
effects to what the three actors were
doing. We had an outline when we
started but br the end we could almost kick of the actors into doing
other things, encourage the actors.

RS: Especially in timing, you
can determine how long their pause
·
is going to be.
AP: There's a fine line between
shoving them into a comer and encouraging them, that's the fine line,
a sensitivity you need. It's an audio
background - the air conditioner,
the bathtub, MacDonald's counter.
What I'd like to get more into, almost in a sense of Eno whatever, he
uses his parables-Peter Schmidtoblique strategies. I like to use dramatic situations like that in my
writing and my playing where the
pre-recorded video is like an audio
reference, and an alter ego to what
I'm doing myself live.
CR: Are you scoring the new
Susan Britton tape by yourself or
with The Government.?
AP: She just wants me to do a
few mutations in it.
TS: A -few mutations, what
does that mean?
AP: She wants some mutated
Motown things, so maybe it'll be
I Heard It Thru The Grapevine a la
Kraftweik. You saw Interference.
I told her, look Susan, this is three
hours work. An hour to learn the
lines, an hour to figure out how to
get a hard-on whilst reciting that
crap, an hour for the take. She
said, "You idiot, we'll fake it".
The lines were on the wall. That
Marxist dialectic is just a bunch
of words, I wanted more than
words. Those words were close to
Newspeak, which is interesting because Michael Hollingsworth and I
are working on Modern Living:
1984, which we'll do in the new
year.
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Sociology ---

"The once naive children of the nineteen-sixties, those trained
and retrained in the wild fields of their own humiliating exploitation . . , "

The New Triumvirate
Tom Sherman

S

urely, we are living in an era
when the ability to be everywhere at the same time is,
as it always has been, an abil-·
ity greatly increasing the possibilities
one has of attaining respect, wealth
and power. Recently, in the late
nineteen-seventies, there seems to be
a weak, though dangerously resonate
signal of dissent gaining power in the
popular press. This signal conveys
the awakening of the mass audience
from the indisputably drowsy domain of the consumer identity. It is
an awareness by survivors for survivors. It is simply the thought, 'I
think, they control my mind.'

"Do

\..

- ---------1

you read me?"

In a state of healthy paranoia,
this signal of dissent has found its
way into print, for the older, more
experienced, more practical, printbiased members of the society we
live in. Those no longer where it is
at, first hand ....
so to speak, outloud. We who take our visuals for
granted, we see the photograph feeding the printed text. The commonplace abstraction of the written language is still holding firm for so
many of us. Do you read me? Okay,
let me continue to focus on this curious spot of noise, this glowing signal
of dissent, most clearly manifesting
its presence in the great proliferation of electronic multiples, the rer.ordings that feedback into the resurgence of an undeniably human
counterculture, artificially fabricated
or not, the likes of which were 'not
exactly' experienced in the late
nineteen-sixties.
By 'not exactly'
like the nineteen-sixties, I mean the
media was manipulated in the
nineteen-sixties, but remember, the
stock material of today's entertainment industry was then the
source of the news and now those
'real-life' street performers of yesteryear are the invisible controllers behind today's scene. Today's manipulators have learned the ropes the
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hard way, as have all the best manipulators of the near past, and I
would hold with that logic as far
back as I can imagine drawing conclusions. Before they were able to
switch roles, these new 'top dogs'
had to become aware of their submissive positions through methodical techniques of notation and the
painful mental recreation of their
own personal experiences of being
used, badly, over and over again.
And subsequently, they have spent
years 'entertaining' themselves in
depressions of gloomy analytical

" ... having been given
the network by the
sheer weight of their
ideologically cohesive
mass."
thought. Those now emerging from
this dark period of thinking find
their deep reconstruction of events,
however fictionalized by the distorting inadequacies of their mind's
bioelectrical process of recollection,
they find these stories, true or false,
lead them back to the front lines.
Behaving as humans will, they have
become the manipulators in turn,
having been given the network by the
sheer weight of tl\eir ideologically
cohesive mass. The new counterculture is the general dissent of the
youth of the nineteen-seventies, engineered into cultural form by the present ruling class of manipulators, the
once naive children of the nineteensixties, those trained and retrained
in the wild fields of their own humiliating exploitation. Those attractive
ex-revolutionaries remain idealistic,
though disillusioned, having been
out of their minds for nearly a decade, having been brought down to
earth by their degenerating bodies,
they are now ready to assume the
positions of control. It is important, now that some of us actually
have some control, that we take on
the responsibility of moving information to the best of our abilities,
thereby losing our self-consciousness in the consuming difficultie~ of
our work, in order to catch sight of
one of the highest of human goals,
total communication through the

principle of equivalent enlightenment.I

"The principle of equivalent enlightenment
should not be confused with the dissemination of a signal of perfect knowledge. "
In order to reach a state of equivalent enlightenment, it is necessary
to eliminate all ignorance through
the unrestricted sharing of information. This unimpeded flow of information is prineipled historically
as the basis of democratic theory.
Unfortunately, it is the forgotten
ethical code of the mass communications sect. The principle of equivalent enlightenment should not be
confused with the dissemination of a
signal of perfect knowledge. I am
not suggesting that one ideology be
transmitted to a mass audience, but
that the transmitter be governed by
an ideology permitting all information to reach the air. The principle
of equivalent enlightenment is based
on the belief that there is an equivalence of information possible between the expert, the leader and the
layman. And that such an equivalence of information creates an environment where the formation of
rational public opinion is possible.
As in a healthy society, the rank and
file shall provide the experts, who
become the leaders, who in turn define the reality of the mass, until
the mass reality defines them and
they return to the relative anonymity of the rank and file in order to
permit the entrance of the unexposed young or old, now that they,
in turn, are in demand for their expertise. In Canada, for example, to
say nothing of Russia, the radio
and television is for all intents and
purposes, owned, controlled and
operated by government.4
Does
government presently adhere to
the principle of equivalent enlightenment? If it does not, what are
the values shaped and distributed
by the institutions of the government in power? Is there a legitimate need for intelligent criticism
of the policies of those in rigid
control? Must we become government in order to lead? Must we disappear to adhere to our principles?
f I may take a step or two
backwards, I would like to
continue my thought on the
nineteen-sixties'-based hidden

I
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manipulators and the game they are
though the schools have become the
.out in the small print of their complaying with the entertainment instreet! Notice the influential role
pletely separate contracts.
Their
dustry at this late date. The power
the pattern of the people's expectapaper is a different colour. Their
of radio and television can be comtions have in the decision making
money is the same.
pared only with the power of the
process of government. These pubatomic bomb-3 And all you can say
lic expectations have been defined by
I Lasswell, Harold 0., "The Structure and
is the media have taken on the task
the intelligence jointly compiled by
Function of Communication in Society,"
the ROMP, the artists and the broadof rendering mass publics conformaoriginally published in The Communication of Ideas, The Institute for Religious
tive to the social and economic
casters, strange bedfellows flirting
and Social Studies, New York, New
status quo? What about the dangerwith an exchange of information outYork, 1948.
side the national broadcast studio, as
ous force of reaction you will surely
2
they pool their resources to place
set into motion if you manipulate
1bid., Lasswell does not lay these ideas
out in one sentence, as I have done, but
their bets on the soon-to-be-absobut miss control? What about the
his descriptive outline of media analysis
lutely-predictable behaviour of the
possibility that a continued assault
(control, content, media, audience, and
unknown talent.
Meanwhile, this
of these professionally-honed packeffect analysis) is a classic exercise in post
trio of informants all have an excelages of dissent may induce the unWorld War 11, pre-cybernetic communica•
tions research.
lent chance o~ making the big score
conditional surrender of the critical
on remarkably tiny intitial investfaculties of the wrong aspect of the
3
Lazarsfeld, Paul F. and Robert K. Merpublic at large and bang! , we have
ments, if they can begin to communiton, "Mass Communication,
Popular
backfire misdirecting the participants
cate directly, out of range of governTaste and Organized Social Action'', also
originally published in The Communicainto a massive psychotic state of unment ears. Of course, they may wish
tion of Id eas. 1948.
thinking conformism. The Jove child
to continue a limited exchange of
4
disco dances the police socialists
their advice and critical faculties for
Ibid., Lazarsfeld and Merton were disinto shape for some skull smashing.
cash, as they need money to survive.
cussing the media of England, 1101
Canada, but for the sake of my figuraThis time around, the new manipuIn fact, even though they take work
tive argument, I have taken the liberty
lators watch while the members of
from the same government, they
of substituting
Canada for England,
their audience take the rap for them.
have all made sure their self-negotiatthereby calling into question the accessiThis is the way they plan to expose
ed percentages are correctly spelled
bility of the Canadian Media State.
the fascists for who they really are,
and then they will know with cer- ------Literature ----- -------1
tainty, who they can't afford to say ----no to.
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"
public expectations have been defined by the intelligence jointly compiled
by the RCMP, the artists and the broadcasters. .. "

First Experiments in Writing
and Reading
Video

bone, stone, clay, papyrus, parchment, paper, tape, disc . . .

Scott Didlake

C

guage onto videotape or, with the
flipping of the proper switch, onto
the screens of 200,000 television
receivers. Here, it seemed, was the
final solution to all the problems

With the media so obviously in
the back pocket of government, here
is a question the RCMP, the artists,
and the broadcasters all might ask
themselves.
Who says what, on
which channel to whom, with what
effect? 2 Is not the RCMP hired to
perfonn surveillance on the political
environment of the state as a whole
for the information of government?
Does not the artist correlate the internal response of the state as a
whole and then publicly exhibit this
response for the information of
government? Will not the broadcaster, in his slightly different, more
lucrative informant's role, make a
fast buck transmitting the social inheritance of the nation through the
electromagnetic translation of certain patterns of response from the
middle young to the young and on
down to the younger, within the
parameters of government censorship? The show must go on, even

onsiderations: When I was
growing up, I used to do all
my reading sitting in front of
the television; in this way, I
could alternate between mediums
and not be confined to one at a time.
Being left handed, I hated handwriting - which amounted to chiseling rather than stroking. Typing was
preferable; it was an ambidexterous
approach. Truman Capote, a fan of
handcrafted script, once said that
Jack Kerouac's prose wasn't written
but was typewritten. Mark Twain
was the first writer to use a typewriter for literature instead of business. Marshal McLuhan said that
composing on a typewriter was like
flying a kite. Robert Mueller described, in 1967, almost exactly what
we came to do with the videowriter.
Rationale: In the fall of '77 I
first got my fingers onto the seven
thousand dollar videowriting machine which typed electronic lan-
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Cover inset from The Typist, a tape by Rodney Werden.

Selected Reading, a tape by Ian Murray.

associated with trying to make pictorial video with less than the logistical capability of network telev1s1on: video could be symbolic
rather than representational. There
would be no more problems of definition, color, time base error, or
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whatever. Expensive, temperamental pictorial video technology would
not be necessary. And if video was
to be written, there could also be
. an escape from the high fevers of
image influenza and - to bend one
of Susan Sontag's comments on
photos - the contradictions inherent
in the shady commerce between art
and reality and commerce. Too
much TV with too many pictures
was making the populace illiterate,
anyway. The videowriter seemed to
be an electronic press capable of
publishing, very efficiently compared
to any other method, all the infonna tion that's fit to image.
Although it was preferable to
compose directly on the videowriter,
it wasn't essential. Writing could
first be worked out on paper and
composed as a kind of literary
score, with the videowriter being
used only at the final moment of
playing the score onto tape.
Machines: I like to call these
electronic writing machines videowriters, but they .usually go by the
names of alphanumeric generators,
character generators, and broadcast
titlers. You can find them in most
broadcast and cable television stations. They can cost as little as
about $1,000 or as much as over
$50,000.
A machine of about
$7,000 will do for the techniques
of structuring language described
here.

Evidence. a tape by Alan Sondheim.

True videowriters are a different kind of machine than the keyboard operated CRT terminals found
attached to computers. Videowriters
write on videotape, and many of the
functions of the machine are similar
to the methods of working with
pictorial imagery and sound on
videotape. CRT keyboards are usually not capable of being interfaced
with standard video equipment and
tend to be fluent in languages other
than human.
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A

s simply a typing device, the
videowriter is a superior invention.
Manipulations of
. language imagery with the
machine are instant and effortless
compared to the tedious mechanical
operations necessary when working
with ink on paper. You can write,
erase, edit, and rearrange writing
faster than you can usually think of
what it is you are going to communicate. This is why modem typesetting
uses video keyboards to set what is
then produced as print. But the
videowriter images on tape - and in
that are to be found peculiar capabilities for structuring language unlike any other aural or visual method.
During this. time- the potatoes were active.
Their growlh r.,te was phenomenal,

She would like to measure their

rJte bul

is unabll' to set up her apparatu,.
Long vines curl Mound the kitchen windows
and ,,cross the cupboard doors. The footprints
of North American wildlife are to h<, ,een on
her freshly waxed kitchen floor. She has lo
pull the vines off the dish cupboard door
to reach the bowl for her vegetabk-s.

The Central Character, a film by Patricia

Gruben.

Photoelectric Writing: There are
two kinds of language imagery in
video.
Written language was of
course used extensively in motion
pictures up until the introduction of
sound and is still used by less conventional filmakers. But writing in motion pictures is always only a photographic representation of imagery already existing in another static medium; film is just used as a method
of transfer and animation. So writing in film is almost always limited
to being an inferior reproduction of
forms of writing found in print with the most common techniques
being a sequential display of stationary, minimal "pages" of writing
or a scroll-like vertical roll up of
successive lines. Unless exceedingly
complex methods of mechanically
animating language imagery are undertaken, it is impossible to execute
in film many techniques which are
instantly available with the videowriter. For, in the same sense that
print does, the videowriter both
creates and displays writing imagery
in one medium. Even more directly
than most print techniques, which
require a succession of independent
stages of refinement of the language
imagery, videowriting makes use of
the same visual context for composition, re-working, and final presenta-

tion.

In searching for examples of
how videowriters have been used so
far, I found it curious that each example of videowriting I was able to
observe used the techniques of writing manipulation common to motion
picture film. This was true of all instances from the great quantities of
language displayed in cable "printout" of news, to minimal broadcast
titles and credits, to the tapes of
video artists. Even though the writing may have been written with
video, the stru~turing of language
was still as though it were a photographic representation of print on
stationary paper or a scroll in motion.
Videowriting Techniques: Language written with video does not at
all have to be confined to being a
transposition into electronic display
of the language structures of printwriting. Videowriting is as pure a
function of the video medium and
as subject to many of the same considerations as is pictorial video; it is
written with and as video, not "on"
video. This provides writing techniques which are unlike any other
method of structuring language.
TliE NESSAGESWRCE IS 1lG:
C01t1Eli1C11¥.TEJ:VISIIJ! Bl!CVUlOi:IST
THE '1ESSA6E IS LI 111TED TO
DISP\.AY ON THE FUn' SUHOCE Of
TliE VIDEO SCREEN. fWi RR.06 IS
FOfflED BE'TWED(PROCESSINGTHE•
VIDEO tlESSA&E AND THE ACT OF
PAIKTIN6. nus PIOCESSIN6
SYSTDI PROUIDIS PE!SOl1A..()()ICE
OF~
tME
SOJIICEIS
VIEIE> IN 1ME SA1E 11¥'1'1lCE
PAIKTD OOlSIS 10 UIDI 1ME
·r·

Theoret ical Television, a tape by Tom

Sherman.

In printwriting, language is expressed in static space with the creation of an animated flow of information and experience of time in perception being fonned by the reader
in the act of scanning; grammar and
the spatial arrangement of words act
as a time symbology. Video-writing
can of course be used to replicate
this kind of structure, and "pages"
can be composed to be sequenced
one after the other as they are recorded on tape. In. this case, it is
the writer of video who is "turning
the pages," and not the reader. This
is the most basic approach to dealing
with the fact that language written
with video is composed in time as
well as space. Linear print-like structures of language can also be animatCent~rfold, December 1978

Television Delivers People, a tape by
Richard Serra.

ed to move in horizontal or vertical
patterns.
But a more radical approach to composing language with
video involves a realization that
print-like linearity can be by-passed
entirely - for the capacity to write
video in time is a total function
which applies to each element of
the symbology independently and
offers a completely elastic method of
forming language patterns in time
and space.
Videowriting can be patterned
into temporarily evolving gestalts
where decisions of rhythm and varying spatial relationships in the constantly changing structure of the
symbology contribute as much to intent as does the selection of symbology. As well as being capable of
linear print expression techniques,
videowriting can be a holistic method
of expressing language which acts
primarily in a temporal rather than
spat ial framework and is completely
elastic. This makes possible structures of language unlike those found
in either print or speech but which
combine characteristics
of both
these mediums. Such structur es bear
a similarity to the temporally dynamic, multi-layered forms of rhythm,
harmony, and counterpoint of the
notation system which has made possible polyphonic western music - except that with videowriting we are
dealing with a symbolic system
where meaning is achieved in the act
of reading alone without the need
to translate symbology into physical
response.
eading Television: Reading
videowriting is of course an
experience not much like
reading print. A reorientation of expectations concerning time
and, if the writing is patterned in
gestalts, space is necessary. Though
people have come to accept impositions of time in the perception of pictorial imagery and audio in film and
tape, the tradition of freedom of
time in print reading is finnly em-

bedded in peoples' perception of
words as a peculiar fonn of imagery.
On first reading video, people can react with hostility to having time dictated through written language. It
b_ecomesas necessary, when reading
VJdeo, to accept the writer's structu~ing of time as it is, when reading
prmt, to accept the spatial arrangements of symbology. In videowriting
the legitimate concern should be the
articulation of time within the total
language cluster; in itself, it is not an
error to write with time.
If videowriting patterned in gestalts is being read, a reorientation of
spatial perception of writing is also
needed
Reading print requires a
most unusual contortion of visual
perception, tunnel vision. The eyes
must isolate specific clusters of symbology from the surrounding mass
and sequence from one to another
in linear progression. This technique
is not used at all in watching pictorial
video - or hardly any other form of
imagery, for that matter . And it
seems that the monitor screen is
more suitable to language patterns
which are to be read through the
s!me visual approach as is pictorial
video - because sequencing is going
to be primarily temporal rather than
spatial. This is why most writing
written as print and then transferred
to video isn't very satisfying to read.
Holistically structured writing seems
to me a much more rewarding
method of forming symbolic language for video, but reading this kind
of writing requires an open reception of all elements on the screen
simultaneously - an approach just
the opposite of tunnel vision. It is
necessary to read, as an evolving
whole, clusters of symbology whose
meaning is always being formed and
re-formed
through continuously
transfonning spatial and temporal
structures.
Reading, or for that
matter writing, such structures may
not come readily to print-conditioned perceptions, and may not exhibit

R
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Romeo and Juliet, a tape by Opal Nations.

the linear-logical characteristics of
traditional language patterns. But
similar reading techniques are applied
to musical notation, especially where
more than one staff is being read simultaneously; and it is this holistic
method of dealing with symbolic
language in space and time which is
the most unique and fascinating aspect of writing with video in an attempt to create an electronic fonn of
literature.

T~e Biography of Tom Sherman, a tape by
L,sa Steele.

T

apes: I was first able to work
with a videowriter at Keeble
Cable in T01·onto. We were
using the machine there for
titles and credits in a series of community television tapes for an Ontario Housing Project. The people at
Keeble were generous enough to let
me satisfy my curiosity and practice
with the videowriter for some time.
At first, I had thought to use it in
combination with pictorial imagery
in a manner which would be an expansion of the techniques of using
written language in filmaking. But
after I realized the machine's capability for structuring language in the
most peculiar patterns, I temporarily
dropped my interest in using the
videowriter for anything but pure
language formations.
Combining
videowriting with pictorial imagery
and audio would have to come after
the writing possibilities alone were
understood. And it was soon obvious that videowriting pieces could
not be worked out on paper without
a very experienced feel for what the
machine could do.
At Keeble, I was able to practice writing with the machine until I
learned to score video writing pieces
on paper. With this newly acquired
skill, I began work at Rogers Cable,
the system near my home. Where
these cable stations were generous
with their time, I must thank the On-
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tario Arts Council for their financial
support of these video writing projects. At Rogers, I had support from
programmer Valerie Marlatt, who
provided fine working conditions and
acted as editor in both the video and
literary senses. Working at Rogers,
•we produced two half hour videowriting "shows" ("shortshows?")
which consisted entirely of electronic
writing without either pictorial imagery or audio. The first was c:uled
Reading Television, and was wntten
by Opal Nations, Tom Sherman and
myself. The show opened with my
segment, I, a TV. In this, I developed an idea of Tom's which he had
had once while working for a broadcast station but had not been allowed
to use. I played, in words only of
course, the role of a disembodied
talk show host with a personality
somewhere between Johnny Carson
and an authoritarian computer. At
the end of my Carson-like opening
monologue, I introduced Opal Nations our first "guest". Opal then
prese~ted a most unusual treatment
of the balcony scene from Romeo
and Juliet. Though the piece is visually interesting because of its unusual
non-writing imagery, its cleverness is
in the way the balcony speech is delivered visually in Morse code. It
did seem to me a perfect concept/

Captain Mike a11d the Television Sensibility, a_tape by Scott Didlake.

comment on the relationship of
literature to electronic information
and to what we were doing with the
videowriter. Tom Sherman followed, as the second "guest", with his
piece, Individual Times. To hazar_d
an interpretive comment on this
writing, I would say that for me the
piece deals with the homogenization
of individuality in the society
through the influence of image/audio
reproduction technologies. The unusual prose style of the writing is
potentiated by the form in which it
is presented as videowriting, and the
62

resulting impact on the perception of
the reader is intense. All three of the
pieces of writing in Reading Television are quite different in intent,
composition, and visual structure,
and demonstrate some of the elastic
possibilities of the medium.
produced another ~pe Essays
on Television, which I wrote
alone. This tape begins with
Democratic TV, a kind of comment on the notion of decentralization of video production into the
community - which is a video genre
I have worked a great deal in and am
now highly sceptical of. The "narrator" of this piece is the type of person who calls radio phone-in shows,
and the narrative describes what
would happen if - and there is absolutely no technical reason why
this could not be done - television
stations simply took whatever anyone sent them on paper, wrote it
in video, and transmitted it. Next
there is TV Time, or, I Used To
Read Horizontally, a piece which
deals with some of the ideas of
McLuhan about te1evision and literacy. In structuring the writing for
this piece, I was seeking a videowriting style which would incorporate the ideas being presented through
language into the way the language
was presented and would approximate the effect of broadcast pictorial
television on perception. The last
two pieces on the tape, Construction of the Set, and Captain Mike
and the Television Sensibility, are
investigations into the possibility of
using video to write in semi-linear
gestalts. Each of these make use of
narratives of more than one thing at
a time which are meant to be read
holistically and integrated into a total narrative. The pieces make use of
layerings of language which carry
narratives through spatial succession,
sequencing in time, and graphic mutation; through integrated relation•
ships in space and time, the layered
narratives form the composite narrative. These last two pieces are meant
to be read as gestalts, with the same
approach to visual scanning as is used
when watching pictorial video. Construction of the Set describes a story
of television fabrication of things inside and outside the medium. Captain Mike and the Television Sensibility is a somewhat true depiction of
my relationship with Captain Mike,
Popeye, Wimpy, Olive Oyl, and Bluto
of cartoon fame.
All of the writing in Essays on
Television deals with the fruits of

•1
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television and is a shade polemical;
that is why I have called the pieces
essays. But they are not traditional
essays, really; they are electronic
fictions videowriting shortstories.
They i:re my first experiments in
reading and writing video.
FOO TNOTE
Among films and tap11swhich eit~er con•
tain or deal with writing and which were
in a sense my "sour ces" in this project:
the films of Godard: The Central Character a film by Patricia Gruben; The Biogr~phy of Toin Sherman, a tape by Lisa
Steele, Theoretical Televisio11, a tape by
Tom Sherman; Evidence, a tape by Alan
Sondheim· Televfa·ion Delivers People, a
tape by Richard Serra; The Typist, a tape
by Rodney Werden; Selected Reading, a
tape by Ia n Murray; and the re is my own
Rusf1 Hour 011Easy Street, a film.

~MISSING

Back Up, Kate Craig and Margaret Dragu

Video in Vancouver: PUMPS on Cable 10
RussellKeziere

T
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here are very few outlets for
contempo rary artists' video in
Vancouver. Although it may
appear that with the Western
Front, Pumps, Video Inn and the
Videospace of the Vancouver Art
Gallery, there are sufficient arenas, it
must be remembered that the first
two have found it necessary to
emphasize production and the third
must maintain its archival resources.
The necessary outlet at this point in
the matutation of video in general,
and its level of development in
Vancouver, is public exposure. The
prima facie response of a relat ively
untutored viewing audience (tutoring
being more of a liability than an
asset) will prove to be the necessary
stimulus for a continuously develop•
ing media.
One 0f the most positive steps in
video exposure of this sort in Vancouver was the premiere of a new
half-hour video anthology of rece_nt
produ ctjons in Vancouver, broadcast
.on Cable 10 on Tuesday, November
14th. Produced by Pumps and edited by Ken Kuramoto and Mike
Macdonald, this anthology is to be a
continuing series, featuring production by local and visiting artists.
One of the inherent dangers in
video is the inadvertent destruction
of its contextual basis; a basis which

lMPULSE-1----1--
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BOX 901, STATION 0,
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is behavioural and political rather
than, as with traditional art forms,
material and historical. The video
artist must necessariJy "act out"
against and within a media consciousness which is as prevalent and ensconced as any carefully nurtured
cultural milieu. For that reason alone the exhibition of contemporary
video art on television has a great
many contingent problems, but an
equal amount of potential for growth.
The continuous and everpresent

--

Video- ----

model of broadcast television might
be short circuited and grounde<l in
an interpersonal atmosphere and
architectural context (artists in private spaces or an ideological sanctuary) but when video art is broadcast
at prime time and in direct juxtaposition with 13 licensed and 7 midband channels, then the context is
altered, if not reversed. The issues
and concerns of video art, because
they are so integrally imbedded in
context, become refocussed and challenged; the danger is not one of rejection by an audience (that response in
itself might prove positive) but of an
unconscious redefinition of artistic
intention.
The first installment of the
Pumps video show demonstrates
these issues clearly. The presence of
an editing profile is, at first glance,
minimal. The policy is to let the
tapes speak for themselves; there are
no commentaries, apologies, defini•
tions or intellectual discussions between or after the tapes. Necessary
informatio n is contained in the artists' tapes; what they have not chosen to include is omitted. The tapes
are shown in direct succession with
a small tag at the end promoting a
punk/art event at the Viking Hall;
this is the only section which is
directed toward the concept of
broadcast time. It is in fact a direct
acknowledgement of, or concession

\
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to, broadcast reality. Pete Lipski's
tape of DOA (Dead on Arrival,
headed by Joey Shithead) is overlayed with the editorial presence
lending the entire half-hour a comprehensible persona. The nature of
this important segment, which is also
a banal parody of a K-Tel ad, is clearly defined by its once only impact.
It could not be used after the event
occurs. This is a major concession to
the temporal ambience of broadcast
television.
This first half hour included
tapes by Fabio Mauri, Sanja Ivekovic,
Kate Craig and Margaret Dragu, Liza
Bear and Pete Lipskis. The selection
was excellent . Fabio Mauri, Sanja
Ivekovic and Liza Bear are from
Rome, Yugoslavia and New York
respectively. Their visits to Vancouver are documented by tapes produced while in residence; and broadcasting them to a Vancouver public
audience is an appropriate and respectful way of acknowledging their
presence. The Mauri tape is a tight
and demonstratively playful statement of the art ist's philosophy (gravity and vegetables become equivalents) which is similar in its combination of seriousness and accessibility
to the tapes of Robert Filliou. (The
Vancouver video community has a
penchant for introducing visiting artists, such as Filliou, Nitsch, and
Mauri, to video potentials; this work
will ultimately prove of international
significance.) Sanja Ivekovic is a
Yugoslav video artist who, together
with Dalibor Martinis, visited Vancouver on invitation by Video Inn.
They both produced tapes in Vancouver, involving a fundamental communication by working with Vancouver people on production; this is
a much more estimable means of
conveying information than merely
exhibiting works produced elsewhere.
Ivekovic's tape showed the artist pacing away from and toward the camera announcing "I want you to understand me" in English when in
front of tbe camera and the Yugoslav equivalent when away from it.
It was a brief, strident statement of
what that artist must have felt during her visit. It was in many ways
similar to the directness and frontal
use of language by Vito Acconci.
In one of the other screenings,
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however, the basic problem of the
collusion of video art and broadcast
television was evident. Kate Craig
and Marga.ret Dragu's Back Up is
over three-quarters of an hour long;
it consists of several layers of narrative working against and within one
another. The whole tape is broken
down into segments (Get Up, etc)
and is loosely aligned. There are
dramatic scenes and, at one level,
something of a plot: incidents in a
girls' school (The Western Front)
culminating in a murder by a jealous student and a graduation ceremony dinner . There are also flat, out
of sync discussions about the "urban
wilderness" and visual essays of
Dragu and Craig in everyday situations such as playing pool, vacuuming, ironing, walking, etc. The tension between a documentary reality
and a dramatic reality is apparent.
In the Pumps production for
Cable 10, however, the tape was reduced to about 8 minutes, usi~g only
a few of the segments. This is an obvious concession to the necessity of
a broadcast package; it is not obviated by permission from the artists
since it calls into question the entire
structure of the tape. If it were sufficient to see only one fifth of a
work, then the raison d'etre of the
remaining four-fifths is obviously
called into question. As it stood, it
worked quite well with the other
tapes. But it hits a matter of principle squarely in the face. Is the persona of the producer and editor to
control the final mode of broadcasting video art on television?
Doubtless some arrangement will
have to be worked out; in this instance there is no question but that
the artists had maximum input into
the manner in which they were
brought together. These are, however, the very issues which we .must
now face if the acceptance of a
broadcast mode for video art is to
prove a positive factor in its maturation.
he Pumps produced television
show is welcomed. It gives a
chance for current production to reach a larger and critically necessary audience, provides
an incentive for production and offers a challenging context for emerg-
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Channel 22, 3:30 p.m.: Circle
Square. This is a kid's version of
100 Huntley Street, a Toronto evangelical program. A cast of interracial robots lip synch to disco
hymns. Host of the show is a ventriloquist's dummy with an afro named
Leroy. Cartoon parables double-talk
dogma. . . Scary. Switch over to
channel 2 for a Gilligan's Island rerun. A satellite headed for Mars
lands .... well, that's why they call
them sit corns 'cause they only have
one situation. Tina Louise is ultrasexy, but the rest of the cast should
have been eaten by cannibals, Japs,
Nazis or whoever Vito Scotti is playing this episode. Good theme song,
though.

ing ideas. It is hoped that the el{periment will be followed through with
as much critical circumspection as
possible.
1------

Television-------!

TV Guy

Steven Davey
The enclosed report is an accounting of a selected monitoring of a Saturday's scheduling,
The annotated programming
represents an afternoon's viewing and response.

C

hannel 29, 3:00 p.m.: Jukebox, starring Twiggy. A half
hour syndicated British production along the lines of
Midnight Special, Jullebox is a music
show with fashion-model-turnedcountry-and -western-singer
Leslie
Hornsby (that's Twiggs). Julzebox
features lotsa top-of-the-popsters:
Gary Glitter, New Seekers, Pilot.
Balloons and dry ice fall from the
studio ceiling. Everyone lip synchs
in fine TV tradition. There's even
a scream track! Twiggy co-hosts
with a sheep dog. The show is sponsored by the U.S. Army and uses
lifestyle ads: Drive tanks, go to
discos in third world locales, shoot
guns. Great stuff. (Commercial:
video games by Coleco called Quiz
Whiz. "Kids, outsmart your parents. Over ten thousand permutations.") Next, Alex Harvey Band
singing Runaway.
Lead guitarist
in mime make-up, dance steps.
Barry Ryan sings a tribute. to Judy
Garland accompanied by dry ice.
"Why was the wizard so uncool?",
Barry ponders. (Commerical: "Hi,
I'm Lester Wilson and I taught John
Travolta how to dance."
Disco
dance, dance, dance, foot diagrams.)
Gary Glitter pops out of a cardboard spaceship singing I Belong To
You.
The Glitterband bump into
each other.
Bass player wears a
sombrero.
Promotional consideration from Shakey's pizza. (Com"Hi, I wrote many hit
merical:
songs! Now y9u can too, in 7 days
with my learn-to-play-the-pi"anocourse. Maybe you remember my big
novelty hit of 1961 ?" Bozo plays
Itsy Bitsy Teenie Weenie Yellow
Polka Dot Billini. "All you need are
these three easy chords and you can
be writing hits today.")
Centerfold, Decembe1 1978
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Checking the Guide to see what
we missed this morning: Hilarious
House of Frightenstein , stars Billy
Van and was produced in Toronto;
this hour-long ghoularama is quite
funny I aimed way over the heads of
the kids. Only problem is: it's
scheduled at 6:00 a.m. A good one
to watch if you're still up from the
night before. At 8:00 we have a
show from Buffalo called Carrascolendas which stars a Puerto Rican
cockroach. 8:30 Willie and Floyd.
W and F run a delapidated vaudeville theatre where only the cameraman laughs at their jokes. Good
puns. Godzilla has his own Saturday morning series on NBC at 9:00.
A crummy Canadian cartoon Rocket
Robin Hood runs non-stop on a
variety of channels. At 12:30 we
have a toss-up between the Bay
City Rollers new show, the sultry
Jan Tennant hosting Reach For
The Top, or Carolyn Jones and The
Addams Family.
I go for Gomez
(now married to Patty Duke). At

1:00 channel 29 has a Clayton
Moore/Jay Silverheels movie (that's
the Lone Ranger and Tonto to you)
and channel 79 is showing old
Laurel and Hardy silents with piano
tinklings by Horace Lapp.
Channel 22, 4:00 p.m.: Little
Rascals.
Spanky and Our Gang.
These are the old serials that perennially run and run. Alfalfa died in
a dope bust and Darla is Nanette
Fabray (aunt of Donna Reed and
Johnny Angel's Shelley Fabares).
Sometimes . Spanky is three years
old and he gradually ages over the
span of the Forties. Alfalfa sings
· and a bird flies out of his mouth.
Alternate channel watch: the CBC's
Celebrity Tennis ' (Paul Soles vs.
Eddie Shack) and the tedious Star
Trell. Can't stand William Shatner;
the plots to this sci-fi saga are identical: they always seem to find a
planet that's just like earth only in
the 17th century.
Channel 29, 4:30 p.m.: Leave
It To Beauer. Ward and June , the
fabulous Tony Dow as Wally, Eddie
Haskell, Gilbert, and of course
Jerry Mathers as the Beaver. (Jerry
didn't die in Vietnam and he's not
Alice Cooper either). The archetypal
American family (Ozzie and Harriet
came close), Ward and June are always muddling something. In today's episode the Beav has been invited to a party by a girl who has a
crush on him. Much to his horror,
Beav finds out it is an all-girl party
and Wally tells Theodore that they'll
probably make him play kissing
games (yech). Beav tries to get out
of going to the party by feigning
illness but Ward and June will have
nothing to do with it and force
Beaver to go. There's a great scene

when Ward drags Beaver out of the
car to the front porch where all the
little girls are waiting for Beaver's
arrival. Naturally Beaver wins the
door prize - a doll that cries
"Mama" when be picks it up. How
mortifying! Continuing along this
Freudian vein, Beaver wanders into
the little girl's father's den where the
old man lets Beav fondle his guns.
Back at the Cleaver's, Wally has told
June about the all-girl party. June
tells Ward, who gets all upset because
he didn't understand. When Beaver
comes home from the party, Ward
and June apologize for forcing him
to go, but Beav says he had a great
time. Ward and June exchange puzzled looks. Cue the trumpets going
"wha wha wha".
Over on channel 22 we have
Hammy Hamster, an animal show
that features heavily sedated guinea
pigs.
Channel 5, 5:00 p.m.: Bonkers,
the Hudson Brothers new show, is
produced in England by Jack Burns
(Burns was partners with comedian
Avery Shriber). A half hour whiz
bang burlesque Laugh-In-style music
show, the Hudsons try for a Marx
Brothers brand of comedy. They
sing disco songs a la' Bee Gees (they
used to sound like the Beatles on
their old series filmed at CFTO in
Scarboro).
Guest stars include
Petula Clark, Sandy Duncan, and
Karen Valentine. Fun, fast paced.
(Commerical: Elvis Presley's Christmas collection.)
Channel 5, 5:30 p.m.: Mork and
Mindy, starring Robin Williams.
Mork is from tbe planet Ork and has
dropped into this spin-off from
Laueme and Shirley (which itself was
a spin-off of Happy Days). Produced
by Gary Marshall (Odd Couple and
Penny's pop), this is the hot show of
the season. Robin Williams, a standup comic who looks like he just
walked out of Godspell, is already a
teen idol along the lines of the Fonz
(i.e. the kids all go crazy when he
walks on the set): very reminiscent
of My Favourite Martian, Williams
supposedly ad libs. The situation is
fairly straight foward: Ork jokes,
no sex, water drinking through the
fingers, don't sit on my face. First
time Mork is amazing, but it fades
real quick. The C.B.C. in its incalculable logic has Mork and Mindy scheduled at suppertime.
hannel 29, 6:00 p.m.: / Loue
Lucy. The classic sit com and
the first TV show to use three
cameras with a live audience,

C
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n art publication contains only
the work of artists that are in
contact with its editors. The
publication presents the work
that the editors have access to at any
particular time. At the same time the
publication itself attracts contributors.
Th~ organic nature of art publishing
must be maintained and enlarged.
In its pure state an art publication would not become a tastemaker
but would chron icle the' best work
(activities) that it is· presented with.
This task requires a gr~at many different types of publications in order to
fulfill its potential. Canadian art publishing, because of its financial structure (The Canada Council) is in a good
position to accomplish this.
This chronicalizing of activities
conceptually presents a problem for
editors. The art publisher could be
in danger of becoming an administrator, a government hack who is given
money to present Canadian material
to Canadians. For example, questions such as why publish foreign
work in a publicly funded magazine
are sometimes asked. The advantage
of having government support is that
Stand by: the following afterthe publisher is not forced into creatnoon unravelled the greatest ing a purely commercial publication.
media event since Lee Harvey In Canada it is probably suicidal to
gathered a load in the gut, des- publish an original art magazine
troyed context:
the mass with your own money. Public money
allows us to be free and not to pander
media suicide splattered brains
to popular taste. As long as the editor
on the portapak Live from
has energy and commitment, and the
Guyana holy roller coaster. government does not interfere, the
system can continue.
Instant myth.
One of the more obvious prob•
!ems
in Canadian art publishing is
1---------- ---Business--------------:
that it does not have an effective and
diversified distribution system . There
are only two companies, outside of
Art Publishing:
Quebec, that distribute art books/
Financial Structures and Freed om
magazines on any scale; Coach House
Press and Art Metropole. Both these
Isaac Applebaum
companies are really only capable of
and interested in distributing their
own publications and those art books
and magazines from foreign countrie,s
that they feel are worthwhile.
Lucy still holds-up. Every episode is
the same: Desi sings Babaloo, Lucy
wants to be in the show but there's
only parts for Fred and Ethel, Mrs.
Trumble and Little Ricky ... Suddenly, the sub-plot thickens. The
later Lucy Show doesn't make it.
Ms. Ball controlled everything then
(She received Desilu in the divorce
settlement ) and hams wildly through
not-so-funny scripts.
Channel 29, 6:30 p.m.: Mary
Tyler Moore . l could never stomach
the old Dick Van Dyke Show. Dick
was never funny and always fell over
(oops!); Rose Marie overplayed every
line thrown at her; Morey Amsterdam had been selling that same
shtick since the Catskills and radio;
Jerry Paris (the dentist next door)
directs Happy Days; Millie was OK;
Carl Reiner: no way, Jose (besides
he was the producer of the real show,
as well as the star of the show within
the show).
Remember Mary and
Dick singing Moutain Greenery?
Chad and Jeremy as the Redcoats?
Mary's own show is near classic in
the I Love Lucy format: it's not
the plot, but the characters: Mur,
Mar, Lou, Ted, Rhoda, etc. Sometimes sappily sentimental, MTM always spotlights top writing. Mary's
new show bombed. The TV audience wanted Mary Richards, not the
real Mary T.M. Mary was unbearable: another show within a show.
Mary explodes as the all around show
biz entertainer. No guest stars and
surroun ded by has-beens like Dick

"

Shawn, it's no wonder Mary got cancelled after three shows. Up against
the space-age Bonanza, Battlestar
Gatactica, Mary got embarrassingly
axed. The new Mary show is the
same as the old, only now the star is
Mary Richards, not M.T.M.
Channel 9, 7 p.m.: Lucy Goes
to Nashville, starring Lucille Ball.
Normally, Carter Counhy (police
sit-com in Plains, Ga.) is scheduled
in this slot, but its been pre-empted
by Lucy's special. Lucy looks like
she's pickled in formaldihyde (the
greatest gams in show business).
She mugs along to cue cards with
M-M-MelTillis, Lynn Anderson (singing an Eagles song), Barbara Mandrell (who sleeps single in a double
bed and drinks doubles alone, apparently) and the audience of The
Grand Old Opry. Lucy drags out
her saxophone and attempts Glow
Worm and she still can't sing. Stars
never know when to stop . It spoils
the illusion of their timeless re-runs.
Where is Vivan Vance when we need
her?

i

At the present time, Canadian
art publishers are attempting to cooperate with each other in order to
penetrate foreign markets.
By accomplishing this, art publishing will
gain credibility and circulation at
home. Provincialism, vitality and a
credible interface with art publishing on a world wide scale is not a
problem for us. Our future, being
tied to government priorities, vis-avis cutbacks, freezes and elections,

.
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A report by Tim Guest
Oh to be the eye of the social
whirl .....
Last Friday the 13th we all got
to play Cinderella at General Idea's
High Profile. It was, in the minds of
ticket-holders, a glamorous bash, a
beaux-arts ball, a tenth anniversary
party for their favourite popular
artists. For General Idea it was free
publicity and a chance to expand
their audience and their mythology.
It's difficult to say much in review about General Idea themselves
since at the actual event they kept
(ironically) a low profile. Rather it
was the party-goers who played the
starring role, with General Idea setting the stage - elaborately. High
above Toronto inside the sky-pod of
the immeasurably reputable CN
Tower, you knew it was really the
perfect site.
The highest freestanding structure in the world
home to a vast network of moder~
communications, it symbolizes a
dream of the exotic kitsch metropolis. A profile already immortalized in a million tourist purses, it
was a smart move to hold a popular
occasion on its premises. By using
the CN Tower not only are you
going to get lots of publicity, you
appropriate a piece of its mythology.
Now whenever you see the CN Tower you subliminally associate it
with General Idea.
Then of course there's the view
which turns a familiar skyline into
landscape; by night it's a glittering
necklace (or any other tired metaphor you choose to describe the
spectacle). And with the full moon
?earning down on Friday the 13th,
1t plants an image which is macabre
yet seductive.
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f.rton's 1~78 Industrial Award to General Idea (1968-1978) for achievements
,n-measurmg success.

·---------

So with the time and the place
set the ·audience poured out of the
elevators and 'the show' began.
Carole Pope and Kevan Staples wooed them with a colourful cabaret
act. Then the lip-synch show started
with that fruit Lamonte Del Monte
and the Pineapples, followed by th~
desirab!e Anya Varda, followed by
The Chchettes, who looked like poisonous desserts. Then came the
fashion show, ten years of personalized outfits led by Mimi Paige in a
~ea: costume, and although the
timing was a bit rough the talented
models more than made up for it.

But the real show was the audience. In a true party scene the
audience is forced to transcend their
role, passive becomes active so they
did, and they revelled in it. They
came dressed in every kind of apparel, from the grotesque to the
risque. And there were lots of items

----

you knew were the products of
impulse buying. "It's so fabulous ...
but I'll never get a chance to wear
it." Well they got their chance and
they used it. Generally they were
young-ish, sort of arty, lots of fa.
miliar faces and not that many
people you know. They were peopl e
who were looking to fulfill their
fantasies of a glamorous party scene
and most of them got what they
wanted.

Naturally the entire evening was
a 'rehear$al' for the party scene at
the 1984 Miss General Idea Pageant.
It functioned both as a good time
and a demonstration /experiment in
the social amenities of party life.
And the results proved at least that
the participants were already very
well rehearsed.
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Some Women Filmakers Ouelques Femmes Cineastes
POWERHOUSE GALLERY
Oct. 10 - 14, Cinema Parallele
Montreal, Quebec
by Nancy Nicol

Reviews
Montreal-based women filmakers. 17
films of 45 submissions were selected
to comprise the festival. One of the
factors in limiting the festival was the
inability to obtain funding, despite
months of preparation, a fact which
points up a contentious issue; i.e.
support or recognition of women's
projects in the arts. The Canada
Council's reaction to Powerhouse's
proposal was that the sponsoring of
women's events in the arts is prejudicial to men. The absurdity of this
statement is comparable with refusing to support video as being prejudicial to film or painting as being
prejudicial to drawing. . . In other
words, the reaction is not one of
confronting and exposing prejudicial
pitfalls, but rather exposes the funding bodies' attitudes vis-a-vis women
in the arts as a sexual definition,
rather than considering its political
and/or aesthetic dimensions. To pursue this argument any further is to
be self-defeating .
he problem is emblematic of
Powerhouse's unique position as
a self-supporting contemporary arts
centre in almost all aspects of its
development and growth since its
conception. Linda Covit: "1 think
that there was a time when women
had to be separated, but for me that
period is past, in that what we are
working for is integration." (See
Centerfold, June 1978, page 52).
What is meant by Femin ism as a
creative source is the genesis of the
whole person, emotionally, intellectually, spiritually, as applied to the
unique position of women, both
from historical and psychological
perspectives.
Given this perspective, the question of integration or
separation becomes an issue of
formulating
alternative
actions
within a politically , aware climate.
Frustration in the face, of the establishment is not simply because it is
male dominated, in fact, but because
it is male dominated in principle.
Structure, which includes presentation, review and public orientation, .
plays an important part in the art.
This issue speaks to what I term
as a transition in awareness leading
to action, an emergence from the
naivete of support group isolation.
In Canada, to term oneself as a
feminist artist usually results in misinterpretation or ridicule. In the
United States, at least there is the
women's movement, which provides
a broad based intellectual fabric.

The key issues emerging from
the film conference itself, as lin ked
with the key issues of a women's
art.~ space or non-space, are immedi•
ately entwined with the core issues
of action and structure, these issues
being: a growing need for conscious
and informed feminist criticism
on the ideological concerns in
women's film, a demystification of
production and distribution proce•
dures for the independent filmaker,
and a need for more women in all
areas of professional film, including
the technical.

Performance

t requires some leap of the im•
T
agination to step from the
I
reality of social action groups born
in the rhetoric of the "service organi•
zation" to the vision and power of a
feminist perspective as a creative
source. It is perhaps a particularly
difficult transition for those women
who have used the support group
structure as a self-realisation and
educative source . I feel strongly
that it is no longer enough to simply
rediscover what women are capable
of, but that it is necessary to move
through the trajectory of selfrealisation to action .
This may seem an unusual way
to review the women's film festival
in Montreal, a review which could
basically be a reporting act; but it
seems to me that this festival reflects, both in the context of the
represented works and in the organizational attitudes of Powerhouse,
a transition in awareness or at least
a potential transition in awareness
vis-a-vis the women's context in the
arts.
Linda Covit, the coordinator of
Powerhouse, principly saw the festival as an extension to existing programming in Powerhouse which
"provides a centre which reflects
the trends of women artists." Women filmakers from across the
country were invited to submit films
to a jury consisting of the festival
organizers from Powerhouse and
members of Femmedia, a group of
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Piranhia Farms
Eric Metcalfe , Jane El~ison,
Hank Bull - The Music Gallery
No vember 12th

by Clive Robertson
his trio of artist-performers on a
cross-country tour from Vancouver were warmly received with a
full house on Saturday and a good
turnout on Sunday afternoon (12th).
Eric Metcalfe (a.k.a. Dr. Brute)
opened (after a punderful introduction by Hank Bull) with nostalgia
presenting a new version of Leopard
Realty, followed by a reformation
of the legendary Brute Saxes. Not
for jaded ears, Dr. Brute, Vic d'Or
and Hank Bull played those kazoo/
piano hits that are for Canada almost
what Ben Vautier's Fluxus pieces
are for France.
The new work - PiranhiaFarms,

T
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is both romantic and complex. Romantic in the form of fun fair Bull with his clam costume, Metcalfe
with his Piranha costume and Jane
Ellison part mermaid , part Botticelli.
The set-three opaqu e screens were
used for shadow dancing, rear slide
projection, and from the front as a
wall for primary coloured lights.
The complexity came from two colour monitors on either side of the set
playing excerpted TV clips from
movies about sea monsters, battleships, science fictions edited together
with a melodrama of sexual fantasy
-most of it male- apart from all
that water!
The interplay between the two
was always bizarre but often logical
as in a sequence of slides with Hank
Bull fully clothed chasing Jane
Ellison underwater, only to be attacked, himself with a resin model of
a piranha fish that 'bit' him in the
neck producing thin ·strips of red
paper that emerged from his ringless
collar.
Hank later re-enacted the
slide sequence in shadow form which
certainly was the most effective
shadow manipulation l have ever
seen . The TV's meanwhile were, had
been, or were about to show clips of
frightened women jumping into male
arms as they escaped the clutches of
the deep. There were many times
when the piece might have been
called Piranhia F,-euds.
'Farms• was loaded with humour,
Metcalfe frantically playing 'im.provisational' music at The Music Gallery
- his love of jazz fused with his love
of movie as persona. Hank Bull
singing a duet with a native movie
star singing in a canoe, Metcalfe in
shorts scanning the audience through
binoculars whilst every nation's seamen imitated him from bridges of
their submarines, battleships and
destroye~ , all via TV clips.
The dancing sequences by Ellison gave the live components their
waveform and yet as Hank Bull
said at the beginning , "There is no
· porpoise" and the purpose of this
piece was certainly
evasive.
Not that clarity is a necessity, but
the cycle of content from the film
clips became repetitive and made
one a little un-shore.
The everpresent angst of the content never
quite made it to the audience,
whilst it was certainly three-dimen•
sional , in technicolour, you never
quite felt sea-sick. The shoreline
may be elusive but the differences
between land and water could have
used a little more edge.
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Performance
Laurie Anderson

AGO Autobiographical Performance - November 9th

by Clive Robertson

aurie Anderson is a manipulative
performer ih both positive and
L
negative senses. As was shown in

Like a Stream Continued she has ·
access to almost too much talent
with the end experience being both
impressive and contrived.
Her
content is presented in a brief way, a
sandwich of technology and literalness - the brevity effective in its
capability for instant recognition, its
aftertaste odorful but lacking body.
I say this after being greatly impressed with her work included on the
AIRWAVES anthology of artist's
music, she is a fine musician, songwriter, narrative teller and producer.
_ Her performance is many things
that most performimces are not . It
is fluent, engaging, comfortable in a
not distasteful way. Her stories are
almost Cagean in their warmth
though again they are not quite remarkable enough for repeated tellings. Her inventions, including the
audiotape violin bow stroked over a
playbackhead fixed to her white
violin, are meaningful in themselves.
She knows how to sensitjvely activate them. With a locally formed ensemble of musicians the longest
piece in the performance was the
most successful, proving that it is
not the content but the structure
which jars the intellect.
Her use of film, overlayed with
slide captions is where the literal pun
seems most pointless - considering

the effort that it takes to construct
such sequences. She says she likes
the sound of the Swedish language
and we see her posing in front of
the camera and in the background we
see two men with a screw cultivator
digging post holes. Such conceptual
language is hackneyed if not frayed.
One telling segment of the performance stood out which referred to an
interrogation which is told in two
microphones adjacent to her head she speaks into one and then the
other. It is the story of someone
being interrogated by two people
on either side of him. wh~n he
realises that by answering e/lch in
quick succession he is with his head
turning from side to side saying no
to all questions.
It might be unfair to go further
and say that Laurie Anderson projects her understanding of herself as
Hot Property through her performance . Dressed like Diane Keaton,
she seems to want to play everything
for advantage. In Performance that
is often a disadvantage. Moments,
though brief, when she played Jews
Harp or sang were enough to satisfy.
The most enlightening aspect of this
performance was that it graphically
showed what happens when talent
is overplayed and genius is underplayed.
What happens when Performance Art stretches out to become that plexiglass kinetic sculpture: - as soon as the assembly is
complete - the scratches begin to
show up immediately.
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tentially popular 45rpm art. By saying it simple, she does stand to become much more accessible. But by
inadequately packaging a decent set
of ideas, she may fail to reach the
wider audience she desires. Unlike
her region's undistinguished art history, Spodarek's particular urban
environment has generated more
than it's share of influential pop
music . Perhaps this new audience
will be even more difficult to impress.
Whatever the artists think of
this record, the public will ultimately pass judgement on this aud io
art. They are voting right now, two
plays for a quarter, as they find her
on the jukeboxes of selected bars
in Detroit and vicinity.
Whether
they play her songs or not, no one
can say that Dangerous Diane is
afraid to take chances.

SUBSCRWTIONS
$9 Individual
$18 lnstitutior\al
$2 Issue

Potent ially Dangerous
Dangerous Diane and the
Dinettes with Duh Detroit Band

D.AM. Records, 15720 Southfield,
Detroit, MI 48223. A Side: Potentially Dangerous; B Side: It's So Easy
(to make art)

D "Detroit style". For the uninitiated, her work is always tough,

iane Spodarek does her audio art

straight forward, and sometimes brutal. She has built up quite a reputation exposing the midwest to her
controversial videotapes and performance. This is her first record.
Potentially Dangerous is a 'talkthrough' cut reminiscent of the early
60's music of the Shangri-La's. Only
instead of the strings, Spodarek employs the somewhat lean backup
vocals of the Dinettes to keep things
moving whi le she delivers a set of ice
cold confessions representing a mother admitting to herself her recurrent fantasies of murdering her infant child.
"No one knows that
once, just once, I had the urge to
plunge the knife I was using to
chop onions into my baby's stomach." All of the mother's imaginary acts of violence perversely invert her instinctual concern for the
child's safety. "No one knows that
once, just once, I had the urge to
keep the pillow over my baby's
face when we were playing peek-aboo." Here we have on disc, one
murder
city
mother's
twisted
thoughts released on a brand new
motor city label. We have a recording that is honestly interesting,
painfully true to life, though musically awkward and amateurish . An
example of the contemporary artist
playing the pop music star, not ~o
be confused with the pop mus~c
star playing the contemporary artist.
It's So Easy (to make art) is
Spodarek's remake of Linda Ronstadt's remake of Buddy Holly's
It's So Easy (to fall in love). "People tell me art is for fools, here I
go breaking all the rules." While
she may have a very good point in
the context of her hometown, that
making art is easy when compared
to doing shiftwork on the assembly
line, she does find herself deep in
the hot water of her limited vocal
range. As this B side does not carry
the edge apparent in Potentially
Dangerous, that convincing-inner city
authenticity, her lack of musical talent may throw a wrench into her po-
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thought-provoking volume has to be
carefully looked at for the informa•
tion it provides, if not somewhat inadvertently, in its curious but gener•
ally inflated argument for the curtailment of the prevailing indiscriminate consumption of broadcast
television.
This is not a brand new book.
Viking Press originally published
this manuscript in April of 1977.
This Bantam edition (May 1978)
is the sixth printing of Winn's popuIf there is a "media
lar thesis.
sectjon"
that includes television
in your favourite bookstore, there
will be a pile of The Plug-In Drug.
My purpose in this review will be to
isolate the logic of a number of
Winn's reactionary views through
a more or less linear display of
what I consider to be the more attractive ideas of Winn's anti-television
argument. As these ideas are interesting, I will not restrict myself
from developing opposite viewpoints.
I will list my specific interests under
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her original Chapter Headings, thereby assuring a reasonable reconstruction of the patterns of thinking employed in these selected section$ of
the original text.
Let us start at the beginning of
the book, in the Preface, where
Winn asks herself, "Why have I limited my investigations to middle-class
families, it might be asked. Partly
because these are the very people
whose behaviour, as Philip Slater
writes, 'has the greatest impact on
society and who have the power
and resources to improve it' .. . "
As a point of honesty, Winn admits
this book is not an investigation into
the effects of television on the upper
or lower class. That she has limited
her analysis by not surveying the
television viewing habits of the
upper-class does not bother me, for
it is my experience that the upperclass has its viewing process set into
mind as nothing but a kitsch experience anyway. The upper-class more
often spends its leisure time experiencing the depths of classical music,
legitimate theatre, repertory cinema,
great literature, and modern art,
while feeling as though it is slumming with "low-life" (an expression
commonly used by the upper-class
to define persons of the lower-class)
often represented in the regular programming of broadcast television.
It does seem inappropriate to bypass
co~mercial
television's effect on
ghetto families locked into a rigorous
viewing schedule mandatorily imposed by the cultural restrictions of
poverty. This is not to imply that
The Plug-In Drug is not a political
book, as all media books are political by nature, but that it is a politi•
cal book designed for the consciousness raising of a single class. It is a
book describing the self-destruction
of the middle-class through the unintelligent use of television technology.
It's not what you watch, but
how much you watch. This leads us
to that all important relationship between actual viewing time and critical level of association one must have
with the world. Winn stresses, we
must encourage "prosocial behavour" in our children. And, of course,
she states in no uncertain terms, that
too much television does little to encourage "prosocial behaviour".
In
fact, heavy television viewing encourages anti-social behaviour. And
such anti-social behaviour is cultivated in the home with the imple·

mentation of televi~ion as a babysitting machine.
To back up her
point she quotes a pseudonymous
Sedulus writing in The New Republic in 1970 as having stated, "The
present generation of preschoolers
watches an average of 54 hours of
television a week.'' That's just under
7 hours a day. An extreme estimate
by an unaccountable source. In a
state of concern for the minds of
• innocent children, she continues,
"There is, indeed, no other experience in a child's life tha t permits
quite so much intake while demanding so little outflow." Or, she asks
"Wh at are the effects upon the vul-'
nerable and developing human organism of spending such a significant proportion of each day engaging in this particular experience?"
Or "The young child's need for
fantasy is gratified far better by his
own make-believe activities than by
the adult-made fantasies he is offered
on television."
And "The young
child's need for intellectual stimulation is met infinitely better when he
ca~ learn by manipulating , touching,
doing, than by merely watching passively." As Winn pounds her way
through this series of redundant
statements, all suggesting the evaporation of the imagination of the victimized television child, she never
once examines the other side of the
coin.
What about the possibility
that the child who grows up without
television in this day and age will in
the long run suffer an irreversible incompatibility when attempting comprehension of a culture produced by
individuals of the mass who have developed a conventional perc eption
while cybernetically involved with a
home television receivers? Will not a
certain minority of television ch ildren t.ake to the air as brilliant programmers based on their natural affinity towards the medium? I hold
up as example the remarkable abilities of those young musicians who
seem totally at ease in their inventively eclectic representation of the
rock and roll music they were literally born into. As for babies and
television, these kids will grow up to
be good at something!
inn makes sense in answering the
next question. Is the prolonged
W
viewing of television more harmful
for children than it is for adults?
Yes, it is more harmful for the
younger viewer, because children
watch television as a primary experience, whereas adults watch television
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of theoretically practical applications.
In The Plug-In Drug, Marie Winn uses
the left-right brain hypothesis beautifully to back her claim that television
and children do not mix very well.
In her book, the brain divides like so:
the left lobe is verbal and logical and
therefore, in most of' us it is dominant; the right lobe is non-verbal, spatial, visual, and perhaps "affective"
or emotional. Intelligence and memory can be seen in light of this verbal·
spatial (visual) dichotomy. /my attempt to measure the intelligence of
an individual may be biased towards
verbal or spatial recognition. The
young child does not exhibit discrete left and right hemisphere func•
tioning, as is outlined above. That is,
there is no clear hemisphere specialization until approximately the 12th
or 13th year. Without hemisphere
specialization, and particularly left
hemisphere dominance, verbal-logical
thought exists only intermittently in
a sea of nonverbal thought. The
eidetic image is cited as a manifestation of this state of cognition. Eidetic images are images that last visually in the mind, but as they are verbalized, they instantly disappear. As
the child develops, and his or her
brain specializes in terms of discrete
left-right
functioning,
"Verbal
thought is used whenever words,
symbols, logic, or focal organization
is required . Non-verbal functioning
may be seen when the mind shifts
n VerbalandNonverbalThought,
into a qualitatively different state, as
Winn discusses the physiological
in those moments when one seems to
development of the human brain and
be washed over by sensations unacdoes very well in her treatment of
companied by the usual mental manithe popular left and right hemisphere
pulations or ratiocinations. Staring
model, which suddenly, in the past
into a flickering fireplace is an examfew years, has become the favourite
ple of a non-verbal form of mental
metaphor of the self-conscious, the
operation: the mind perceives the
astrology of the seventies. 'What's
changing movements of the flamesyour dominant lobe?' I call this
the visual stimuli are obviously retwo brain model a metaphor because
ceived by the brain's sense receptors
so many of the people using the two
- and yet no verbal manipulations
brain hypothesis have never had a
occur. A mode of menta l functionchance to read the instruments the
ing that requires nothing but intake
clinical psychologists have been
and acceptance is in operation."
watching for decades. As the patterns have emerged from the record•
ings of data based on the readings of
And Winn aQds, "If during the
the instruments, and this informachild's
formative years when the
t ion has been substantially published,
brain is in transition from its original,
the abstract form of the data being
unspecialized state to one in which
roughly distinguished, it then finds
each hemisphere takes on a specific
its way into the more or less 'comfunction the child engages in a remon' language of the popularizer and
peated and time-consuming nonwe find a very useful model being
verbal, primarily visual activity - if,
used in many different kinds of
in effect, he receives excessive stimpeople, all having found the conulation for the right-hemisphere
ceptual division of the brain an adforms of mental functioning vantageous procedure in any number

with a backlay of "real" experiences
to go with the electronic metaphor.
Winn continues her discussion
of children being destroyed by tele·
vision with the introduction of the
"television savant", who like the
idiot savant, a "retarded" child exhibiting strange abilities or talents such as being able to multiply 5 digit
numbers in his or her head, is capable
of similarily useless feats.
"The
young television savant has no more
ability to use his television acquired
material for his own human purposes
than the defective pseudo-genius has
of using his amazing mathematical
manipulations." While I will admit
to being 'shocked' upon hearing
children 'talk commercials', I must
continue to maintain some semblance of an anti-thesis by suggesting
this savant syndrome may be the
germ of a phase of creative evolution
we have little understanding of at
this time. Just as the anti-intellectuals have always had the 'eggheads'
to make fun of, the anti-television
faction must make example of the
"television savants", depicting these
sensitive, exceptional individuals as
unnaturally introverted members of
an otherwise 'normal' society, their
televised minds horribly misshapen
by the limitations of a fantastically
evil machine.
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might this not have a discernible effect on his neurological development?" In other words, Winn feels
the television gene,ration's inadequate
verbal-logical skills are the result of
young unformed minds thinking
through too much television. And
"It is not the child's actual acquisition of language but his commitment to language as a means of expression and to the verbal mode as
the ultimate source of fulfillment
that is at stake, a commitment that
may have a physiological basis in the
balance of right and le.ft hemisphere
development" . . . . "as he or she
{the viewer) relaxes year after year, a
pattern emphasizing nonverbal cognition becomes established ."
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s Winn continues with the strong

argument that television holds
A
back the verbal-logical skills one

must develop to become functionally
literate in a print sense, I can only
choose to amplify a statement she
makes further on in the Television
and Reading section of her extremely
linear text . "Because reading de•
mands complex mental manipulations, a reader is required to concen•
trate more than a television viewer.
An audio expert (Tony Schwartz,
The Respqnsive Chord) notes that
'with the electronic media it is openness {that counts). Openness permits
auditory and visual stimuli more
direct access to the brain . . . someone who is taught to concentrate
will fail to receive many patterns of
information conveyed by the electronic stimuli'."
[t seems very odd to me that
Winn has missed a very important
set of considerations. She has failed
to take into account the overwhelming evidence that the television image is most consistently activated by
its companion audio, and that this .
audio is most commonly a narrative
structure demanding the skillful
verbal-logical processing activities
of the viewer-listener in order for the
story told to be comprehended, however simply in the aural tradition of
the culture, thus allowing the video
to be seen with 'open' eyes. And
there is one more question I have
to ask. If you can't 'hear' the
language, how can you expect to
read or write?
Tom Sherman
Centerfold, December 1978
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